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The aim of this study is to investigate the views of preservice 

science teachers on nature of science (NOS). A total of 166 preservice 

science teachers participated in the study. A 21-item “Views on Science-

Technology-Society (VOSTS)” instrument, translated and adapted into 

Turkish, were utilized to assess participants’ views on the nature of 

science. The VOSTS (Aikenhead, Ryan and Fleming, 1989) is a pool of 

114 empirically developed multiple-choice items with nine categories. In 

this study, 21 item selected from the epistemology of science category 

corresponded to the purposes of the assessment. In order to understand 

participants’ views on nature of science in depth, semi-structured 

interviews were also conducted by 9 volunteer preservice science 

teachers.  

The results gave a picture of the preservice science teachers’ 

views on nature of science. Results of this study revealed preservice 

science teachers’ misconceptions on nature of science. Their views are 

mostly traditional on the nature of science. Results of the study indicated 
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that preservice science teachers held traditional views (naive) regarding 

the definition of science; the nature of scientific models; the relationships 

between hypotheses, theories, and laws; fundamental assumptions for all 

science; the scientific method; uncertainty in scientific knowledge; 

epistemological status of scientific knowledge; coherence of concepts 

across disciplines. On the other hand participants have contemporary 

views (realistic) on the nature of observation; the nature of classification 

schemes; the tentativeness of scientific knowledge; cause and effect 

relationship. Analysis of interviews also supported these findings and 

gave a deep insight on preservice science teachers’ views on nature of 

science. 

 
 
 

Keywords: Views on nature of science, preservice science teachers, scientific 

knowledge, scientific method, misconceptions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

There is not a consensus on how to define “science education.” Good, Herron, 

Lawson, and Renner (1985) defined science education as the discipline devoted to 

discovering, developing, and evaluating improved methods and materials to teach 

science, i.e., the quest for knowledge, as well as the knowledge generated by that 

quest. According to them a central concern of science education should be 

developing a better understanding of how scientists and people in general learn to 

quest for knowledge in order to help children learn. On the other hand, Yager (1985) 

claimed that to limit science education to discovering, developing, and evaluating 

“improved methods and materials for teaching science” makes science education 

“administrative”-less than a discipline- an inquiry without a domain of its own. Such 

a limited definition identifies the task of the science educators’ one of transmitting 

what scientists know to students of varying ages. Yager (1984) defined science 

education as; the discipline concerned with the study of the interaction of science and 

society- i.e. the study of the impact of science upon society as well as the impact of 

society upon science. According to him their interdependence becomes a reality and 

the interlocking concept for the discipline. In Yager’s opinion, research in science 

education centers upon this interface.  

Scientific literacy is commonly portrayed as the ability to make informed 

decisions on science and technology- based issues and is linked to deep 

understanding of scientific concepts, the processes of scientific inquiry, and the 

nature of science (Bell, Blair, Crawford & Lederman, 2003). 

Science education reform brought scientific literacy into the central point of 

the science education goals. Laugksch and Spargo (1996) stated that scientific 

literacy has received much attention in the last decade, particularly in the United 

States and Britain. Widespread scientific literacy of individuals is increasingly seen 

as being of vital importance for a number of different reasons-scientific, economic, 

ideological, intellectual, and aesthetic. Bybee, Powel, Ellis, Giese, Parisi, and 
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Singleyton (1991) explained that the features of a scientifically and technologically 

literate person understand those; science and technology are the products of culture 

within which they develop; the roles and effects of science and technology have 

differed in different cultures and in different groups within these cultures; technology 

and science are human activities that have creative, affective and ethical dimensions; 

and they base decisions on scientific and technological knowledge and process. 

A scientifically literate individual is commonly portrayed as one who makes 

informed decisions within a science/technology context by drawing upon their rich 

scientific knowledge, such as an understanding of the concepts, principles, theories, 

and processes of science (Abd-El-Khalick, Bell & Lederman, 1998). The 

achievement of scientific literacy for individuals is viewed by many science 

educators as the educational solution to the many economical, social, and 

environmental challenges of the 21st century (Eisenhart, Finkel & Marion, 1996; 

cited in Moss, Abrams & Robb, 2001).    

It is widely believe that understanding of the nature of science is an important 

objective in most science education curricula that are intended to promote scientific 

literacy. Lederman (1992) observed that the development of an adequate 

understanding of the nature of science or an understanding of science as a way of 

knowing continues to be advocated widely as a desired outcome of science teaching. 

Many contemporary science educators agree that encouraging students’ 

understanding of the nature of science, its presuppositions, values, aims, and 

limitations should be central goal of science teaching (McComas, Clough & 

Almazroa, 1998). 

The nature of science has been defined in numerous ways. Abd-el-Khalick, 

Bell and Lederman (1998, p.418) stated “typically, the nature of science has been 

used to refer to the epistemology of science, science as a way of knowing, or the 

values and beliefs inherent to the development of scientific knowledge”. According 

to the Lederman (1986), nature of science mostly commonly refers to the values and 

assumptions inherent to scientific knowledge, for example, it is based upon the 

answers to such questions as: “Is scientific knowledge moral or amoral?”, “Is it 

tentative or absolute?”, “Is scientific knowledge a product of human imagination or 
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not?”. So, individual responses to such questions can be presumed to constitute 

individual conceptions of the nature of science (Lederman, 1986).  

The goal of helping students develop adequate conceptions of nature of 

science (NOS) has been agreed upon by most scientists, science educators, and 

science education organizations during the past 85 years (Abd-El-Khalick, Bell & 

Lederman, 1998). At present, despite their varying pedagogical or curricular 

emphases, agreement among the major reform efforts in science education 

[American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAS), 1990, 1993; 

National research Council (NRC), 1996] centers on the importance of enhancing K-

12 students’ conceptions of NOS. However, the achievement of this long -espoused 

goal has been met little success. Research has consistently shown that students’ NOS 

views are not consistent with contemporary conceptions of the scientific endeavor 

(Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000). 

According to Lederman (1998), the general community of philosophers and 

historians of science can accept that: “the characteristics of the scientific enterprise 

corresponding to a level of generality are that scientific knowledge is tentative 

(subject to change), empirically based (based on and/or derived from observations of 

the natural world), subjective (theory-laden), necessarily involves human inference, 

imagination, and creativity (involves the invention of explanations), and socially and 

culturally embedded. Three additional important aspects are the distinctions between 

observation and inference, the lack of a universal recipe like method for doing 

science, and the functions of and relationships between scientific theories and laws. 

These NOS aspects have been emphasized in recent science education reform 

documents in the USA (e.g., AAAS, 1990, 1993; Millar & Osborne, 1998; NRC, 

1996; cited in Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell & Schwartz, 2002). These 

characteristics of scientific knowledge are explained as following by Lederman, 

Abd-El-Khalick, Bell and Schwartz (2002): 

The Empirical Nature of Scientific Knowledge: Science at least partially 

based on observations of the natural world, and “sooner or later, the validity of 

scientific claims is settled by referring to observations of phenomena” (AAAS, 1990, 

p.4). However, scientists do not have direct access to most natural phenomena. 
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Observations of nature are always filtered through our perceptual apparatus and/or 

intricate instrumentation, interpreted from within elaborate theoretical frameworks, 

and almost always mediated by a host of assumptions that underlie functioning of 

scientific instruments. 

Observations, Inference, and Theoretical Entities in Science: Students 

should be able to distinguish between observation and inference. Observations are 

descriptive statements about natural phenomena that are directly accessible to the 

senses (or extensions of the senses) and about which observes can reach consensus 

with relative ease. For example, objects released above ground level tend to fall to 

the ground. By contrast, inferences are statements about phenomena that are not 

directly accessible to the senses. For example, objects tend to fall to the ground 

because of gravity. The notion of gravity is inferential an the sense that it can be 

accessed and/or measured only through its manifestations or effects, such as the 

perturbations in predicted planetary orbits due to interplanetary attractions, and the 

bending of light coming from the stars as it rays pass through the sun’s gravitational 

field. An understanding of the crucial distinction between observation and inference 

is a precursor to making sense of a multitude of inferential and theoretical entities 

and terms that inhabit the worlds of science. Examples of such entities include atoms, 

molecular orbital, species, genes, photons, magnetic fields, and gravitational forces 

(Hull, 1998, p.146)     

Scientific Theories and Laws: Scientific theories are well-established, highly 

substantiated, internally consistent systems of explanations (Suppe, 1977). Theories 

serve to explain large sets of seemingly unrelated observations in more than one field 

of investigation. Theories cannot be directly tested. Only indirect evidence can be 

used to support theories and establish their validity. Scientists derive specific 

testable predictions from theories and check them against tangible data. An 

agreement between such predictions and empirical evidence serves to increase the 

level of confidence in the tested theory. 

Closely related to the distinction between observation and inference is the 

distinction between scientific theories and laws. In general, laws are descriptive 

statements of relationships among observable phenomena. Boyle’s law, which relates 
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the pressure of a gas to its volume at a constant temperature, is a case in point. 

Theories, by contrast, are inferred explanations for observable phenomena or 

regularities in those phenomena. For example the kinetic molecular theory serves to 

explain Boyle’s law. Students often (a) hold a simplistic, hierarchical view of the 

relationship between theories and laws whereby theories become laws depending on 

the availability of supporting evidence; and (b) believe that laws have a higher status 

than theories. Both nations are inappropriate. Theories and laws are different kinds 

of knowledge and one does not become the other. Theories are as legitimate a 

product of science as laws (Figure 1.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1.    Relationship between Scientific Theories/Laws and Observations/Data 

(Lederman et al. 2002) 

 

 

The Creative and Imaginative Nature of Scientific Knowledge: Science is 

empirical. The development of scientific knowledge involves making observations of 

nature. Nonetheless, generating scientific knowledge also involves human 

imagination and creativity. Science, contrary to common belief, is not a lifeless, 
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entirely rational, and orderly activity. Science involves the invention of explanations 

and theoretical entities, which requires a great deal of creativity on the part of 

scientists. This aspect of science, coupled with its inferential nature, entails that 

scientific entities such as atoms and species are functional theoretical models rather 

than faithful copies of reality.  

The Theory-Laden Nature of Scientific Knowledge: Scientific knowledge is 

theory-laden. Scientists’ theoretical and disciplinary commitments, beliefs, prior 

knowledge, training, experiences, and expectations actually influence their work. All 

these background factors form a mindset that affects the problems scientists 

investigate and how they conduct their investigations, what they observe (and do not 

observe), and how they interpret their observations. This (sometimes collective) 

individuality or mindset accounts for the role of theory in the production of scientific 

knowledge. Contrary to common belief, science never starts with neutral 

observations (Popper, 1992). Observations (and investigations) are always 

motivated and guided by, and acquire meaning in reference to questions or 

problems, which are derived from certain theoretical perspectives.  

The Social and Cultural Embeddedness of Scientific Knowledge: Science as 

a human enterprise is practiced in the context of a larger culture and its 

practitioners are the product of that culture. Science, it follows, affects and is 

affected by the various elements and intellectual spheres of the culture in which it is 

embedded. These elements include, but are not limited to, social fabric, power 

structures, politics, socioeconomic factors, philosophy, and religion. 

Myth of The scientific Method: One of the most widely held misconceptions 

about science is the existence of the scientific method. The modern origins of this 

misconception may be traced to Francis Bacon’ s Novum Organum (Bacon, 1996), in 

which the inductive method was propounded to guarantee “certain” knowledge. 

Since the 17th century, inductivism and several other epistemological stances that 

aimed to achieve the same end (although in those latter stances the criterion of 

certainty was either replaced with notions of high probability or abandoned 

altogether) have been debunked, such as Bayesianism, falsificationism, and 

hypothetico-deductivism (Gillies, 1993). Nonetheless, some of those stances, 
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especially inductivism and falsificationism, are still widely popularized in science 

textbooks and even explicitly taught in classrooms. The myth of the scientific method 

is regularly manifested in the belief that there is a recipelike stepwise procedure that 

all scientists follow when they do science. This notion was explicitly debunked: There 

is no single scientific method that would guarantee the development of infallible 

knowledge (AAAS, 1993; Bauer, 1994; Feyerabend, 1993; NRC, 1996; Shapin, 

1996). It is true that scientists observe, compare, measure, test, speculate, 

hypothesize, create ideas and conceptual tools, and construct theories and 

explanations. However, there is no single sequence of activities (prescribed or 

otherwise) that will unerringly lead them to functional or valid solutions or 

answered, let alone certain or true knowledge. 

The Tentative Nature of Scientific Knowledge: Scientific knowledge, 

although reliable and durable, is never absolute or certain. This knowledge, 

including facts, theories, and laws, is subject to change. Scientific claims change as 

new evidence, made possible through advances in thinking and technology, is 

brought to bear on these claims, and as extant evidence is reinterpreted in the light 

of new theoretical advances, changes in the cultural and social spheres, or shifts in 

the directions of established research programs. Tentativeness in science does not 

arise solely from the fact that scientific knowledge is inferential, creative, and 

socially and culturally embedded. There are compelling logical arguments that lend 

credence to the notion of tentativeness. Indeed, contrary to common belief, scientific 

hypotheses, theories, and laws can never be absolutely proven irrespective of the 

amount of supporting empirical evidence (Popper, 1963). For example, to be proven, 

a law should account for every instance of the phenomenon it purports to describe. It 

can logically be argued that one such future instance, of which we have no 

knowledge whatsoever, may behave in a manner contrary to what the law states. 

Thus, the law can never acquire an absolutely proven status. This equally holds in 

the case of theories. 
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1.1. Significance of the study 

 

Saunders (2001) stated that one major outcome which has remained 

prominent in the professional science education literature for many decades deals 

with students’ understanding of basic notions about the methodology of science. This 

understanding (of the “nature of science”) is thought to be essential future citizens. It 

is argued that in order to grasp the role of science in society, and to be intelligent 

decision makers in democracy, students need to acquire a meaningful understanding 

of the nature of science including its potential and its limitations (Collette and 

Chiappetta, 1984; cited in Saunders 2001).  

Students are the future citizens who will run the country and make some of 

the most important decisions affecting many lives. Therefore, they must be aware of 

the nature of science and technology. It is clear that teachers who want to increase 

students’ understanding of the nature of science and thus increase their scientific 

literacy must pay careful attention to what they say and do in the classroom and to 

the kind of classroom climate they establish (Lederman, 1990). There appears to be 

an overt recognition that teachers cannot teach what they do not understand, and that 

simply possessing the desired knowledge does not ensure its effective 

communication to students (Lederman, 1992).  

Although an understanding of the nature of science is considered to be one of 

the primary goals of science education for many years, previous studies show that 

both students and teachers have inadequate conceptions about the nature of science. 

Researchers argued that the main reason for students’ inadequate concept ion is the 

inadequate conceptions of science teachers who are the responsible persons to 

develop such an understanding in their students. On the other hand, in Turkey, 

understanding of the nature of science as one of the most important aspect of science 

teaching, have not been investigated enough yet. Therefore, this study will also be a 

step revealing preservice science teachers’ views on the nature of science in Turkey.   

The results of Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS, 

1999) showed some alarming results for our country in terms of science education. 

According to the results of this study, there is much more emphasis on scientific 
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knowledge, basic science facts and concepts than the application of science, 

designing and conducting scientific investigations. The science topic in the intended 

curriculum is 95% for Turkey. This is about 86% in US, 71% in England, 67% in 

Italy, and 38% in Belgium. This means that we intended to teach but we could not. 

TIMSS also investigated the emphasis on several approaches and processes given in 

different countries. According to this study, emphasis given on to nature of science in 

Turkey evaluated as moderate. Major emphasis was given to this point in many other 

countries such as Canada, Finland, and Netherlands etc. It is obviously seen that our 

science education needs fundamental changes. It is clear that science teachers are the 

key factors for changes in education. For that reason, the present study aimed to 

determine the views of preservice science teachers’ on nature of science issue, which 

is the basic goal of contemporary science education. The result of this study gives the 

opportunity to future studies to improve science education starting from the key 

elements, preservice science teachers, of the nature of science. 

According to the findings of this study, current science teacher education 

programs may be modified in the direction for enhancing science teachers’ 

understanding on the nature of science. Science teachers will find these views on 

nature of science results useful because the data reveal preconceptions harbored by 

preservice science teachers in Ankara. These data can guide the design of lessons or 

units. They also offer teachers a way of assessing their students’ views on the nature 

of science.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

This chapter is devoted to the previous studies that have produced theoretical 

background of this study, instruments and studies developed and used for assessing 

views of nature of science. 

 

2.1. Nature of Science (NOS) in Science Education 

 

Future citizens in a democracy need to have a very fundamental knowledge of 

the nature of science in order to participate in intelligent debate and decision-making 

with respect to the many social issues arising from science and technology 

(Saunders, 2001). In order to grasp the role of science in society, and to be intelligent 

decision makers in democracy, students and teachers need to acquire a meaningful 

understanding of the nature of science including its potential and its limitations.  

NOS refers to the epistemology of science, science as a way of knowing, or 

the values and beliefs inherent to the development of scientific knowledge 

(Lederman, 1992). These characterizations nevertheless remain fairly general, and 

philosophers of science, historians of science, sociologists of science, and science 

educators are quick to disagree on a specific definition for NOS. Such disagreement, 

however, should not be surprising given the multifaceted and complex nature of the 

human endeavor we call science. Moreover, similar to scientific knowledge, 

conceptions of NOS are tentative and dynamic: These conceptions have changed 

throughout the development of science and systematic thinking about its nature and 

workings (Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000). 

A consensus view of nature of science objectives stated in eight international 

science standards documents (Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1. Nature of Science Objectives (McComas, Clough & Almazroa, 1998, p.6) 

 

Scientific knowledge while durable has a tentative character. 

Scientific knowledge relies heavily, but not entirely, on observation, 
experimental evidence, rational arguments, and skepticism. 
There is no one way to do science (therefore, there is no universal step-by-step 
scientific method). 
Science is an attempt to explain natural phenomena. 

Laws and theories serve different roles in science; therefore students should 
note that theories do not become laws even with additional evidence. 
People from all cultures contribute to science. 

New knowledge must be reported clearly and openly. 

Scientists require accurate record keeping, peer review and replicability. 

Observations are theory laden. 

Scientists are creative. 

The history of science reveals both an evolutionary and revolutionary character. 

Science is part of social and cultural traditions. 

Science and technology impact each other. 

Scientific ideas are affected by their social & historical milieu. 

 

 

 

While the frequency of particular student views regarding the nature of 

science from year to year, the following are some of the more significant 

misconceptions that regularly appear and must be addressed: science provides 

society with instruments and processes that improve daily life (i.e. science is equated 

with technology); the best scientists are always open-minded, logical, objective, and 

unbiased in their work; scientific theories become laws with enough evidence; a 

particular scientific method exist and this accounts for the success of science; 

science, if done well, provides absolute certainty; scientific ideas are exclusively and 

unambiguously determined by empirical data; and scientific knowledge is discovered 

(i.e., ignoring the inventive/creative/idealized character of science ideas) (Clough, 

1997). 
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Misconceptions about science are most likely due to the lack of philosophy of 

science content in teachers education programs and the failure of such programs to 

provide real science research experiences for preservice teachers while another 

source of the problem may be the generally shallow treatment of the nature of 

science in the textbooks to which teachers might turn for guidance. Some of the 

myths, such as the idea that there is a scientific method, are most likely caused by the 

explicit inclusion of faulty ideas in textbooks while others, such as lack of 

knowledge of the social construction of scientific knowledge, are the result of 

omissions in texts (McComas, 1998). 

In an attempt to provide a more realistic view of science and point out issues 

on which science teachers should focus fifteen widely-held, yet incorrect ideas about 

the nature of science: 

Myth 1: Hypotheses become theories that in turn become laws. 

Myth 2: Scientific laws and other such ideas are absolute. 

Myth 3: A hypothesis is an educated guess. 

Myth 4: A general and universal scientific method exists. 

Myth 5: Evidence accumulated carefully will result in sure knowledge. 

Myth 6: Science and its methods provide absolute proof. 

Myth 7: Science is procedural more than creative. 

Myth 8: Science and its methods can answer all questions. 

Myth 9: Scientists are particularly objective. 

Myth 10: Experiments are the principal route to scientific knowledge. 

Myth 11: Scientific conclusions are reviewed for accuracy. 

Myth 12: Acceptance of new scientific knowledge is straightforward. 

Myth 13: Science models represent reality. 

Myth 14: Science and technology are identical. 

Myth 15: Science is a solitary pursuit (McComas, 1998). 

Duschl (1988, p.51) summarizes the classroom situation by saying that “the 

prevailing view of the nature of science in our classrooms reflects an authoritarian 

view; a view in which scientific knowledge is presented as absolute truth and as a 

final form.” This view has been called scientism.  
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Nadeau and Desautels (1984) label epistemic view “ scientism” and offer a 

five-category description of it: 

1. Naive realism: Scientific knowledge is the reflection of things as they 

actually are. 

2. Blissful empiricism: All scientific knowledge derives directly and exclusively 

from observation of phenomena. 

3. Credulous experimentalism: Experimentation makes possible conclusive 

verification or hypotheses. 

4. Blind idealism: The scientist is a completely disinterested, objective being. 

5.  Excessive rationalism: Science brings us gradually nearer the truth. (cited in 

Ryan, Aikenhead, 1992) 

One vestige of logical positivism is the belief that scientific knowledge 

connects directly with reality, unencumbered by the vulgarity of human imagination, 

dogma or judgments. This ontological view is often associated with the idea that 

science finds absolute truth, and does so independently of the investigator’s 

psychological and social milieu. Such “naive realism”, as Nadeau and Desautels 

(1984) have called it, has been challenged by other philosophical positions. One 

example is the epistemological posture defined by Kuhn’s (1970) disciplinary matrix 

which integrates scientific knowledge with the human setting in which it was 

generated. An epistemological stance is associated with consensus making. 

Knowledge becomes valid when it is accepted as fitting the prevailing knowledge 

system of qualified scientists. The ontological and epistemological labels are 

convenient for defining rather general and diametrically opposed orientations toward 

scientific knowledge (Aikenhead, 1987). 

Yalvaç and Crawford (2002) stated that when we retrospectively scrutinize 

the science education curricula of Turkey, a country located between Eastern Europe 

and Western Middle East, it is apparent that Turkey followed many of the school 

reforms in the United States in the late sixties. Turkey imported many of the United 

State science education programs nearly without any detailed modification. In 

addition to Turkey, other countries including Canada, Australia, Israel, and Japan 

adopted those reform movements from the U.S. Some others such as Malaysia and 
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Nigeria adopted their school curricula from Britain (Blades, 1997). Many of these 

school reforms in the late sixties emphasized teaching science as content knowledge 

aligned with the logical positivist view of science. New reform movements in science 

education emphasize that students should understand science is tentative, subject to 

change, and not an absolute truth of nature; but rather it is our (human) own 

understanding. From this point of view, new reform documents, some of which 

explicitly and some others implicitly, propose that logical positivist understanding of 

science and its enterprise is misleading. Not only reform documents, but also many 

science philosophers, historians, and science education researchers emphasize that 

logical positivist view of science is not more than a dogmatic belief or a myth 

(Yalvaç & Crawford, 2002) 

Tairab (2001) advocates that we need to explore the views held by preservice 

and in-service science teachers on nature of science and technology to reach the 

goals of science education on the classroom practices. Therefore studies about 

science teachers’ and preservice science teachers’ views on nature of science to 

develop scientific views consistent with the contemporary conception of the nature of 

science among researchers and science educators should continue. 

 

2.2. Instruments Developed to Assess the Views on Nature of Science (NOS) 

 

There are several instruments that have been developed to assess the views on 

nature of science. During the past 40 years, more than 20 standardized and 

convergent paper and pencil instruments have been developed to assess learners’ 

NOS views. These instruments are composed of forced-choice items, such as 

agree/disagree, Likert- type, or multiple choice (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell & 

Schwartz, 2002).  

According to Lederman et al. (1998), instruments with questionable validity 

(as measures of the nature of science) include the Science Attitude Questionnaire 

(Wilson, 1954), Facts About Science Test (Stice, 1958), Science Attitude Scale 

(Allen, 1959), Process of Science Test (BSCS, 1962), Inventory of Science Attitudes, 

Interests, and  Appreciations (Swab, 1966), Science Support Scale (Schwirian, 1968), 
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Test on the Social Aspects of Science (Korth, 1969), Science Attitude Inventory 

(Moore & Sutman, 1970), Science Inventory (Hungerford & Walding, 1974), Test of 

Science-Related Attitudes (Fraser, 1978), the Test Enquiry Skills (Fraser, 1980), and 

the Language of Science (Ogunniyi, 1982). Therefore, Table 2.2 presents a 

comprehensive list of more formal instrument constructed and validated to assess 

various aspects of the nature of science. 
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Table 2.2. Instruments on Nature of Science 

Name of the instrument  Year Developers 
Test on Understanding Science (TOUS) 
 
Science Process Inventory (SPI) 
 
Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes 
(WISP) 
 
Nature of Science Scale (NOSS) 
 
Nature of Science Test (NOST) 
 
Views of Science Test (VOST) 
 
Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale 
(NSKS) 
 
Conception of Scientific Theories Test 
(COST) 
 
Views on Science-Technology-Society 
(VOSTS) 
 
Nature of Science Survey 
 
Modified Nature of Scientific Knowledge 
Scale (MNSKS) 
 
Pomeroy’s Scale  
 
Critical Incidents 
 
BASSSQ 
 
A Model of NOS Questionnaire 
 
Nature of Science and Technology 
Questionnaire (NSTQ)  
 
VNOS 

1961 
 
1966 
 
1967 
 
 
1968 
 
1975 
 
1975 
 
1976 
 
 
1981 
 
 
1987 
 
 
1990 
 
1992 
 
 
1993 
 
1995 
 
1997 
 
2001 
 
2001 
 
 
2002 
 

Cooley & Klopfer 
 
Welch 
 
Scientific Literacy 
Research Center 
 
Kimball 
 
Billeh & Hasan 
 
Hillis 
 
Rubba 
 
 
Cotham & Smith 
 
 
Aikenhead, Fleming & 
Ryan 
 
Lederman & O’Malley  
 
Meichtry 
 
 
Pomeroy 
 
Nott & Wellington 
 
Alridge, Taylor & Chen 
 
Moss& Robb 
 
Tairab 
 
 
Lederman, Abd-El-
Khalick, Bell & Schwartz 
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2.3. Students’ Views of Nature of Science (NOS) 

 

 The studies conducted to assess students’ views were performed in several 

levels of education; from primary school level to university level. Advocacy for 

students’ understanding of science and its nature can be traced back to the early years 

of this century. Although at that time the phrase “understanding the nature of 

science” was not clearly stated, some elements and characteristic of science were 

noted as goals worth pursuing in science teaching (McComas, Almazroa, Clough, 

1998). 

 Lederman (1992) stated that the first formal instrument to assess students’ 

conceptions of NOS was developed by Wilson in 1954. In an investigation that was 

primarily an attempt to validate an instrument known as the Science Attitude 

Questionnaire (Wilson, 1954), a sample of 43 Georgia high school students was 

found to believe that scientific knowledge is absolute and that scientists’ primary 

objective is to uncover natural laws and truths. Additionally, this small sample of 

student possessed relatively negative attitudes toward science. 

In 1961, Klopfer and Cooley developed the Test on Understanding Science 

(TOUS) which was to become the most widely used paper-and-pencil assessment of 

students’ conceptions. Using the TOUS and a comprehensive review of several 

nationwide surveys, Klopfer and Cooley concluded that high school students’ 

understandings of scientific enterprise and of scientists were inadequate. Miller 

(1963), using TOUS, also found disturbingly inadequate student conceptions 

(Klopfer & Cooley, 1961; Miller, 1963; cited in Lederman, 1992).   

 In another comprehensive study, Mackay (1971) pre- and post-tested 1203 

Australian secondary students spanning grades 7-10, using Test on Understanding 

Science (TOUS) instrument. He concluded that students lacked sufficient knowledge 

of the role of creativity in science; the function of scientific models; the roles of 

theories and their relation to research; the distinction among hypotheses, laws, and 

theories; the relationship between experimentation, models and theories, and absolute 

truth; the fact that science is not solely concerned with collection and classification 

of facts; what constitutes a scientific explanation; and the interrelationships among 
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and the interdependence of the different branches of science (cited in Lederman 

1992).  

During the development of his instrument, the Nature of Scientific 

Knowledge Scale (NSKS), Rubba found that 30% of the high school student 

surveyed believed that scientific research reveals incontrovertible and necessary 

absolute truth. Additionally, most of the Rubba’s sample believed that scientific 

theories, with consistent testing and confirmation, eventually mature into laws 

(Rubba & Andersen, 1978). In 1981, Rubba, Horner and Smith attempted to assess 

students’ adherence to the “myth” and the “fable” with  a sample of 102 high-ability 

seventh-and- eight grade students. They concluded that students on the whole tended 

to be “neutral” with respect to both. In addition to these, the students did not 

understand the nature of science well enough to appreciate the tentative nature of 

scientific laws and scientific theories were two distinct types of explanations. 

The sampling of the study done by Aikenhead, Fleming, and Ryan (1987) 

was carried out by the Canadian International Association for the Evaluation of 

Educational Assessment (IEA) study. About 10,800 students enrolled in the study. 

Views on Science-Technology-Society (VOSTS) statements were used as the 

instrument. The study was performed to understand the high school graduates’ 

beliefs about characteristics and limitations of the scientific knowledge. Almost half 

of the high-school graduates (45%) claimed that scientific models are 

epistemological rather than ontological. They emphasized the criterion of being 

helpful in understanding nature and discounted the possibility of models duplicating 

reality. Similar to this result, 44% of the students assumed an epistemological view 

of models. They argued that like scientific theories, scientific models can be changed 

in time. For another question three basic reactions were observed at students, the 

constructionist position that scientific knowledge does change (44%), the cumulative 

position that it does not change but is added to (31%), and somewhere in between 

these two positions (11%).   

The sample of the study of Ryan (1987) was the same with the sampling of 

the study done by Aikenhead, Fleming, and Ryan (1987) which was carried out by 

the Canadian International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Assessment 
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(IEA) study. About 10,800 students enrolled in the study. VOSTS statements were 

used as the instrument. The study was done to understand the high-school graduates’ 

beliefs about the characteristics of scientists. Results indicated several important 

points. Some of the responses indicated that an overwhelming majority of students 

felt that scientists should be concerned with the potential effects, especially the 

harmful effects, of their discoveries. They said that scientists are being responsible in 

their actions. On the other hand, students were able to make a distinction between a 

characteristic which would be required in carrying out science and the characteristics 

of scientists as human beings. Some students felt that honesty and objectivity, being 

necessary for the performance of science, might rub off on scientists who need not 

necessarily be inherently honest or objective. Others felt that scientists would leave 

these characteristics at work and would be much like other people in daily life. 

Another result was related with the gender distribution of Canadian students. Many 

respondents (30%), especially females, gave sociological reasons for the situation. 

Another group (15%) felt that there were genetic differences which made science 

less attractive to females. The third group (25%) felt that men and women were 

equally capable of being good scientists. 

Another study was performed by Fleming (1987). The study was about the 

views about STS, the interaction among science, technology, and society. A sample 

of 10,800 students, who were in their graduating year of high school, was drawn in a 

stratified manner from across Canada as part of the International Association for the 

Evaluation of Educational Assessment study. Students were asked to respond 

statement concerning an STS topic in agree-disagree-do not understand format. Then 

they were asked to write their reasons for the choice. Statements were taken from 

VOSTS Form CDN-2. One of the results of the study was that unless specifically 

asked to do so, students do not differentiate between science and technology. 

Another finding is about the cause of the specific social problems. About 22% of 

student responses suggest that science and technology both cause and aggravate the 

specific social problems but 19% of the respondents presented the view that the 

proper use of science and technology rests with the people. 
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Similarly, Aikenhead (1987) investigated to monitor the high school 

graduates’ beliefs about Science -Technology-Society topics, and to reexamine 

current assessment practices with an eye to their improvement. The sample was the 

same with the study of Fleming (1987) which was drawn in a stratified manner from 

across Canada as part of the International Association for the Evaluation of 

Educational Assessment Study. The results reported that Canadian students’ 

responses to the question from the instrument called VOSTS. The questions dealt 

with the characteristics and limitations of scientific knowledge. Results showed the 

followings: a majority of Canadian high school graduates viewed scientific 

classification schemes as being more epistemological than ontological and almost all 

of the respondents believed that scientific knowledge tentative, but their reasons 

varied widely. A large proportion of students believed that social instructions within 

the scientific community can affect the knowledge that scientists discover. On the 

other hand almost half of the students believed there was no influence from the 

outside and thus the facts basically spoke for themselves. 

In another study at that level performed by Lederman and O’Malley (1990). 

They investigated the students’ perceptions of tentativeness in science. The sample 

consisted of 36 males and 33 females spanned grades 9-12. Students are enrolled in 

physical science, biology, chemistry, and physics classes. All students were asked to 

complete a seven item open-ended questionnaire concerned with their beliefs about 

the tentative nature of science during the second week of the school year. The same 

questionnaire was repeated during the final month of the school year. At the end, 

researchers reviewed the completed questionnaires and identified 20 students to 

participate in videotaped “follow -up” interviews. The data gathered during the 

pretest seem to indicate that the students, as a group, do not uniformly adhere to 

either an absolute or tentative view of scientific knowledge. In contrast to the pre-

test, the results of the post-test more clearly adhere to the tentative view of scientific 

knowledge. In the interview part, all students correctly interpreted the intent of each 

of the questionnaire items. In conclusion, the study displayed that more care must be 

taken in the assessment of students’ perceptions of science. Language is often used 
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differently by students and researchers and this mismatch has almost certainly led to 

misinterpretations of students’ perceptions in the past.  

Ryan and Aikenhead (1992) performed a study on the students’ 

preconceptions about the epistemology of science. The responses were come from 

grade 11 and 12 students (N>2000) to a selection of VOSTS items administered as a 

national survey in Canada. Items related the following issues: the meaning of 

science, scientific assumption, values in science, conceptual inventions in science, 

scientific method, consensus making in science, and characteristics of the knowledge 

produced in science. Ryan and Aikenhead, (1992) concluded that they confused 

science with technology, and were only superficially aware of the private and public 

side of science and the effect that values have on scientific knowledge. Moreover 

they reported that: about 46% held the view that science could rest on the assumption 

of an interfering deity; only 17% were certain of the inventive character of scientific 

knowledge; only 19% believed that models are actual copies of reality; only 9% 

chose the contemporary view that scientists “use any method that might get favorable 

results”; and 64% of students expressed a simplistic hierarchical relationship in 

which hypotheses become theories and theories become laws, depending on the 

amount of “proof behind the idea.”  

Griffiths and Barmen (1995) interviewed a total of 96 high school students 

individually to understand some general terms used to classify scientific knowledge. 

The students were from three different countries; Australia, United States, and 

Canada. Answer to the question “how do scientists get information?” showed 

considerable differences between the three groups. Seventy-five percent of the 

American students were very attracted to the traditional view of the practice of 

science as involving a relatively set sequence of events. American students formed 

such sentences; scientists formulate a hypothesis, set up control groups and 

experimental groups etc. In complete contrast, the Australian students, although 

making frequent reference to experiments, virtually never spoke in terms of the 

traditional scientific method mentioned above. Collectively, the responses of the 

Canadian students were intermediate between these extremes, with 30% of them 

being attracted to the traditional view. In answer to the question “does science 
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change?” About 75% of the total sample expressed a belief that it does. As a result of 

this international study, some major differences and many commonalties were 

observed between the three groups of students involved in terms of beliefs in the 

underlying status of scientific knowledge. 

Solomon, Scott, and Duveen (1996) reported a questionnaire study of British 

pupils’ understanding of several aspects of the nature of science. The prime sample 

totaled nearly 800 pupils aged 14-15 years. Interviews with teachers and 

questionnaire were used for the study. It was seen that a strikingly relation between 

the class in which the pupils were taught and how they answered most of the 

questions. This shows what may be both the effect of the teacher on the pupils’ views 

and also an indication of the relative effect of in-school and out-of-school 

knowledge. Previous studies (Brickhouse, 1989; Lederman and Zeidler, 1987) have 

also pointed to the overriding influence of the teachers’ views of the nature of 

science on what their pupils come to believe, whether or not it is explicitly taught. 

Moreover, a study of Meyling (1997) investigated that students showed 

significant interest in the nature of science. Two –thirds of the physics students who 

experiences instruction regarding epistemological issues showed interest in more 

epistemology. In contrast, only one-third of students not experiencing such 

instruction showed interest. Students in this study approved of NOS discussions and 

most indicated their epistemological conceptions had changed.  

Ryder, Leach, and Driver (1997) studied to describe the views about the 

nature of science held by science students in their final year at the university. For 

interview study, 11 students were asked questions about the nature of science during 

the time they were involved a project work. Five stimulus questions were asked 

without reference to any particular scientific context. Many of the students showed 

significant development in their understanding of how lines of scientific enquiry are 

influenced by theoretical developments within a discipline, over the 5-8 months 

period of their project work. Study indicated that only a few students made 

statements relating to the social dimension of science despite the fact that they had 

the opportunity to do so in response to many of the five stimulus questions. Findings 
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of the study also indicated that students in the sample tended to view knowledge 

claims in science as provable beyond doubt using empirical data alone.  

Tsai (1997) was performed a study to acquire a better understanding of the 

interaction between scientific epistemological beliefs and learning orientations in a 

group of Taiwanese eight graders. After analyzing the questionnaire responses of an 

initial sample of 202 students, 20 students were selected for the interview part of the 

study. For the quantitative part of the study Pomeroy’s questionnaire (1993) was 

used. The selected subjects were interviewed regarding their beliefs about science 

and their learning orientations. One of the finding of the study is; knowledge 

constructivist subjects tended to have more pragmatic views about the value of 

science and they were mainly motivated by their interest and curiosity about science, 

whereas knowledge empiricist subject were mainly motivated by performance on 

examinations. 

Brickhouse, Dagher, Letts, and Shipman (2000) studied on the growth in 

students’ understanding about the nature of astronomy in a one -semester collage 

course. In addition to student work collected for 340 students in the course, they also 

interviewed focus students three times during the course. The study showed that 

students in the class came with the misconception “the view that facts and laws are 

absolute, whereas theories and hypotheses are tentative.”  Brickhouse et al. (2000) 

suggested that studying students’ views about the nature of science is best done in a 

context where it is possible to talk about particular theories or particular pieces of 

evidence. 

Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, and Simmons (2000) studied on the relationships 

between students’ conceptions of the nature of science and their reactions to 

evidence that challenged their beliefs about socio-scientific issues. This study 

involved 41 pairs of students that were identified from a larger sample of 248 

students from 9th and 10th grade general science classes, 11th and 12th grades honor 

biology, honors science, and physics classes, and upper level collage preservice 

science education classes. During the first phase of the study, students were asked to 

respond to open-ended questions in order to assess their conceptions relating to the 

nature of science. During the second phase, students were presented with a socio-
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scientific scenario that required decisions based on their moral reasoning or ethical 

beliefs. In the third phase, pairs were constructed from different levels of variation 

about the subject. Then, they were allowed to freely interact, challenge, and question 

each other during the interview process. Findings showed that students’ conceptions 

of nature of science ranged from theories as static and fixed to the idea that they 

change in quick response to social utility and technological advances. Status of 

scientific knowledge versus opinion, students’ responses dist inguished between the 

“subjectiveness” of opinion and the “objectivity” of scientific knowledge. In general, 

subjectiveness was equated with personal opinions whereas scientific knowledge was 

associated with proven, tested, or constructed knowledge. Students generally 

perceived connections between art and science in terms of the creativity. However, a 

distinction seems to be made between the “spirit” of art that is more directly linked to 

emotion “activity” and of science.  

A study performed with higher levels of students was conducted by Moss and 

Robb (2001). They examined the pre-collage students’ understanding of the nature of 

science and track those beliefs over the course of an academic year-is one of the 

many studies performed to assess the student conception of the nature of science. 

Students’ conceptions of the nature of science were examined using a model of the 

nature of science developed for use in this study. Findings indicated participant hold 

fully formed conceptions of the nature of science consistent with approximately one-

half of the premises set out in the model. Students hold more complete 

understandings of the nature of scientific knowledge than the nature of the scientific 

enterprise. Their conceptions remained mostly unchanged over the year despite their 

participation in the project-based, hands-on science course. 

One of the studies performed at the early school levels was the study of 

Shiang and Lederman (2002). They examined the seventh grade Taiwanian students’ 

conceptions of the nature of science (NOS). The students were engaged in a 1-week 

science camp with emphasis on scientific inquiry and nature of science (NOS). 

Results indicated that the majority of the participants had a basic understanding of 

the tentative, subjective, empirical, and socially and culturally embedded aspects of 
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NOS. There were no significant changes in students’ views on NOS both before and 

after instruction.  

 

2.4. Teachers’ Views of Nature of Science (NOS) 

 

Akerson et al. (2000) stated that researchers started to realize the role of 

teachers as the main intermediates of the science curriculum. More studies came to 

support the claim that teachers’ understandings, interest, attitudes, and classroom 

activities influence student learning to a large extent (e.g., Merill & Butts, 1969; 

Ramsey & Howe, 1969). This realization turned researchers’ attention toward 

assessing teachers’ conceptions of NOS ( Akerson et al., 2000). 

According to Lederman (1992), if teaching is viewed as a purposeful and 

conscious act, a teacher must possess an adequate knowledge what she/he is 

attempting to communicate to students. Although much of the research on teachers’ 

conceptions followed the emergence of research findings indicating the importance 

of the teacher, the first assessment of teachers’ conceptions was actually conducted 

prior to any assessment of students’ conceptions. Minesota high school teachers were 

asked to answer a total of eight questions on scientific method, and it was revealed 

that both groups of teachers possessed serious misconceptions. Anderson (1950) 

explained the results by suggesting that the teachers were too busy imparting factual 

information to their students to be interested and/or concerned about one of the most 

important objectives of science instruction (Lederman, 1992). 

Akindehin (1988) has done a research on the effect of an instructional 

package on preservice science teachers’ understanding of the nature of science and 

acquisition of science-related attitudes. The study was carried out in three steps. 

Firstly, the pretests were administered to students in two of the four groups. In the 

second step, students in the two treatment (experimental) groups attended a one-hour 

lecture in the Introductory Science Teacher Education (ISTE) –instructional package 

designed for the study which was expected that it would foster an understanding of 

the nature of science as well as the development of favorable science related attitudes 

in preservice science teachers- once a week throughout the first semester of the 
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academic session. Finally, the post-test were administered. The Nature of Science 

Scale (NOSS) was used as pre-test and the Teacher Science-Related Attitude Scale 

(TESRA) was used as post- tests. TESRA was adapted by the investigator from two 

other instruments-The test of Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA) and the Inquiry 

Science Teaching Strategies (ISTS). According to the ISTE, the course had nine 

units; forms and fields of scientific knowledge; nature of science; ways of scientists; 

class discussion; history of science; class experiment; a class discussion on science 

and superstition; a class discussion on the new light; a class discussion on the 

scientists at work. The results showed that preservice science teachers exposed to the 

ISTE acquired better understanding of the nature of science and more favorable 

science-related attitudes than those who were not exposed to the ISTE. In terms of 

science-related attitudes, preservice science teachers exposed to the ISTE were found 

to have acquired a more favorable attitude to scientific inquiry, enjoyment of science 

lessons and science for leisure. 

In the study of Cobern (1989), American preservice science teachers’ 

responses to the Kimball’s Nature of Science Survey (NOSS) were used as a basis 

for analyzing the sense of the nature of science held by a group of Nigerian 

preservice science teachers. Between 1980 and 1983, the researcher routinely had his 

senior-level preservice science teachers at the University of Sokota, Nigeria, take 

NOSS as a way of introducing the subject of science philosophy and its relevance to 

the science classroom. Two apparent differences were noted from the study. The 

primary difference was that the Nigerian students were much more inclined to see 

science as a way of producing useful technology. Given the national interest of a 

developing nation this is an understandable perception and one common among 

government policy makers. The second distinctive of the Nigerian students’ sense of 

nature of science had to do with the openness of science. These students perceived 

scientists as nationalistic and secretive about their work. 

Using a case study approach Aguirre, Haggerty and Linder (1990) assessed 

74 preservice secondary science teachers’ conceptions of the NOS, teaching, and 

learning. Subjects were asked to respond to 11 open-ended questions about science, 

teaching of science, and learning of science. The result of the study showed that most 
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individuals believed that science was either a body of knowledge consisting of a 

collection of observations and explanations or of propositions that have been proven 

to be correct. Approximately one-third of the preservice science teachers 

characterized learning as the “intake of knowledge.” The researchers concluded that 

these preservice science teachers did not possess adequate conceptions of NOS and 

also there could be some connection between teachers’ views on NOS and their 

conceptions of learning and teaching (Aguirre, Haggerty & Linder, 1990). 

Rubba and Harkness (1993) developed the Teachers’ Belief About Scien ce-

Technology-Society (TBA-STS) assessing science teachers’ belief about the nature 

of science and technology by following the development steps of VOSTS. The TBA-

STS results showed that large percentages of the preservice and inservice science 

teachers in the two samples held misconceptions about the nature of science and 

technology and their interactions within society. Examples of these include: 

conceptualizing science as a sequential set of steps commonly referred to as “the 

scientific method”; visualiz ing scientific hypotheses, theories, and laws in a 

developmental sequence; and not distinguishing between science and technology. In 

addition, while they generally recognized the existence of interactions among 

science, technology and society, neither the preservice nor inservice science teachers 

were able to explicate those relationships (Rubba & Harkness, 1993). 

Pomeroy (1993) investigated how scientists and teachers view the nature of 

science, scientific method, and related aspects of science education. The samples 

consisted of volunteers who filled out the survey in response to a written appeal. The 

mailing went to a group of Alaskan research scientists and secondary science and 

elementary teachers in Alaskan cities. A fifty-item survey was prepared in agree-

disagree statements. The results showed that men in the samples fell into traditional 

patterns more than women. Surprisingly, the results also displayed that traditional 

views were expressed most strongly by scientists, next by secondary science 

teachers, and least by elementary teachers in this study. 

Abd-El-Khalick and BouJaoude (1997) described the knowledge base of a 

group of science teachers in terms of their knowledge of the structure, function, and 

development of their disciplines, and their understanding of the nature of science. 
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The study also aimed to relate teachers’ knowledge base to their level of education, 

years of teaching experience, and the class levels that they teach. Twenty inservice 

science teachers were selected to respond to a modified version of the VOSTS 

questionnaire to assess their understanding of the nature of science. The teachers 

constructed concept maps and were interviewed. The concept maps were scored and 

interviews analyzed to assess teachers’ knowledge of the structur e, function, and 

development of their disciplines. At the end of the study it was found that teachers 

held several naive views about the nature of science and did not demonstrate 

adequate knowledge and understanding of the structure, function, and development 

of their disciplines. Moreover, the teachers’ knowledge base did not relate to their 

years of teaching experience, the class levels that they teach, and their level of 

education. 

 Botton and Brown (1997) carried out a study with a selection of Views on 

Science-Technology-Society (VOSTS) items. They wanted to ascertain the responses 

from a group of preservice postgraduate certificate of education students on a test-

retest process. They also aimed to test the reliability of part of the instrument and 

analyze the responses and discuss further some aspects of the nature of science with 

respect to the items and responses. It was administered to a group of 29 postgraduate 

trainee science teachers. Two sections of the VOSTS were addressed: defining 

science and technology; and epistemology. According to the test-retest criterion, only 

3 items from defining science and 17 from epistemology were seemed as reliable. 

Results have similarities with some other studies in some parts. For example, 

defining technology produced a variety of responses. The majority of the respondents 

defined technology as the application of science. Most appreciated the tentativeness 

of scientific knowledge but the difference between hypotheses, laws, and theories 

was not appreciated. 

Haidar (1999) investigated Emirates pre-service and in-service views about 

the nature of science. A questionnaire was developed and administered to 31 female 

pre-service science teachers, and 224 in-service chemistry teachers. The 

questionnaire covered five aspects of the nature of science identified by Palmquist 

and Finley (1997). These are scientific theories and models; role of a scientist; 
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scientific knowledge; scientific method; and scientific laws. The results indicated 

that Emirates teachers’ views are nei ther clearly traditional nor clearly constructivist-

they held mixed views about the nature of science. The study attributed the existence 

of the traditional views to historical reasons and the educational system. The 

presence of constructivist views was attributed to religious factors, where some of 

students’ religious beliefs agree with some constructivist views.  

Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, and Lederman (2000) assessed the influence of a 

reflective, explicit, activity-based approach to nature of science instruction 

undertaken in the context of an elementary science methods course on preservice 

teachers’ views of some aspects of NOS. These aspects included the empirical, 

tentative, subjective (theory-laden), imaginative and creative, and social and cultural 

NOS. Participants were 25 undergraduate and 25 graduate preservice elementary 

teachers enrolled in two sections of the investigated course. An open-ended 

questionnaire coupled with individual interviews was used to assess participants’ 

NOS views before and at the conclusion of the course. The majority of the 

participants held naive views of the target NOS aspects. Post instruction assessments 

indicated that participants made substantial gains in their views of some of the target 

NOS aspects. Less substantial gains were evident in the case of the subjective and 

social and cultural NOS. The results of the present study supported the effectiveness 

of explicit, reflective NOS instruction. 

Tairab (2001) investigated to explore the views held by pre-service and in-

service science teachers regarding the nature of science and technology. It was a part 

of a large-scaled project. The study was particularly on the characteristics of science 

and technology; the aim of science and scientific research; the characteristics of 

scientific knowledge; and the relationship between science and technology. The 

sample of the study consisted of 95 respondents (41 preservice science teachers and 

54 inservice science teachers) drawn from two groups of science teachers by 

convenience sampling. The data were collected using the Nature of Science and 

Technology Questionnaire (NSTQ).  Results indicated that generally pre-service and 

in-service science teachers have comparable views in relation to the nature of science 

and technology. The participants displayed mix views regarding science as content 
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oriented or process oriented. Respondents viewed technology as an application of 

science. Most of the participants regarded science as explanatory and interpretative 

of nature. 

The work of Craven, Hand, and Prain (2002) stated the processes and 

outcomes of practices in a preservice, elementary science method course. The course 

was designed to fathom existing student perceptions of the nature of science and 

move students from holding individually constructed, typically limited views on the 

nature of science towards more rich, publicly negotiated views. In the course of 15 

weeks, 27 preservice elementary students engaged in a series of individual 

collaborative exercises that required them to explore their tacit and explicit 

knowledge about the nature of science. The data were analyzed using the 

interpretative-descriptive approach. Analyses revealed notable, positive changes in 

the language students used to describe both the nature and structure of the scientific 

enterprise. 

Although a large research tradition has developed around the conceptions of 

nature of science in other countries, less has been done in Turkey. Bilgiç (1985) 

investigated the effectiveness of inquiry-oriented laboratory on students’ 

understanding of the nature of scientific knowledge. The subjects of the study were 

the Middle East Technical University Science Education Department students taking 

the freshman physics course. For this study Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale 

(NSKS) was used. The results showed significant changes on understanding of 

scientific knowledge of inquiry oriented laboratory students’.  F2G
H$IJG�K�LNMPORQ�Q&S�T2U�V�W�X�Y�Z@U\[$GRZ�X�]^Z`_9Xba*c�d7H&U�YB_fe�d�g&Y�e9X�K
ZhU�W�XiG�V&]jU:VkYBX"d7W9UAK�XlY�K�U�X
V&K"X
teachers’ views on nature of science.  She used 18 selected items from VOSTS item 

pool. The results of the study showed that on some points such as the nature of 

classification schemes, tentativeness of scientific knowledge, the scientific approach 

in the investigations science teachers held contemporary views. On the other hand 

they have unrealistic views on many points; definition of science, the nature of 

observation, the nature of scientific models and some other characteristics of nature 

of science.  
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Another study from Turkey was performed by Yalvaç and Crawford (2002). 

They aimed to explore the graduate and undergraduate science education students’ 

conceptions of the nature of science, in Middle East Technical University (METU). 

The participants of the study include 25 undergraduate and graduate science 

education students enrolled in the Science Education Program in METU, Ankara. For 

this study a questionnaire, which had been adapted from previous studies 

(e.g.Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2000) was used in this study. Findings of the 

study suggested that the majority of the participants hold views of nature of science 

aligned with logical positivism-a content oriented image of science.  More than half 

of the Turkish students (71%) thought theories are subject to change but laws do not 

change. 

Similarly, Macaroglu, Tasar and Cataloglu (1998) assessed the Turkish 

preservice elementary science teachers’ beliefs about the nature of s cience using The 

Beliefs about Science and School Science Questionnaire (BASSSQ) and found that 

pre-service science teachers believe in the objectivity of scientific knowledge and yet 

believe that it is subject to change.    

The results of the studies discussed in this chapter revealed that students and 

teachers did not possess adequate conceptions of nature of science. The underlying 

idea in all of these studies is that students’ views on nature of science can be 

influenced, at least in part, by what is taught in the classrooms. This idea gives 

higher importance to the teachers’ views on the same subject. Therefore, in this 

study, the views of preservice science teachers on nature of science issues were 

investigated to have detailed information about their views and to make room for the 

future studies to fill their missing points if exist  on this issue. 

Irrespective of the assessment instruments used, studies repeatedly indicated 

that elementary and secondary science teachers’ views were not consistent with  

contemporary conceptions of NOS (e.g., Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; 

Aguirere, Haggerty, & Linder, 1990; Pomeroy, 1993). In some cases, teachers’ 

scores on those assessment instruments were not different from or lower than their 

students’ scores (e.g. , Miller, 1963). Science teachers held naive views of several 

important aspects of NOS. A significant proportion of teachers, for example, did not 
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endorse the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. Rather, they believed that 

science is a body of knowledge that has been “proven” to be correct (Augirere et al., 

1990). Many teachers held naive views of the meaning and function of scientific 

theories and laws and/or ascribed to a hierarchical view of the relationship between 

the two, whereby theories become laws with the accumulation supporting evidence 

(Abd-El-Khalick &BouJaoude, 1997). A majority of teachers still held a positivistic, 

idealistic view of science (Pomeroy, 1993); others believed in a universal stepwise 

procedure, “The Scientific Method,” for “doing science,” thus dismissing the creative 

and imaginative nature of the scientific endeavor (Abd-El-Khalick &BouJaoude, 

1997; Lederman, 1992). In an attempt to mitigate this state of affairs, research efforts 

were directed toward enhancing science teachers’ conceptions of NOS  (Akerson, 

Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000). 

.  

2.5. Relationships among teachers’ conceptions of NOS, classroom practices and 

students’ conceptions of NOS 

 

Lederman (1992) stated that prior research had focused on student and 

teacher characteristics or curriculum development to the exclusion of any direct 

focus on actual classroom practice and/or teacher behaviors. Although research 

designed to assess students’ and teachers’ conceptions continues to the present day 

there is clearly less willingness to accept the assumptions that guided earlier 

research, and the focus is upon the realities of daily classroom instruction.  

Yager (1966) selected eight experienced teachers to use a given inquiry-

oriented curriculum. All of them utilized the same number of days of discussion, 

laboratories, examinations, and instructional materials. At the end, it was concluded 

that there were significant differences in students’ ability to understand the nature of 

science when they were taught by different teachers (cited in Lederman, 1992).  

Yager and Pennick (1984) studied on that, whether students have attitudes, 

perceptions, and feelings in and about science classes. A total of 2500 students from 

aged 13 and 17 participated the study-the third assessment in science by the Natural 

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)- were selected randomly from the US. 
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Some of the results of this study listed the followings: students perceived that as 13-

years-olds they have more opportunity than 17 years-olds to choose the way they 

want to learn science, select the order they wish to learn the topic, work at their own 

pace, and decide when assignments or tests are to be done. Thirteen-year-olds were 

even more optimistic about the ultimate utility of the science knowledge they were 

gaining. 

Lederman (1986) investigated some classroom variables (i.e., teacher 

behaviors and classroom climate) which are related to changes in high school 

students’ conceptions of the nature of science. The subject for the study consisted o f 

18 senior high school biology teachers and the students from one randomly selected 

tenth grade biology class of each teacher. A total of 409 students constituted the 

student sample. The study was performed in three steps; Nature of Scientific 

Knowledge Scale (NSKS) Pre-test, classroom observations, NSKS post-test.  The 

ability of the qualitatively derived classroom variables to statistically discriminate 

between “high” and “low” teachers/classes was assessed. The teachers/classes of the 

“high” group were typically more pleasant and supportive than those of the “low” 

group. Teachers in the high group tended to ask questions more frequently. The 

questions tended to be of a higher cognitive level and problem solving in nature. 

Lederman and Zeidler (1987) performed a study to test the validity of the 

prevalent assumption that a teacher’s conception of the nature of science directly 

influences his/her classroom behavior. The subject of the study consisted of 18 

senior-high school biology teachers and one randomly selected tenth grade biology 

class of each teacher. The NSKS was administered to the teachers as pre- and post-

test. They conducted intensive qualitative observations in each of the 18 classrooms 

following the NSKS pretest but prior to the posttest. However, the data of this 

investigation did not support the prevalent assumption that teacher’s classroom 

behavior is directly influenced by his/her conception of the nature of science. 

Using purposive sampling and qualitative case study approach, Brickhouse 

(1989) investigated three secondary science teachers’ views on the relationship 

between science and technology, and the influence of such views on classroom 

practice and the relationship between the same teachers’ conceptions of the nature of 
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science and classroom practice. Over a 4-month period, at least 4 hours of interviews 

and 35 hours of classroom observations were amassed for each of the teachers. 

Additional data were collected in the forms of tests, quizzes, and instructional 

materials. Two of the three teachers (who were also experienced) exhibited 

classroom practices that were consistent with their personal views and philosophy, 

whereas the beginning teacher’s classroom practices were not congruent with his 

beliefs.  

In a comprehensive study involving both qualitative and quantitative 

techniques, Duschl and Wright (1989) observed and interviewed 13 science teachers 

in a large urban high school. Their results convincingly indicated that the nature and 

role of scientific theories are not integral components in the constellation of 

influences affecting teachers’ educational decisions. The nature of science was not 

being considered or thought to students as a consequence of perceived students’ 

needs, curriculum guide objectives, and accountability. 

Gallagher (1991) reported the results of a series of investigations related to 

preservice and inservice secondary science teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about the 

philosophy of science, and how these beliefs and knowledge affect classroom 

practice. Given the dominant role played by textbooks, an initial analysis of science 

textbooks provided some data on how science is presented to secondary students.  In 

general it was concluded that textbooks give little attention to the history of science 

and the application of science to students’ daily lives. Following the analysis of 

textbooks, over a period of two years, 27 secondary science teachers from five 

schools were investigated in an ethnographic study. Data was gathered from the 

observation over 1000 science classes and numerous formal and informal 

interviews/conversations with the teachers. Twenty-five of the teachers were shown 

to possess “unsettling” views of the nature of science, and their actual lessons 

devoted virtually no time discussions related to the nature of science. 

Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Lederman (1998) studied to delineate the factors 

that mediate the translation of preservice teachers’ conceptions of the nature of 

science into instructional planning and classroom practice. Fourteen preservice 
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secondary science teachers participated in the study. Prior to their student teaching, 

participants responded to an open-ended questionnaire designed to assess their 

conceptions of the nature of science (NOS). Observation notes were collected. 

Following students teaching, participants were individually interviewed to validate 

their responses to the open-ended questionnaire and to identify the factors or 

constraints that mediate the translation of their conceptions of the NOS into their 

classroom teaching. Participants were found to possess adequate understandings of 

several aspects of the NOS including the empirical and tentative nature of science, 

the distinction between observation and inference, and the role of subjectivity and 

creativity in science. Many claimed to have taught the NOS through science-based 

activities. However data analysis revealed that explicit references to the NOS were 

rare in their planning and instruction. 

Similarly, the study performed by Lederman (1999) investigated the 

relationship of teachers’ understanding of the nature of science and classroom 

practice and to delineate factors that facilitate or impede a relationship. Five high 

school biology teachers, ranging in experience from 2 to 15 years, comprised the 

sample for this investigation. During one full academic year, multiple data sources 

were collected and included classroom observations, open-ended questionnaires, 

semistructured and structured interviews, and instructional plans and materials. In 

addition, students in each of the teachers’ conceptions of science do not necessarily 

influence classroom practice. Of critical importance were teachers’ level of 

experience, intentions, and perceptions of students.  

Lederman et al., (1998) concluded that research on the nature of science over 

the last three decades has provided at least four consistent findings, regardless of the 

instruments used in the investigations: science teachers appear to have inadequate 

conceptions of the nature of science; efforts to improve teachers’ conceptions of the 

nature of science have achieved some success when either historical aspects of 

scientific knowledge or direct attention to the nature of science have been included; 

academic background variables have not been significantly related to teachers’ 

conceptions of the nature of science; the relationship between teachers’ conceptions 
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of the nature of science and classroom practice is not clear, and the relationship is 

mediated by a large array of instructional and situational concerns.  

The results of the studies discussed in this chapter revealed that students and 

teachers did not possess adequate conceptions of nature of science. The underlying 

idea in all of these studies is that students’ views on nature of science can be 

influenced, at least in part, by what is taught in the classrooms. This idea gives 

higher importance to the teachers’ views on the same subject. Therefore, in this 

study, the views of preservice science teachers on nature of science were investigated 

to have detailed information about their views and to make room for the future 

studies to fill their missing points if exist on nature of science. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHOD 

 

In this chapter, the main problem, the research question, information about 

the subjects of the study, the data collection procedure, and the data analysis 

procedure to conduct this study were presented.  

 

3.1. Main Problem 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the views of Turkish preservice 

science teachers’ on nature of science concepts.  

  

3.2. Research Question 

 

What kind of views do the preservice science teachers possess on the nature 

of science concepts?  

 

3.3. Population and Sample Selection 

 

All preservice science teachers in Turkey were identified as the target 

population of this study. However it is appropriate to define an accessible population 

since it is not easy to come into contact with this target population. The accessible 

population was determined as “all preservice science teachers in Ankara”. This is the 

population for which the results of this study will be generalized. Since Ankara is a 

cosmopolitan city of Turkey, it was assumed that it would accommodate many 

different groups of people. Therefore, the sample is considered to bear sufficient 

heterogeneity in terms of the preservice science teacher profile in Turkey. 

There are three universities that had the department of elementary education 

in this city. These were Gazi University, Middle East Technical University (METU) 

and Hacettepe University. These universities thought as the sample of this study.  
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The present study included a qualitative and a quantitative part and both were 

conducted with preservice science teachers from three universities in Ankara, 

Turkey. In quantitative part of this study, a total of 166 preservice science teachers 

(99 females and 67 males) were enrolled (Table 3.1). When the source of preservice 

science teachers graduated lycees were considered, 86 of them was observed to be 

graduated from a general lycees, 29 of them from teachers lycees, 3 of them from 

Anatolian lycees, 3 of them from vocational lycees and 45 of them from other lycess.  

According to the information obtained from the guide book of the University 

Entrance Examination of year 2000, the total number of preservice science teachers 

from these three universities is about 390. The capacity of these three universities 

holds as the base for the number. The total number of the participants of the study 

includes almost 43 % of accessible population.  

In qualitative part of this study, nine preservice science teachers, three female 

and six male, were interviewed to obtain information about their views on nature of 

science concepts. They were selected from only one university by convenient 

sampling. They were interviewed by using a semi-structured interview procedure. 

 

 

Table 3.1. Distributions of sample by university and gender.  

Gender 
Female Male 

Total Universities 
Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % 

Gazi 
University 68 55.3 55 44.7 123 100 

Hacettepe 
University 17 63 10 37 27 100 

Middle East 
Technical 
University 

14 87.5 2 12.5 16 100 

Total 99 59.6 67 40.4 166 100 
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3.4. Data Collection Instruments  

 

In the present study, twenty-one selected items from Views on Science-

Technology-Society (VOSTS) item pool were used in order to assess preservice 

science teachers’ views on nature of science. Besides the VOSTS, interviews were 

conducted with 9 senior preservice science teachers from METU about the nature of 

science concepts voluntarily by the researcher.  

 

3.4.1. Turkish Version of Views on Science-Technology-Society (T-VOSTS)  

 

The instrument of the study is Turkish version of Views on Science-

Technology-Society (T-VOSTS), which contain twenty-one selected and adapted 

items from VOSTS item pool. The VOSTS (Aikenhead, Ryan & Fleming, 1989) is 

an inventory of 114 empirically developed multiple-choice items assessing views on 

nine categories. These categories are: Science and Technology, Influence of Society 

on Science/Technology, Future Category, Influence of Science/Technology on 

Society, Influence of School Science, Characteristics of Scientists, Social 

Construction of Scientific Knowledge, Social Construction of Technology and 

Nature of Scientific Knowledge. The VOSTS was developed in a six-year period of 

time. The multiple choices were developed from written responses and from 

interviews with Canadian high school students. Aikenhead and Ryan (1992) stated 

that this is the major difference between the VOSTS and many other instruments, 

which typically are composed by researcher working under the erroneous assumption 

that respondents will perceive and interpret the language in the items in the same 

way as the researcher does. According to Aikenhead and Ryan (1992), it is 

inappropriate to speak out about the validity of empirically developed instruments, 

such as the VOSTS, in the traditional sense (e.g. face, content, criterion) because the 

validity of empirically developed instruments arises from a qualitative research 

paradigm. According to these researchers, empirically developed instruments seek to 

uncover the perspective of the respondent and reveal the legitimacy of that 

perspective from the respondent’s point of view, not the imposed viewpoint of the 
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researcher. As in the qualitative research, it is assumed with empirically developed 

instruments that the respondents understand the complex interactions being studied 

and account for the influence of values on the interactions better than the 

investigator. Further, Aikenhead and Ryan (1992) argue that the validity of an 

empirically developed instrument is established by the “trustworthiness” of the 

method used to develop the items as the validity of the process and of the final 

instruments lies in the trust which subsequent researchers place in the development 

process which has been described. Thus, it was assumed that the VOSTS items 

possessed an inherent validity that originated from the process used to develop them. 

Similarly, the concept reliability as it applies to empirically developed 

instruments such as the VOSTS follows from the qualitative research paradigm, 

where in the dependability of the results is of major concern; that is, the validity and 

reliability of qualitative data depend to a great extent on the methodological skill, 

sensitivity, and integrity of the researcher. Rather than demanding that others get the 

same results, one wants to concur that, given the data collected, the results make 

sense that the results are dependable. In addition, Aikenhead and Ryan (1992) also 

argue that empirically developed items yield non-parametric data that does not fulfill 

the continuity and equal intervals of measures assumption that underlies parametric 

analysis procedures. Hence, they add traditional procedures such as Coefficient 

Alpha that are used to assess the reliability of instruments that yield parametric 

scores and are based on assumptions that are not tenable in the case of empirically 

developed instruments, are not appropriate for instruments such as the VOSTS. As a 

result, VOSTS items were assumed to be reliable and based upon agreement that the 

data presented Aikenhead and Ryan made sense. On the other hand, recently Botton 

and Brown (1998) argues that the concept of reliability was central to any research 

instrument and consider it an oversight that this issue did not receive the attention it 

deserved from the large body of research involving VOSTS. Thus, they selected 27 

items from the first and ninth sections of the VOSTS and tried to determine 

reliability of these items by using cross-tabulation and cluster analysis procedures 

following a retest. This study showed that all 27 items selected were generally found 
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to be reliable, although when put to a severe treatment, 24 of 27 items were found to 

be reliable. 

In the present study, a preliminary set of 22 items was selected as they 

corresponded to the purposes of the assessment for the pilot study by the researcher 

with the help of two competent science educators. The items were selected from the 

ninth part epistemology of science (or the nature of scientific knowledge) of the 

VOSTS item pool. Then these selected items were translated and adapted by the 

researcher and two science educators. In addition to this a linguist in Academic 

Writing Center in METU checked selected items’ translations. Then the pilot study 

was done using 19 third-year students of Elementary Science Education Department 

of METU. One reason of this pilot study was to check the quality of the translations. 

The other reason was this inventory was developed with and for the high school 

students so it would be better doing a pilot with preservice science teachers.  

Aikenhead (1987), found that in 82% of the cases students could better 

express their views on science-technology-society topic by selecting a response from 

among the multiple choices provided under VOSTS items. Therefore, if less than 18 

percent mark the last choice, “None of these choices fits my basic viewpoint,” then 

there will be no need for modifying the items, because it can be considered to be an 

indicator that the VOSTS items would be appropriate for that sample. The pilot study 

also showed that the time given to answer the questions was enough for the 

participants. In this study, according to pilot study, for two items respondents 

selected the last choice and these questions were omitted for the actual 

administration. In addition to this, after pilot study one item selected from the first 

part about the definition and meaning of science. Because respondents’ views about 

the definition of science were important for this study. Finally, Turkish version of 

VOSTS (T-VOSTS) was constructed with 21 items (Table 3.2) after necessary 

changes upon the pilot study. 
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Table 3.2. Subscales of the items used in the Turkish version of VOSTS. 

Item 
Number Items’ root  Subscales 

1 
Defining science is difficult because science is 
complex and does many things. But MAINLY 
science is: 

Defining 
science 

2 
Scientific observations made by competent scientists 
will usually be different if the scientists believe 
different theories. 

Nature of 
observations 

3 
Many scientific models used in research laboratories 
(such as the model of heat, the neuron, DNA, or the 
atom) are copies of reality. 

Nature of 
scientific 
models 

4 

When scientists classify something (for example, a 
plant according to its species, an element according 
to the periodic table, energy according to its source, 
or a star according to its size), scientists are 
classifying nature according to the way nature really 
is; any other way would simply be wrong. 

Nature of 
classification 
schemes 

5 
Even when scientific investigations are done 
correctly, the knowledge that scientists discover from 
those investigations may change in the future. 

Tentativeness 
of scientific 
knowledge 

6 
Scientific ideas develop from hypotheses to theories, 
and finally, if they are good enough to being 
scientific laws. 

7 

When developing new theories or laws, scientists 
need to make certain assumptions about nature (for 
example, matter is made up of atoms). These 
assumptions must be true in order for science to 
progress properly. 

8 
Good scientific theories explain observations well. 
But good theories are also simple rather than 
complex. 

Hypotheses, 
theories & 
laws 

9 When scientists investigate, it is said that they follow 
the scientific method. The scientific method is: 

10 The best scientists are those who follow the steps of 
the scientific method. 

11 

Scientific discoveries occur as a result of series of 
investigations, each one building on an earlier one, 
and each one leading logically to the next one, until 
the discovery is made. 

 
 

12 

Scientists publish the result of their work in scientific 
journals. When scientists write an article for a 
journal, they organize their report in a very logical 
orderly way. However, scientists actually do the work 
in a much less logical way. 

Scientific 
approach to 
investigations 
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Table 3.2. (Continued) 

13 
Scientists should NOT make errors in their work 
because these errors slow the advance of science. 
 

Scientific 
approach to 
investigations 

14 

Even when making predictions based on accurate 
knowledge, scientists and engineers can tell us only 
what probably might happen. They cannot tell what 
will happen for certain. 

Precision & 
uncertainty in 
scientific/ 
technological 
knowledge 

15 

If scientists find that people working with asbestos 
have twice as much chance of getting lung cancer as 
the average person, this must mean that asbestos 
causes lung cancer. 

Logical 
reasoning 

16 
Science rests on the assumption that the natural world 
can not be altered by a supernatural being (for 
example, a deity). 

Fundamental 
assumptions 
for all science 

17 

For this statement, assume that a gold miner 
“discovers” gold while an artist “invents” a sculpture. 
Some people think that scientists discover scientific 
LAWS. Others think that scientists invent them. 
What do you think? 

18 

For this statement, assume that a gold miner 
“discovers” gold while an artist “invents” a sculpture. 
Some people think that scientists discover scientific 
HYPOTHESES. Others think that scientists invent 
them. What do you think? 

19 

For this statement, assume that a gold miner 
“discovers” gold while an artist “invents” a sculpture. 
Some people think that scientists discover scientific 
THEORIES. Others think that scientists invent them. 
What do you think? 

Epistemologi- 
cal status of 
scientific 
knowledge 

20 

Scientists in different fields look at the same thing 
from very different points of view (for example, H +  
causes chemists to think of acidity and physicists to 
think of protons). This makes it difficult for scientists 
in different fields to understand each others’ work.  

21 

Scientists in different fields look at the same thing 
from very different points of view (for example, H +  
causes chemists to think of acidity and physicists to 
think of protons). This means that one scientific idea 
has different meanings, depending on the field  
scientist works in. 

Paradigms 
versus 
coherence of 
concepts 
across 
disciplines 
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3.4.2. Interview with Preservice Science Teachers   

 

The interviews served as the important source of data and addressed the 

preservice science teachers’ views concerning the nature of science. During the 

interviews, a semi-structured interview (see Appendix B) schedule was used by the 

researcher. The schedule was left flexible to allow to students to express themselves 

in relative freedom and to enable the interviewer to ask thought-provoking questions. 

The confidentiality of the data collection process, and participants’ rights were 

explained before the administration of the questionnaire. Participants were informed 

that their participation were voluntarily and confidential. Nine individuals’ 

interviews were held each lasted approximately 30 minutes duration. All of the 

interviews were audiotaped and transcribed. Transcriptions were produced verbatim 

to provide full representation of the students’ responses. Each student who agreed to 

participate in the study interviewed individually.  

In this study, the interview questions were adapted and developed considering 

some instruments related with views of nature of science, such as Views of Nature of 

Science (VNOS form-A, VNOS form-B and VNOS form-C) (Abd-El-Khalick, 1998; 

Abd-El-Khalick, Bell and Lederman, 1998; Bell, 1999; cited in Lederman, Abd-El-

Khalick, Bell and Schwartz, 2002). These forms of the Views of Nature of Science 

aimed to assess the views of the tentative, empirical, inferential, creative, and theory-

laden nature of science, and the functions of and relationship between theories and 

laws and also the views of the social and cultural embeddedness of science and the 

existence of a universal scientific method. 

Interviewed questions covered eight main issues of the NOS. During the 

interviews, the items related with these eight issues, item numbers and the aims of 

these each items were as the followings; 

1. How do students define science and interpret the differences of science from 

other disciplines (such as religion, philosophy)?  

Item 1 aims to assess respondents’ views regarding science as a discipline to 

address questions about the natural world, the role of science in providing 
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explanations for natural phenomena, and the role that empirical evidence plays in 

science that separates science from other “ways of knowing.”  

2. How do students define experiment and scientific method, and also state the 

importance of experiment in the development of a scientific knowledge?  

Item 2 and 3 are used in combination to assess respondents’ views of 

investigative processes in science and also elicits responses regarding existence of 

multiple investigation (such as experimentation involving controlled variables, 

correlational studies, and descriptive investigations) that do not all follow the 

traditional “scientific method” or a set of established logical steps requiring a testable 

hypothesis. 

3. How do students’ interpret the nature of scientific models and classifications 

in terms of being copies of reality?  

Item 4 refers respondents to assess their understandings of the role of human 

inference and creativity in developing scientific explanations, classifications, and 

models based on available data, and the notion the scientific models and 

classifications are not copies of reality. 

4. How do students state the differences between scientific theories and laws?  

Item 5 aims to assess respondents’ views of the development of and relationship 

between scientific theories and laws. In addition to this respondents may express 

many ideas related to their understandings of the nature of science and science 

process as they attempt to delineate the differences between theories and laws. 

5. Do the students believe that a scientific theory ever changes?  

Item 6 and 10 assess respondents’ understanding of the tentative nature of 

scientific theories and reasons why science is tentative. In addition to these 

respondents may often indicate views of the role of subjectivity, creativity, inference, 

and the socio-cultural embeddedness of the scientific endeavor, as well as the 

interdependent nature of these aspects. 

6. How do students interpret the scientists’ different hypotheses and theories 

using the same set of data?  

Item 7 assesses respondents’ understandings of reasons for controversy in science 

when scientists use the same available data. Ideas of subjectivity, inference, 
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creativity, social and cultural influences, and tentativeness may be elicited. This 

question also aims to assess respondents’ beliefs about what influences data 

interpretation including personal preferences and bias (personal subjectivity) to 

differing theoretical commitments and impacts of social and cultural values. 

7. Do the students believe science is affected with the social and cultural values 

or do they believe science is universal and not affected from the by social, 

political, and philosophical valued of culture?  

Item 8 assesses respondents’ views of the impact of social and cultural valu es and 

expectations on the scientific endeavor. Additionally, views of connections between 

socio-cultural influences on science and subjectivity, creativity, inference, and 

tentativeness are often elicited. 

8. How do students see the relationships among concepts, theories, and laws of 

biology, physics and chemistry?  

Item 9 assesses respondents’ views on unified characteristics of science.  

The following excerpt from the interviews is an example to show how 

thought-provoking questions help to diagnose preservice science teachers’ views.  

 

 

Table 3.3. An excerpt from the interviews. 

Researcher: After scientists have developed a scientific theory (e.g. atomic theory, 

evolution theory), does the theory ever change? 

Preservice science teacher: They change, they can change… For example atomic 

theory has changed through the time. At first there were different theories. Now Bohr 

atomic theory is used. They may also change in the future. 

Researcher: If you believe that scientific theories do change why we bother to learn 

scientific theories. Defend your answer with examples. 

Preservice science teacher: We try to reach the most correct answers. The more 

developments in technology, the more changes in science. Our aim is to reach the 

best results.  
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3.5. Data Collection Procedure 

For the collection of data from the preservice science teachers, permission 

was taken from the instructors that offer several courses to them in three different 

universities in Ankara. In the spring term of 2002-2003 academic years, data were 

collected by using Turkish version of VOSTS. The data were collected form 

preservice science teachers of Gazi University and Middle East Technical University 

during the class hours by the researcher herself. On the other hand, data were 

collected from Hacettepe University again during the class hours but by their 

research assistants. 

For the qualitative part, nine preservice science teachers from Middle East 

Technical University interviewed during May 2003. They were chosen according to 

their willingness to participate such kind of study. Face-to-face interviews were 

performed during out of the school time. There was not a time limitation for the 

completion of the interviews. For this reason, they took different lengths of time 

depending on the respondents’ willin gness to demonstrate their thoughts.  

  

3.6. Methods Used to Analysis of Data 

 

In this study, descriptive analyses were performed for data of Turkish version 

of VOSTS. Frequency and percentage distribution of each alternative under each one 

of the items were calculated and they were analyzed. For the interview part, the 

audio-taped interviews were transcribed and analyzed. In order to produce verbatim 

transcriptions of the interviewees’ responses, the cassettes were replayed to check 

whether any missing point was present in the text. After the transcriptions were 

completed, the responses were categorized for each question according to the 

covered points of the issue in interview part to analyze them.  
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3.7. Assumptions and Limitations 

 

During this study, assumptions and limitations encountered are given as 

below: 

 

3.7.1. Assumptions 

 

1. The survey was conducted under standard conditions. 

2. All preservice science teachers’ responses to the survey were sincere.  

3. All preservice science teachers answered interview questions seriously. 

 

3.7.2. Limitations 

 

1. The subjects in the interview were limited to nine preservice science teachers 

from the last year students at a university. 

2. The subjects of the survey were limited to 166 preservice science teachers. 

3. The subjects of the study were selected from only the universities in Ankara 

so the generalization can be applied for the preservice elementary science 

teachers’ only from the one city.  

4. The nature of the instrument is not appropriate for inferential statistics since it 

evolved from the qualitative research paradigm. 

5. Translated instruments may have the defects that are indispensable. 

6. Completion time of the instrument T-VOSTS, which took about forty-five 

minutes and this, may have caused boredom and tiredness for some 

participants. 

7. Because of some outside factors administration of the instrument could not be 

held constant, this might have affected the results of the study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

 This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part deals with the 

descriptive analysis of VOSTS items. The second part presents the information 

obtained from the interviews with the preservice science teachers concerning the 

nature of science. The third part reveals the misconceptions of preservice science 

teachers on nature of science. 

 

4.1. Descriptive Analyses of T-VOSTS Items 

 

In this part, preservice science teachers’ views about nature of science were 

investigated descriptively. Each of the items was consisted of a stem and different 

number of alternatives, which reflected some kind of views changing from realistic 

to naive. Bradford, Rubba and Harkness (1995) established a three-category scoring 

scheme according to the following definitions: Realistic (R) – the choices expresses 

an appropriate view on nature of science relative to the item stem; Has merit (HM) –

while not realistic, the choices expresses a number of legitimate points about nature 

of science relative to the item stem; Naive (N) – the choices expresses a view about 

nature of science, relative to the item stem, that is inappropriate or not legitimate. In 

this categorization, realistic views supported by post-positivists and naive views 

supported by logical positivists.  

The items are examined respondents’ views on different topics about nature 

of science. These topics and item numbers are: 

 

Definitions of Science 

1. Defining science (e.g., instrumentalism, curiosity satisfaction, social 

enterprise). (Item1) 
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Nature of Scientific Knowledge 

1. Nature of observations (e.g., theory ladenness, perception bound). (Item 2) 

2. Nature of scientific models. (Item 3) 

3. Nature of classification schemes. (Item 4) 

4. Tentativeness of scientific knowledge. (Item 5) 

5. Hypotheses, theories and laws (e.g., definition, role of assumptions, criteria 

for belief). (Items 6, 7, 8) 

6. Scientific approach to investigations (e.g., nonlinearity, rejection of a 

stepwise procedure, “the scientific method” as a writing style). (Items 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13) 

7. Precision and uncertainty in scientific/technological knowledge (e.g., 

probabilistic reasoning). (Item 14) 

8. Logical reasoning (e.g., cause/effect problems, epidemiology and etiology). 

(Item 15) 

9. Fundamental assumptions for all science (e.g., uniformitarianism). (Item 16) 

10. Epistemological status of scientific knowledge (ontology as an assumption, 

questioning logical positivism). (Items 17, 18, 19) 

11. Paradigms versus coherence of concepts across disciplines. (Items 20, 21) 

The items asked according to the topics given above were answered by the 

participants and the following results were obtained. Individual Turkish version of 

VOST items’ results are summarized in Tables 4.1 -4.21. Each table presented the 

following information on one of the VOSTS items: (1) the item statement; (2) The 

item’s multiple choice categorized by the Realistic/Has Merit/Naive scheme ; and (3) 

the multiple-choice response percentage data for each sample.  
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Defining Science (Item 1) 

 

The first item investigated preservice science teachers’ views on defining 

science. Preservice science teachers’ images of science will certainly color  their 

views on its epistemology. For example, epistemology will differ greatly between 

preservice science teachers who see science as an encyclopedia of facts about the 

world and those who see science as a facet of Western culture. Therefore, when 

interpreting preservice science teachers’ responses to questions on                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

the epistemology of science, it will be helpful to know what students think science is 

(Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992).  

When participants were asked about definition of science, their responses 

varied. Science was seen by preservice science teachers as: a body of knowledge 

(24,7%, alternative B), exploring the unknown (31,3%, alternative C), improving the 

world (31,3%, alternatives E and F), a social institution (4,8%, alternative G), and 

indefinable (1,8%, alternative H). Preservice science teachers had not acquired 

uniform view of science.  

Preservice science teachers selecting E and F alternatives, which were 

constituted 31,3 % of the whole sample, confused the science and technology with 

each other. Science teachers who selected alternative A (1,2%) regarded science as a 

field of biology, chemistry, and physics. The most contemporary view about science 

(alternative G) which gives social aspects of science was selected only 4,8 %. Thus, 

while preservice science teachers believed that science is mainly content or process, 

they also viewed science as an instrument of social purpose-an “instrumentalist” 

perspective, confused it with technology (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 1.  

Defining science is difficult because science is complex and does many things. But 
MAINLY science is: 

% Your Position, Basically: 

1,2 
24,7 

 
31,3 

 
0 
 

0 
 

31,3 
 
 

4,8 
 
 

1,8 

A. a study of fields such as biology, chemistry and physics. 
B. a body of knowledge, such as principles, laws and theories, which 

explain the world around us (matter, energy and life). 
C. exploring the unknown and discovering new things about our 

world and universe and how they work. 
D. carrying out experiments to solve problems of interest about the 

world around us. 
E. inventing or designing things (for example, artificial hearts, 

computer, space vehicles). 
F. finding and using knowledge to make this world a better place to 

live in (for example, curing diseases, solving pollution and 
improving agriculture). 

G. an organization of people (called scientists) who have ideas and 
techniques for discovering new knowledge. 

 
H. No one can define science. 

 

Naive: 59%     Has Merit: 31,3%      Realistic: 4,8% 

 

 

Nature of Observations (Item 2) 

 

The second item was asked in order to reveal whether preservice science 

teachers believed 100% alikeness in scientific observations or not. According to the 

responses of participants, 30,9 (alternative C), 6,1 (alternative D) and 1,8 (alternative 

E) percentages believed that observations of different scientists would be almost 

identical even when scientists based their questions on different theories, which is a 

inconsistent view with contemporary view (Table 4.2).  On the other hand, 

alternative A (19,4%) and alternative B (37 %) selected by preservice science 

teachers were parallel with these contemporary views that scientific observations 

made by competent scientists will usually be different if the scientists believe 
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different theories. Briefly, generally preservice science teachers held consistent 

views on that item.  

 

 

Table 4.2. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 2.  

       

          Naive: 38,8%    Realistic: 56,4% 

 

 

Nature of Scientific Models (Item3) 

 

 Scientific models are based on socially constructed scientific facts. Do 

preservice science teachers see models as duplicates of reality or as human 

inventions? As shown in Table 4.3, preservice science teachers take essentially three 

positions: 1) models are copies of reality (47,2 %, alternatives A, B and C); 2) 

models come close to being copies of reality (21,8%, alternative D); and 3) models 

are not copies of reality (30,9%, alternatives E, F and G). Thus, approximately half 

Scientific observations made by competent scientists will usually be different if the 
scientists believe different theories. 

% Your Position, Basically: 

19,4 
 

37,0 
 
 

30,9 
 
 
 

6,1 
 

1,8 
 
 

A. Yes, because scientists will experiment in different ways and 
will notice different things. 

B. Yes, because scientists will think differently and this alter their 
observations. 

 
C. Scientific observations will not differ very much even though 

scientists believe different theories. If the scientists are indeed 
competent their observations will be similar. 

 
D. No, because, observations are as exact ax possible. This is how 

science has been able to advance. 
E. No, observations are exactly what we see and nothing more; 

they are the facts. 
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of the preservice science teachers (47,2%, alternatives A, B and C) held a “naive 

realist” view (Nad eau and Desautels, 1984) contrary to contemporary epistemology 

of science. About 22 % of preservice science teachers (alternative D) do not appear 

to embrace a purely epistemological viewpoint. Vestiges of ontological thinking 

(naive realism) remain. 

 

 

Table 4.3. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 3.  

Many scientific models used in research laboratories (such as the model of heat, the 
neuron, DNA, or the atom) are copies of reality. 

% Your Position, Basically: 
 

1,2 
13,3 
32,7 

 
 

21,8 
 
 
 
 

15,8 
 

12,1 
 

3,0 
 

Scientific models are copies of reality: 
A. because scientists say they are true, so they must be true. 
B. because much scientific evidence has proven them true. 
C. because they are true to life. Their purpose is to show us reality 

or teach us something about it. 
 

D. Scientific models come close to being copies of reality, because 
they are based on scientific observations and research. 

 
 
Scientific models are not copies of reality: 

E. because they are simply helpful for learning and explaining, 
within their limitations. 

F. because they change with time and with the state of our 
knowledge, like theories do. 

G. because these models must be ideas or educational guesses, 
since you can’t actually see the real thing. 

 

        Naive: 69%  Has Merit: 15,1%  Realistic: 15,8% 
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Nature of Classification Schemes (Item 4) 

 

 When preservice science teachers addressed the topic of classification 

schemes, there was a shift away from the “naive realism” viewpoint (duplication of 

reality). In response to item 4, only 16,8% of preservice science teachers believed 

classification schemes matched the way nature really is, whereas fully 66,2 % 

(alternatives D, E and F) recognized the human inventive character of scientific 

classification schemes. Apparently, preservice science teachers were more familiar 

with the epistemology of classification schemes than they were with models. 

Unfortunately, more science-related public debates (such as the greenhouse effect) 

center on models than on classification schemes (Table 4.4). 

 

Table 4.4. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 4.  

When scientists classify something (for example, a plant according to its species, an 
element according to the periodic table, energy according to its source, or a star 

according to its size), scientists are classifying nature according to the way nature 
really is; any other way would simply be wrong. 

% Your Position, Basically: 
8,4 

 
8,4 

 
15,7 

 
 

30,7 
 
 

25,9 
 
 

9,6 
 
 

 

A. Classifications match the way nature really is, since scientists 
have proven them over many years of work. 

B. Classifications match the way nature really is, since scientists use 
observable characteristics when they classify. 

C. Scientists classify nature in the most simple and logical way, but 
their way isn’t necessarily the only way. 

 
D. There are many ways to classify nature, but agreeing on one 

universal system allows scientists to avoid confusion in their 
work. 

E. There could be other correct ways to classify nature, because 
science is liable to change and new discoveries may lead to 
different classifications. 

F. Nobody knows the way nature really is. Scientists classify nature 
according to their perceptions or theories. Science is never exact, 
and nature is too diverse. Thus, scientists could correctly use 
more than one classification scheme. 

 

        Naive: 16,8% Has Merit: 15,7%  Realistic: 66,2% 
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Tentativeness of Scientific Knowledge (Item 5) 

 

As evidenced by Table 4.5, virtually all the preservice science teachers in the 

sample agreed that scientific knowledge changes. But their reasons revealed four 

very different and somewhat conflicting views: (1) Old facts change and become 

different facts; (2) Old facts become wrong facts; (3) Old facts do not change; only 

their interpretation and application changes; (4) Old facts do not change; new facts 

are simply added to old facts. 

One of the characteristics of the scientific knowledge is its tentativeness. 

Preservice science teachers selecting the first two alternatives A and B, (79,5 %) 

were considered to believe that scientific knowledge was subject to change. The 

respondents choosing alternative A took the falsificationist perspective and 

respondents choosing alternative B took the constructionist perspective. On the other 

hand, remaining preservice science teachers selecting alternatives C and D (18 %) 

believed that facts were unchangeably true, in other words, were not tentative. It 

might be said that the majority of the sample had contemporary views about the 

tentativeness of scientific knowledge. 
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Table 4.5. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 5.  

 

              Naive: 18%   Realistic: 79,5% 

 

 

Hypotheses, Theories and Laws (Item 6, 7 and 8) 

 

 Do preservice science teachers view hypotheses, theories, and laws as 

different types of statements? As it may be seen in Table 4.6, only 1,2% of the 

preservice science teachers held such a view (alternative E). The majority (92,2%) 

expressed a simplistic hierarchical relationship in which hypotheses become theories 

and theories become laws, depending on the amount of “proof behind the idea.” 

Preservice science teachers appear to be ignorant of the fact that many laws in 

science were known before any theories were developed to explain them. Boyle’s 

Law is a case in point.  

  Although the terms hypothesis, theory and law have been variously 

defined, the following definitions tend to be widely accepted (Klopfer, 1966). 

Theories are explanations (often mechanistic and associated with visual 

representations called models) in which scientists place a high degree of confidence. 

Even when scientific investigations are done correctly, the knowledge that scientists 
discover from those investigations may change in the future. 

% Your position, basically: 
 

42,8 
 
 
 

36,7 
 
 

10,2 
 
 

7,8 
 

Scientific knowledge changes: 
A. because new scientists disprove the theories or discoveries of old 

scientists. Scientists do this by using new techniques or improved 
instruments, by finding new factors overlooked before, or by 
detecting errors in the original “correct” investigations. 

B. because the old knowledge is reinterpreted in the light of new 
discoveries. Scientific facts can change. 

 
C. Scientific knowledge appears to change because the interpretation 

or the application of the old facts can change. Correctly done 
experiments yield unchangeable facts. 

D. Scientific knowledge appears to change because new knowledge is 
added on to old knowledge, the old knowledge doesn’t change. 
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Laws are general descriptions that enjoy a high degree of scientific confidence (often 

associated with classification schemes). Hypotheses are very tentative explanations 

or descriptions that guide investigations. In other words, theories and laws are 

different types of statements, and both are distinguished from hypotheses by virtue of 

the degree to which they have been accepted by the scientific community. 

 

 

Table 4.6. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 6.  

 

             Naive:  94,6%    Realistic: 1,2% 

 

 

 Item 7 was about the views of preservice science teachers on the scientific 

assumptions. It indicated that when developing new theories or laws, scientists 

Scientific ideas develop from hypotheses to theories, and finally, if they are good 
enough to being scientific laws. 

% Your Position, Basically: 
 

50,3 
 
 
 

35,2 
 
 
 

6,7 
 

2,4 
 
 
 

1,2 
 

 

Hypotheses can lead to theories which can lead to laws: 
A. because a hypothesis is tested by experiments, if it proves correct, 

it becomes a theory. After a theory has been proven true many 
times by different people and has been around for a long time, it 
becomes a law. 

B. because a hypothesis is tested by experiments if there is 
supporting evidence, it is a theory. After a theory has been tested 
many times and seems to be essentially correct, it’s good enough 
to become a law. 

C. because it is logical way for scientific ideas to develop. 
 
D. Theories can’t become laws because they both are different types 

of ideas. Theories are based on scientific ideas which are less than 
%100 certain, and so theories can’t be proven true. Laws, 
however, are based on facts only and are %100 sure. 

E. Theories can’t become laws because they both are different types 
of ideas. Laws describe things in general. Theories explain these 
laws. However, with supporting evidence, hypotheses may 
become theories (explanations) or laws (descriptions). 
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needed to make certain assumptions about nature. The item questioned whether these 

assumptions must be true or not in order for science to progress properly. To that 

item, 30,7 % (alternative E) of the participants gave the realistic answer, which stated 

that scientists must make some true or false assumptions in order to start an 

investigation (Table 4.7). Other preservice science teachers (about 62,6 % of the 

whole sample) selected A, B, C, D and F alternatives, which were inconsistent with 

the contemporary views. 

 

 

Table 4.7. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 7.  

 

              Naive: 62,6%                           Realistic: 30,7% 

 

 

When developing new theories or laws, scientists need to make certain assumptions 
about nature (for example, matter is made up of atoms). These assumptions must be 

true in order for science to progress properly. 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
14,5 

 
 

4,2 
 

12,0 
 
 

30,7 
 
 
 

30,7 
 
 
 

1,2     

Assumptions MUST be true in order for science to progress: 
A. because correct assumptions are need for correct theories and 

laws. Otherwise scientists would waste a lot of time and effort 
using wrong theories and laws. 

B. otherwise society would have serious problems, such as 
inadequate technology and dangerous chemicals. 

C. because scientists do research to prove their assumptions true 
before going on with their work. 

 
D. It depends. Sometimes science needs true assumptions in order 

to progress. But sometimes history has shown that great 
discoveries have been made by disproving a theory and 
learning from its false assumptions. 

E. It doesn’t matter. Scientists have to make assumptions, true or 
not, in order to get started on a project. History has shown that 
great discoveries have been made by disproving a theory and 
learning from its false assumptions. 

F. Scientists do not make assumptions. They research an idea to 
find out if the idea is true. They don’t assume it is true. 
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 The last item (Table 4.8) revealed preservice science teachers’ views on 

simplicity (or complexity) of language used in science and to question their views on 

the nature of theories. About 71% of the preservice science teachers (alternatives A, 

B, and D) held realistic views about this topic and they took part in the favor of 

simplicity of scientific knowledge. On the other hand, the most realistic answer 

(alternative A) to that item was selected about 15% of the whole sample. Only about 

20% (selecting alternatives C, E, and F) of whole preservice science teachers 

believed that complexity was the prerequisite for the quality of a theory.    

 

 

Table 4.8. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 8.  

 

       Naive: 19,9%   Has Merit: 56%  Realistic: 14,5% 

 

 

 

 

Good scientific theories explain observations well. But good theories are also simple 
rather than complex.  

% Your Position, Basically: 
14,5 

 
 

22,3 
 
 

15,1 
 

33,7 
 
 

3,0 
 

1,8 
 

A. Good theories are simple. The best language to use in science is 
simple, short, direct language. 

 
B. It depends on how deeply you want to get into the explanation. 

A good theory can explain something either in a simple way or 
in a complex way. 

C. It depends on the theory. Some good theories are simple, some 
are complex. 

D. Good theories can be complex, but they must be able to 
translate into simple language if they are going to be used. 

 
E. Theories are usually complex. Some things cannot be simplified 

if a lot of details are involved. 
F. Most good theories are complex. If the world was simpler, 

theories could be simpler. 
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Scientific Approach to Investigations (Item 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13) 

 

            What are preservice science teachers’ views on “the scientific method”? 

When they were asked to choose a description (Table 4.9), the largest group (44,5%) 

selected position that read: “questioning, hypothesizing, collecting data and 

concluding.” The next large st group (12,2%) chose the position that described the 

scientific method as: “getting facts, theories or hypotheses efficiently.” The 

remaining respondents spread their choices over the other eight positions. 

Unfortunately none of the preservice science teachers chose the option which stated 

that “there really is no such thing as the scientific method” even though this position 

represents the most contemporary view (alternative J). 

 

 

Table 4.9. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 9.  

When scientists investigate, it is said that they follow the scientific method. The 
scientific method is: 

% Your Position, Basically: 
4,9 

 
0,6 

11,6 
 

12,2 
9,8 

 
1,2 

44,5 
6,7 
2,4 

 
0 

 

A. the lab procedures or techniques; often written in a book or 
journal, and usually by a scientist. 

B. recording your results carefully. 
C. controlling experimental variables carefully, leaving no room 

for interpretation. 
D. getting facts, theories or hypotheses efficiently. 
E. testing and retesting- proving something true or false in a valid 

way. 
F. postulating  theory then creating an experiment to prove it. 
G. questioning, hypothesizing, collecting data and concluding. 
H. a logical and widely accepted approach to problem solving. 
I. an attitude that guides scientists in their work. 

 
J. Considering what scientists actually do, there is no such thing 

as the scientific method. 
 

 

        Naive: 47%    Has Merit: 46,9%   Realistic: 0% 
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 When preservice science teachers were asked whether the best scientists 

“follow the steps of the scientific method” (Table  4.10), they tended to favor those 

positions which suggest that there is a definite pattern to doing science (76,3%, 

alternatives A-C).  In addition to this, about 42% of the whole sample selected 

alternative C in which creativity, imagination and originality had important places in 

carrying out scientific investigations. According to results, 7,3% of the preservice 

science teachers selected (alternative E) that many scientific discoveries were made 

by accident, a view supported by media. Few students (8,5%) chose D, the 

contemporary view of most epistemologists- that scientists “use any method that 

might get favorable results.” The idea of using any method corresponds in most 

participants’ minds to the idea that there is no such thing as the scientific meth od.  

 

 

Table 4.10. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 10.  

The best scientists are those who follow the steps of the scientific method. 
% Your Position, Basically: 
30,5 

 
 

3,7 
 
 

42,1 
 
 

8,5 
 
 
 

7,3 
 

A. The scientific method ensures valid, clear, logical, and accurate 
results. Thus, most scientists will follow the steps of the 
scientific method. 

B. The scientific method should work well for most scientists; 
based on what we learned in school. 

 
C. The scientific method is useful in many instances, but it does 

not ensure results. Thus, the best scientists will also use 
originality and creativity. 

D. The best scientists are those who use any method that might get 
favorable results (including the method of imagination and 
creativity). 

 
E. Many scientific discoveries were made by accident, and not by 

sticking to the scientific method. 
 

       Naive: 41,5%       Has Merit: 42,1%  Realistic: 8,5% 
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 Item 11 investigated whether preservice science teachers believed scientific 

discoveries result from a logical series of investigations or not. According to 

responses of preservice science teachers about 54% (alternatives A and B) believed 

that scientific discoveries result from a logical series of investigation, which is a 

view consistent with contemporary views (Table 4.11). On the other hand, about 

28% of the all respondents believed that scientific discoveries do not occur as a result 

of series investigations.   
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Table 4.11. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 11.  

Scientific discoveries occur as a result of series of investigations, each one building 
on an earlier one, and each one leading logically to the next one, until the discovery 

is made. 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
33,9 

 
 

20,0 
 
 
 

16,4 
 
 

23,0 
 
 
 

3,0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,6 
 

1,2 
 
 
 

Scientific discoveries result from a logical series of investigations: 
A. because experiments (for example, the experiments that led to 

the model of the atom, or discoveries about cancer) are like 
laying bricks onto a wall. 

B. because research begins by checking the results of an earlier 
experiment to see if it is true. A new experiment will be checked 
by the people who come afterwards. 

 
C. Usually scientific discoveries result from a logical series of 

investigations. But science is not completely logical. There is an 
element of trial and error, hit and miss, in the process. 

D. Some scientific discoveries are accidental, or they are the 
unpredicted product of the actual intention of the scientists. 
However, more discoveries result from a series of investigations 
building logically one upon the other. 

E. Most scientific discoveries are accidental, or they are 
unpredicted product of the actual intention of the scientist. 
Some discoveries result from a series of investigations building 
logically one upon the other. 

 
Scientific discoveries do not occur as a result of a logical series of 
investigations: 

F. because discoveries often result from the piecing together of 
previously unrelated bits of information. 

G. because discoveries often occur as a result of a wide variety of 
studies which originally had nothing to do with each other, but 
which turned out to relate to each other in unpredictable ways. 

 
 

          Naive: 27,8%   Has Merit: 16,4%  Realistic: 53,9% 
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 Item 12 was about the scientists’ way while writing a rticles. It indicated that 

when scientists write an article, they organize their report in a very logical orderly 

way. However, scientists actually do the work in a much less logical way. The item 

questioned whether these assumptions must be true or not. To that item, about 59% 

(alternatives A and B) of the preservice science teachers gave the realistic answer. 

On the other hand, about 23% of the all respondents selected alternatives D, E, F, and 

G which were inconsistent with the contemporary views (Table 4.12). Alternative C 

selected by only 8,5% of the preservice science teachers was very close to 

contemporary views but still sitting on the fence.  
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Table 4.12. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 12.  

Scientists publish the result of their work in scientific journals. When scientists write 
an article for a journal, they organize their report in a very logical orderly way. 

However, scientists actually do the work in a much less logical way. 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
41,2 

 
 
 
 

18,2 
 
 
 

8,5 
 
 
 

4,2 
 
 
 
 
 

12,1 
 

2,4 
 
 

4,2 
 

Articles are written in a more logical way than the actual work: 
A. because scientists can think and work without following a set 

plan. Consequently, if you read the actual order of their 
thoughts and procedures, it would be confusing. Therefore, 
scientists write logically so other scientists will understand the 
results. 

B. because scientific hypotheses are personal views or guesses and 
thus are not logical. Scientists, therefore, write logically so other 
scientists will understand the results. 

 
C. Scientists usually don’t want to give away “the recipe” but they 

do want to tell the world about their results. So they write it up 
logically but in a way that does not reveal how it was actually 
done. 

D. It depends. Sometimes scientific discoveries happen by 
accident. But other times discoveries happen in a logical orderly 
way, just like the articles are written. 

 
Articles are written in a logical way showing how the actual work was 
done: 

E. because a scientist’s work is conducted logically; otherwise, it 
would not be useful to science and technology. 

F. because scientists do work in a logical way so that their 
published report will be easier to write in a logical way. 

 
G. Articles are not necessarily written in a logical way. They’re 

written the work was done. This can be complicated or 
straightforward.  

 
            

               Naive: 22,9%   Has Merit: 8,5 %  Realistic: 59,4%  
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 Item 13 was related with scientists’ errors in their work. Alternatives D and E 

(about 65%) selected by preservice science teachers were realistic. According to 

results on Table 4.13, majority of the preservice science teachers held realistic views 

about inevitable characteristics of errors. Preservice science teachers selecting 

alternatives A and B (about 16%) disregarded the fact that scientists are human 

beings. Humans make mistakes and learn from them, many things are learned with 

the method of trial and error. 

 

 

Table 4.13. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 13.  

Scientists should NOT make errors in their work because these errors slow the 
advance of science. 

% Your Position, Basically: 
8,5 

 
 

7,3 
 
 
 
 

15,2 
 

61,2 
 
 
 

3,6 
 

A. Errors slow the advance of science. Misleading information can 
lead to false conclusions. If scientists don’t immediately correct 
the errors in their results, then science is not advancing. 

B. Errors slow the advance of science. New technology and 
equipment reduce errors by improving accuracy and so science 
will advance faster. 

 
Errors CANNOT be avoided: 

C. so scientists reduce errors by checking each others’ results until 
agreement is reached. 

D. some errors can slow the advance of science, but other errors 
can lead to a new discovery or breakthrough. If scientists learn 
from their errors and correct them, science will advance. 

 
E. Errors most often help the advance of science. Science advances 

by detecting and correcting the errors of the past. 
 

 

        Naive: 15,8%    Has Merit: 15,2%   Realistic: 64,8% 
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Precision and Uncertainty in Scientific/Technological Knowledge (Item 14) 

  

 Item 14 investigated the views about precision and uncertainty in 

scientific/technological knowledge. About half of the preservice science teachers 

(about 53% selected A and B alternatives) were aware of the uncertainty of scientific 

knowledge and predictions made by scientists and engineers and so it may be 

concluded that they had realistic views.  Only about 6% of preservice science 

teachers (alternative E) held naive views about predictions, they believed that if there 

was accurate knowledge and enough information then predictions had to be certain. 

About 36 % of the respondents were between two viewpoints (Table 4.14). 

 

 

Table 4.14. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 14.  

Even when making predictions based on accurate knowledge, scientists and 
engineers can tell us only what probably might happen. They cannot tell what will 

happen for certain. 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
27,3 

 
 

25,5 
 

30,9 
 

5,5 
 
 

5,5 
 

Predictions are NEVER certain: 
A. because there is always room for error and unforeseen events 

which will affect a result. No one can predict the future for 
certain. 

B. because accurate knowledge changes as new discoveries are 
made, and therefore predictions will always change. 

C. because a prediction is not a statement of fact. It is an educated 
guess.  

D. because scientists never have all the facts. Some data are always 
missing. 

 
E. It depends. Predictions are certain, only as long as there is 

accurate knowledge and enough information. 
 

 

          Naive: 5,5%    Has Merit: 36,4%   Realistic: 52,8% 
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Logical reasoning (Item 15) 

 

 Knowledge rather than views of preservice science teachers about cause-and-

effect (logical reasoning) relationships were investigated by the use of Item15. 

According to Table 4.15, the majority of the participants (67%) knew cause-and-

effect relationships (alternatives B and C). On the other hand, about 30% of the 

preservice science teachers were unaware of these relationships.  

 

 

Table 4.15. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 15. 

If scientists find that people working with asbestos have twice as much chance of 
getting lung cancer as the average person, this must mean that asbestos causes lung 

cancer. 
% Your Position, Basically: 
7,9 

 
 
 
 

27,4 
 

39,6 
 
 

14,6 
 
 

2,4 
 

 

A. The facts obviously prove that asbestos causes lung cancer. If 
asbestos workers have a greater chance of getting lung cancer, 
then asbestos is the cause. 

 
The facts do NOT necessarily mean that asbestos causes lung cancer: 

B. because more research is needed to find out whether it is 
asbestos or some other substance that causes the lung cancer. 

C. because asbestos might work in combination with other things, 
or may work indirectly (for example, weakening your 
resistance to other things which cause you to get lung cancer). 

D. because if it did, all asbestos workers would have developed 
lung cancer. 

 
E. Asbestos cannot be the cause of lung cancer because many 

people who don’t work with asbestos also get lung cancer. 
 

 

          Naive:24,9%     Realistic: 67% 
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Fundamental Assumptions for All Science (Item 16) 

 

            Item 16 was dealing with the topic of science and supernatural being or deity. 

The results in Table 4.16 provide intriguing insights into preservice science teachers’ 

responses. About 34% of preservice science teachers sided with the scientific 

community by acknowledging that the uniformitarianism assumption is central to 

science by selecting alternatives A and B. Of these preservice science teachers, 22 % 

reasoned that science was one way of knowing about the world (alternative A in 

Table 4.16) and a further 12,2% expressed a superficial reason for their 

unifomitarianism view (alternative B). An equally small number of preservice 

science teachers (about 7%) on the other hand, believed that science was not limited 

and that scientists could investigate the supernatural (alternative E). By far the largest 

group (about 41%), however, subscribed to a view consistent with a creationist 

posture and in direct conflict with the tenets of the epistemology of science-“t hat a 

supernatural being could alter the natural world (alternatives C and D).   
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Table 4.16. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 16.  

Science rests on the assumption that the natural world can not be altered by a 
supernatural being (for example, a deity). 

% Your Position, Basically: 
 
 

22,0 
 
 

12,2 
 
 
 

12,2 
 

28,7 
 
 

6,7 
 

 

Scientists assume that a supernatural being will NOT alter the natural 
world: 

A. because the supernatural is beyond scientific proof. Other 
views, outside the realm of science, may assume that a 
supernatural being can alter the natural world. 

B. because if a supernatural being did exist, scientific facts could 
change in the wink of an eye. BUT scientists repeatedly get 
consistent results. 

 
C. It depends. What scientists assume about a supernatural being 

is up to individual scientists. 
D. Anything is possible. Science does not everything about nature. 

Therefore, science must be open-minded to the possibility that a 
supernatural being could alter the natural world. 

E. Science can investigate the supernatural and can possibly 
explain it. Therefore, science can assume the existence of 
supernatural beings. 

 
 

          Naive: 47,6%      Realistic: 34,2% 

 

 

Epistemological Status of Scientific Knowledge (Item 17, 18 and 19) 

 

 Item 17 revealed whether preservice science teachers viewed laws as 

discoveries or inventions while investigating their views on characteristics of laws. 

In Table 4.17, it may be seen that most of the preservice science teachers (about 

70%) viewed laws as discoveries which reflected an ontological view supported by 

the logical positivists by selecting alternatives A, B, and C. About 18% of the 

respondents gave a realistic answer to that question by selecting alternative E which 

was an epistemological viewpoint with the contemporary literature. On the other 
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hand, alternative D is an erroneous view that media uses, selected by 6,6% of the 

whole respondents. 

 

 

Table 4.17. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 17.  

For this statement, assume that a gold miner “discovers” gold while an artist 
“invents” a sculpture. Some people think that scientists discover scientific LAWS. 

Others think that scientists invent them. What do you think? 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
32,5 

 
18,1 
19,3 

 
6,6 

 
 
 

18,1 
 
 

 

Scientists discover laws: 
A. because the laws are out there in nature and scientists just have 

to find them. 
B. because the laws are based on experimental facts. 
C. but scientists invent the methods to find those laws. 

 
D. Some scientists may stumble onto a law by chance, thus 

discovering it. But other scientists may invent the law from 
facts they already know. 

 
E. Scientists invent laws, because scientists interpret the 

experimental facts which they discover. Scientists don’t invent 
what nature does, but they do invent the laws which describe 
what nature does. 

 

              Naive: 76,5%     Realistic: 18,1% 

 

  

 When in item 17, the term law was replaced by the terms “hypothesis” and 

“theory”, preservice science teachers expressed very similar to their views on 

scientific theories. Therefore, the next two items were similar, responses given to 

them were also similar, and so they may be analyzed together.  

 In item 18, the participants were asked whether hypotheses were discoveries 

or inventions and in item 19, it was asked whether theories were discoveries or 

inventions. About 61% of the whole respondents for item 18 (Table 4.18) and about 

60 percent of the whole respondents for item 19 (Table 4.19) had ontological views 
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which were inconsistent with contemporary views by selecting A, B, C, and D 

alternatives. On the other hand, about 33% (alternatives E and F) of the respondents 

in item 18 and about 31% (alternatives E and F) of the respondents in item 19 held 

contemporary views about nature of theories and hypotheses. 

 

 

Table 4.18. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 18.  

For this statement, assume that a gold miner “discovers” gold while an artist 
“invents” a sculpture. Some people think that scientists discover scientific 

HYPOTHESES. Others think that scientists invent them. What do you think? 
% Your Position, Basically: 

 
27,1 
11,4 
14,5 

 
8,4 

 
 
 
 

21,7 
 

11,4 
 

 

Scientists discover a hypothesis: 
A. because the idea was there all the time to be uncovered. 
B. because it is based on experimental facts. 
C. but scientists invent the methods to find the hypotheses. 

 
D. Some scientists may stumble onto a hypothesis by chance, thus 

discovering it. But other scientists may invent hypothesis from 
facts they already know. 

 
Scientists invent a hypothesis: 

E. because a hypothesis is an interpretation of experimental facts 
which scientists have discovered. 

F. because inventions (hypothesis) come from the mind-we create 
them. 

 
 

          Naive: 61,4%        Has Merit: 21,7%  Realistic: 11,4% 
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Table 4.19. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 19.  

For this statement, assume that a gold miner “discovers” gold while an artist 
“invents” a sculpture. Some people think that scientists discover scientific 
THEORIES. Others think that scientists invent them. What do you think? 

% Your Position, Basically: 
 

15,9 
16,5 
20,1 

 
7,3 

 
 
 
 

28,0 
 

3,0 
 

 

Scientists discover a theory: 
A. because the idea was there all the time to be uncovered. 
B. because it is based on experimental facts. 
C. but scientists invent the methods to find the theories. 

 
D. Some scientists may stumble onto a theory by chance, thus 

discovering it. But other scientists may invent theory from facts 
they already know. 

 
Scientists invent a theory: 

E. because a theory is an interpretation of experimental facts 
which scientists have discovered. 

F. because inventions (theories) come from the mind-we create 
them. 

 
 

           Naive: 59,8%          Has Merit: 28%  Realistic: 3% 

 

 

 

Paradigms versus Coherence of Concepts across Disciplines (Item 20 and 21) 

 

 According to item 20, only about 18% of preservice science were realistic or 

had a contemporary view on the nature of scientific ideas. Views of preservice 

science teachers selecting alternatives C, D, and E (57,9%) were inconsistent with 

contemporary views about scientific ideas. Alternative B selected by about 16% of 

the preservice science teachers, which was very close to contemporary views (Table 

4.20).  
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Table 4.20. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 20.  

Scientists in different fields look at the same thing from very different points of view 
(for example, H +  causes chemists to think of acidity and physicists to think of 

protons). This makes it difficult for scientists in different fields to understand each 
others’ work.  

% Your Position, Basically: 
 

17,5 
 

16,3 
 
 
 

13,3 
 
 

13,9 
30,7 

 

It is difficult for scientists in different field to understand each other: 
A. because scientific ideas depend on the scientists’ viewpoint or 

on what the scientist is used to. 
B. because scientists must make an effort to understand the 

language of other fields which overlap with their own fields. 
 
It is fairly easy for scientists in different fields to understand each other: 

C. because scientists are intelligent and so they can find ways to 
learn the different languages and points of view of another 
field. 

D. Because they have likely studied the various at one time. 
E. Because scientific ideas overlap from field to field. Facts are 

facts no matter what the scientific field is. 
 

       Naive: 57,9%        Has Merit: 16.3%  Realistic: 17,5 % 

 

 

 In item 21, parallel to item 20, the meanings of the scientific ideas were 

asked. The alternative A (about 25%) selected by preservice science teachers was the 

most realistic or contemporary view. Alternative B selected by about 28% of the 

whole respondents was very close realistic view. Views of preservice science 

teachers selecting alternatives C, D, and E (about 42%) were not consistent with 

contemporary views about the nature of scientific ideas (Table 4.21).   
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Table 4.21. Percentage of preservice science teachers’ responses to item 21.  

Scientists in different fields look at the same thing from very different points of view 
(for example, H +  causes chemists to think of acidity and physicists to think of 

protons). This means that one scientific idea has different meanings, depending on 
the field a scientist works in. 

% Your Position, Basically: 
 

24,5 
 

27,6 
 
 
 
 

22,1 
 

8,6 
11,7 

 

A scientific idea will have the different meaning in various fields: 
A. because scientific ideas can be interpreted differently in one 

field than in another. 
B. because scientific ideas can be interpreted differently, 

depending on the individual scientist’s point of view or on what 
the scientist already knows. 

  
A scientific idea will have the same meaning in all fields: 

C. because the idea still refers to the same real thing in nature, no 
matter what point of view the scientist takes. 

D. because all sciences are closely related to each other. 
E. in order to allow people in different fields to communicate with 

each other. Scientists must agree to use the same meanings. 
 

 

        Naive: 42,4%     Has Merit: 27,6%   Realistic: 24,5% 

 

 
4.2. Analysis of Interviews 

 

In this study, to identify the preservice science teachers’ views on the n ature 

of science details, nine individual interviews were conducted with the preservice 

science teachers (three females and six males) from METU. The selection of the 

participants depended on the willingness of the preservice science teachers to take 

part in the present study. The headings of qu mon�phqsr�tknvu�t&wbp`x&m?u
tkn�y�m
z�n2{$|:}�m�t^~4��p`x9m
participants for these questions were given below. 
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Definition of Science 

 

When asked the definition of science no consensus about the definition of 

science was observed. Answers were quiet different. Every respondent gave his/her 

own definition. They defined science as: life; understanding truths and putting them 

in an order; an area seeking answers and unknowns; investigations, improvements, 

making laws and method sequence; putting the information into an order; 

knowledge; provable truths; application of technology; and reflections from the 

observations of nature. Results displayed a range of views on science definition 

starting from knowledge or truths to the process of ordering the knowledge, truths or 

observations.  Two of the respondents defining science stated that: 

“Science is to produce knowledge not only by observations but also by using some data with 

the help of instruments (Participant 3, Male)…”  

“…. The aim of science is to find out the unknown things in n ature and to state the laws 

about them (Participant 5, Male)…”  

 Majority of the respondents (77%) stated the differences between science and 

other disciplines in the same way. They claimed that science is concrete but other 

disciplines, such as religion and philosophy, are abstract. One participant said that: 

“… Positive sciences such as biology, physics and chemistry have some concrete reality and 

they may be proved with the experiments. On the other hand, religion and philosophy change 

depending on the people ideas (Participant 9, Female)...”  

In addition to these one respondent explained the dogmatic characteristic of 

religion and philosophy, and the other respondent claimed that religion and 

philosophy are the fundamentals of science. 

 

Definition of Experiment 

 

All of the participants agreed on that the development of scientific knowledge 

require experiments. In addition to this, about 77% of the participants defined the 

experiments in the same way. They explained the experiments as a process to prove 

scientific knowledge (hypothesis or theories). One of the respondents claiming this 

view by stating that: 
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“…experiments are necessary. For example at the beginning of the genetic, Mendel first 

investigated and did some experiments on peas. If he did not do these experiments, he would 

not state a theory. Therefore, after a hypothesis, to prove or to refute it, experiments are 

necessary (Participant 5, Male)...”   

On the other hand, two of the respondents defined experiment differently. 

They claimed that experiment is repeating the natural phenomena in laboratory 

conditions to strength an opinion controlling the parameters. One of them said that: 

“…experiment is to test an event in laboratory conditions. Because if we want to observe an 

incident in nature, we have only one chance. But in the laboratory, we have a chance to 

control the parameters (Participant 8, Male)…”  

 

The Scientific Method 

 

 More than half of the respondents (66%) claimed that there is one method 

followed by scientists during the scientific investigations. They defined the method 

as the way most of science books wrote; observations, hypothesis, experiments, 

theories and law. One of the respondents explained her view as: 

“…first an assumption is stated and then using experiments it is proved and i t becomes a 

theory, if theory is proved and become fact then theory becomes law. Scientific method 

should exist otherwise a chaos can be observed. Scientists should use an international 

scientific method to avoid confusion. In this way, science becomes certain and does not 

change from society to society (Participant 9, Female)…”  

On the other hand, 33% of the respondents have some suspicions on this 

subject. One of the respondents claimed that there may be other scientific methods 

that he does not know exactly their content. One of the participant also said that, 

there is one scientific method but she thought that it is not unique. Another 

respondent claimed that there is a scientific method but scientists may omit some 

steps of this method. 

  

Nature of Scientific Models and Classification Schemes 

 

Almost half of the participants (55%) claimed that scientific models and 

scientific classifications are not copies of reality. Indeed, they explained their 
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assertion that scientific models and scientific classifications are similar to reality or 

we can say close to reality but not the same. One of the preservice science teachers 

advocated this view as: 

“…scientists do these classifications and models to make their study easy. In periodic table 

and classifications of organisms, scientists group the same things and differences between 

them become easy. Also in atomic model, there is a nucleus in the middle of it and there are 

electrons around it, but I think in reality there must be some differences (Participant 1, 

Male)…”  

Two of the respondents answered this question different from the others and 

they said that scientific models and scientific classifications are copies of reality. One 

of them claimed that: 

“…they are copies of reality. Because they are done to show th e things in nature. For 

example, with the help of electron microscope, we can see the DNA. The model of DNA is 

the same with the reality (Participant 5, Male)…”  

 Another two of the respondents stated that scientific models are copies of 

reality but scientific classifications are not copies of reality.   

 

Scientific Theories and Scientific Laws 

 

All the preservice science teachers were agreeing on that scientific theories 

are not certain, but scientific laws are certain. Four of the respondents also stated that 

all the theories become laws, so laws are developed from the theories. One of them 

stated that: 

“…scientific laws are developed from scientific theories. First a hypothesis is proved and 

become a theory. After many years theories become scientific laws, this is the main 

difference between scientific laws and theories (Participant 7, Male)…”  

In addition to this, other five of the respondents claimed that theories can not 

be refuted but also not accepted completely. One of the participants stated that: 

“… scientific laws cannot be refuted, but we have chance to refute the scientific theories, such 

as evolution theory. It became a theory but there are some missing points to become a law. 

On the other hand, gravitational force law cannot be changed and it can be proved in many 

ways (Participant 9, Female)…”  
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Tentativeness of Scientific Theory 

 

All the preservice science teachers stated that scientific theory changes. While 

explaining the reasons, four of the respondents also stated that developments in 

technology affect the scientific knowledge and so the theories and the science can 

change.  

“…They change, they can be changed. Because for example, atomic theory has been changed 

many times during the years. Lastly, I think Bohr atomic theory is used…scientists  try to 

reach the most truth knowledge and with the improvements in technology, science can 

change (Participant 1, Male)…”  

Other five of the respondents claimed that to understand the nature and the 

human characteristics deeply, theories are improved so they change. One of the 

respondents explained it in that way: 

“…I think atomic theory and also evolution theory will certainly change. Because geographic 

characteristics of world will change. In addition to this scientists will continue to study on 

nature and human characteristics (Participant 2, Female)...”  

 

Scientists’ Effects on Scientific Knowledge 

 

In this question, six respondents out of nine stated that some scientists’ 

characteristics affect these controversies in science when scientists use the same set 

of available data. Four of them emphasized that differences in scientists’ education, 

personality, background, and environments cause the changes in their studies. In 

addition to this, two of them claimed the difference in scientists’ imagination is t he 

reason for these differences in their conclusions. Two of them stated their opinion in 

that way: 

“…people are different from each other, their views are also different, so this is normal. 

Because people get a point of view on some issues depending on their life styles. Also 

environmental effects, educational effects, and may be geographical effects are important. 

One may be interested in physics, and another one may be interested in biology (Participant 

5, Male)…”  
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“…for example, one scientist may be liv e around a volcano and he realize the results of a 

volcanic eruption. Another may observe a meteor falling on to ground. Therefore their life 

experience may affect them. Because science needs to produce some scenarios and also 

depend on the imagination (Participant 8, Male)…”  

On the other hand, three of the respondents answered this question 

differently. One of them emphasized the differences in their experiments. The other 

respondent comments on these differences were due to the insufficient technology. 

One respondent also stated that if a study is unobservable then these differences are 

normal. 

 

Social and Cultural Values in Science 

 

When asked whether social and cultural values affect the science or not, 

almost 44% of the preservice science teachers stated that science is universal and 

science is independent from society. Two of them also added that only technology 

changes from society to society. One of them explained his view: 

“… science is universal, but technology part can be changed from society to so ciety. 

Technology is done differently according to society… DNA double helix model do not 

change in different societies, but scientists view may change depending on his/her culture 

(Participant 7, Male)…”  

Other 33% of the respondents claimed that science changes in different 

cultures. One of them stated that: 

“…in every society, people’s approaches to science and technology are different. In our 

society one scientific knowledge or technological development may be popular, but in other 

country a different scientific knowledge or technological development may be popular. So it 

changes (Participant 1, Male)…”  

Two of the respondents have answered this question differently. One of them 

claimed that scientific theories change in different cultures but scientific laws do not 

change depending on the culture. The other one have some confusion on this 

question and he said science is both universal and affected from the society. 
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Scientific Disciplines 

 

All the participants answered this question in the same way. All of them 

claimed that biology, physics and chemistry are related each other. Especially four of 

them stated that science is composed of biology, physics and chemistry. One of them 

opinion is: 

“…They are certainly related. We cannot separate them from each other. Probably there are 

some points that they come together. We cannot think physics without mathematics. We can 

combine mathematics and physics with chemistry. They are all scientific. Science arises from 

people’s problem…so there is integrity among the m. Science is composed of them 

(Participant 3, Male)…”  

In addition to this, two of the participants’ reasons about this relation are 

different to others. They emphasized that they are related but physics is more 

important than the chemistry and biology. 

 

Certainity of Science 

 

The most popular answer to this question was that theories can change but 

laws cannot. Four of the respondents answered the question in this way. One of the 

preservice science teachers explained it as: 

“…if a scientific knowledge bec ome a law after a hypothesis and a theory and also if it is 

accepted by everyone, then this scientific knowledge is certain. But to be certain, a long time 

is needed. Scientific theories and hypothesis can change…and although scientists use their 

subjectivity, results are objective (Participant 1, Male)…”  

Two of the participants stated that science may be certain only for today but 

in time science may be change. One stated that: 

“…science has a definite characteristic but only for today. Today’s unknown thi ngs may be 

known tomorrow. Therefore the certainty of science may be changed. In time it will change 

(Participant 5, Male)…”  

Other two of the participants have different ideas from others. One said that 

scientific truths cannot change but scientific data can change. The other also stated 

that with the improvements in technology, science become concrete and certain.   
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 Only one of the respondents stated that science is certain and unchangeable. 

She stated that: 

“…we can say it is certain. Because science doe s not create anything that does not exist in 

nature. Science tries to make meaningful of some existence of things in the nature. If I remain 

on the ground, there is a gravitational force. It is impossible to change this (Participant 9, 

Female)…”  

 

Results of the interview enlightened several points about the views of the 

participants on nature of science issue. According to these results, it can be said that 

preservice science teachers have some traditional views on some topics but they also 

have some contemporary views on some other topics. 

 

4.3. Misconceptions on Nature of Science 

 

Although the purpose of this study is not directly to state the misconceptions 

of preservice science teachers, results of interview revealed some misconceptions of 

participants on nature of science (Table 4.22). 

 

 

Table 4.22. Misconceptions on Nature of Science 

Hypotheses become theories that in turn become laws. 

Scientific laws and other such ideas are absolute. 

A general and universal step-by-step scientific method exists. 

Science and its methods can answer all questions. 

Scientists are objective. 

Experiments are the principal route to scientific knowledge. 

Science models represent reality. 

Science is not affected from cultures. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 This study aimed at investigating the views of preservice science teachers on 

nature of science issues. This chapter presents discussions of the results, implications 

and recommendations for practice and future studies. 

 

5.1. Discussions  

 

 Results of this study are in agreement with the studies reported in the 

literature (Bell, Blair, Crawford, Lederman, 2003; Yalvac & Crawford, 2002; Tairab, 

2001; Brickhouse, Dagher, Letts & Shipman, 2000; Haidar, 1999; Yakmaci, 1998; 

Rubba & Harkness, 1993; Pomeroy, 1993; Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992; Aikenhead, 

1987). For example, the present study displayed that there was no consensus on the 

definition of science. The study performed by Aikenhead and Ryan (1992), and 

Ya �$�J�������P�
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those studies, subjects did not acquire a uniform view of science. In the present 

study, some of the preservice science teachers were confused about the terms of 

science and technology, specifically medical and environmental technological 

investigations. Although many of the preservice science teachers defined science as a 

content or process, they also thought it as something to make a world better place to 

live in. The preservice science teachers were unaware of the social aspects of science 

or as a form of human cultural activity. Like many other studies (Bradford, Rubba 

and Harkness 1995; Botton and Brown, 1998), the present study also indicated the 

decisiveness on to defining technology as application of science, which is the way of 

most of the science books did. These definitions may result from the image of 

today’s world. This may be the result of the fact that in recent years, science is 

usually reflected in technology form in our lives, it means science come our lives 

wearing a uniform called as technology. These results were also supported by the 

interviews. All of the participants gave different definitions for science. Definitions 
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given for science changed from “life ” to “application of technology”. In addition to 

this, generally preservice science teachers emphasize that science is related with 

concrete concepts but other disciplines such as religion and philosophy are related 

with abstract concepts. Only one participant stated the “dogmatic” characteristic of 

religion different from science.  

 They have contemporary views on some items. For example, about half of the 

preservice science teachers have contemporary views on nature of observations 

which is a promising finding for this study. They thought that science actions are 

heavily influenced by scientists’ previous values, experiences and beliefs. On the 

other hand, remaining are more inclined to the traditional view which see the 

scientists free of his/her human characteristics; as if it tries to put the scientists to a 

supernatural level that secures him or her from making mistakes. In addition to these, 

in another item majority of them stated scientists of objectivity, so in this aspect 

participants confused on the nature of observations. The interview results also 

displayed that scientists differ from each other because of differences in their 

environment, background, education, imagination style etc., although many 

participants thought the objectivity of the scientists’ results. According to Kuhn even 

though scientists use the same instruments they had already used, and observe the 

same phenomenon with the same set of data, they can still see something new or 

even contradictory to their previous conceptions (Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992). 

McComas (1996) states that scientists like all other observers hold some 

preconceptions and biases about the world. These preconceptions influence 

individual scientists’ observations. It must be noted that there may be selections in 

perceptions of the things around us. Certain facts either can not be seen by us all or 

are regarded as unimportant by scientist on the basis of prior values and knowledge.  

 Concerning the nature of scientific models and scientific classification 

schemes, preservice science teachers have mainly naive views about the nature of 

scientific models. They considered models as copies of reality although the 

contemporary epistemology accepts the limitations of models and regards them as 

aids to explanation. On the other hand, these preservice science teachers have mostly 

realistic views when it comes to think about the classification schemes despite of the 
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fact that both models and classifications schemes are conceptual inventions of the 

scientists. It means preservice science teachers’ view on the nature of scientific 

models is problematic; only classifications of schemes were correctly understood. 

When the interviews were analyzed, same result was found. About half of the 

participants stated that scientific models are copies of reality, but scientific schemes 

are not copies of reality. They claimed that with the help of experiments and some 

instruments we can observe the original structure of atoms and DNA which are 

represented with the scientific models. On the other hand, the classification schemes 

are not observed in nature, they are constructed to make studies easy. This result is ¤9¥
¦�¥�§\§\¨�§£©hª«©�¬9¨«0®A¯9°�®:¯9±�²?ª�.©�¬9¨�³v¥�´�µ�¥�¶�·¹¸RºR»$»�¼�½3¾£¿ÁÀ9¥"¯Â¥
¯&°ÄÃ2®A´9¨�¯$¬9¨�¥�°Â¸PºR»�»�Å$½�¾£¥"¯9°
Aikenhead (1987). 

 The most striking and encouraging result of the present study is that most 

science teachers are aware of the tentative nature of science. On the other hand, in 

the interview part, misconception on tentativeness of science was emerged. All the 

participants stated that scientific theories change, but scientific laws cannot change. 

This misconception may be the results of textbooks or teaching methods in schools. 

The tentativeness of scientific knowledge; one of the main attributes of science that 

makes it different than the other forms of knowledge and prevents it from being 

dogmatic. The tentative characteristic of science explains that scientific knowledge is 

subjected to change with new observations, discoveries and reinterpretations of 

existing observations (Schwartz et al., 2000). A falsificationist position also states 

that science was seen to progress by disproving the scientific knowledge of the past 

(Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992). According to Kuhn, when scientific paradigms change, 

the world itself changes with them. It is not the physical world changes, but our view 

and understanding of it changes.  

 This study revealed preservice science teachers’ misconceptions and lack of 

understandings on nature of science.  Their views are mostly traditional on the nature 

of science. For example, one of the most important findings of this study was 

preservice science teachers’ misconceptualization of the relationships between 

hypotheses, theories and laws. Most of the respondents selected a hierarchical 

relationship between them, but according contemporary views, they are all different 
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kinds of statements. This finding was also supported with interviews. Majority of the 

participants in the interview part stated this relation as “A hypothesis is tested by 

experiments, if it proves correct, it becomes a theory. After a theory has been proven 

true many times by different people and has been around for a long time, it becomes 

a law.” Preservice science teachers might construct this possible dogmatic 

assumption and myth on relationships among hypotheses, theories and laws while 

they have been learning science from textbooks and in classrooms. Preservice 

science teachers appear to be ignorant of the fact that many laws in science were 

known before any theories were developed to explain them. Lederman (2004) stated 

that laws are statements or descriptions of the relationships among observable 

phenomena. Theories, by contrast, are inferred explanations for observable 

phenomena.  

 It showed that when developing new theories or laws, scientists needed to 

make certain assumptions about nature so it is questioned whether these assumptions 

must be true or not in order for science to progress properly. While they believe 

tentativeness of scientific knowledge, most of the preservice science teachers thought 

that scientists should make true assumptions in order for science to progress, which 

is inconsistent with the contemporary views. It is interesting to note that, in another 

items related with the certainty of science, most respondents think that error is 

acceptable in science because these errors can be detected and corrected through the 

scientific progress which is consistent to realistic view. Therefore the participants did 

not recognize the importance of assumptions as part of science. This may be because 

of their beliefs about certainty of science, it means everything related with science 

must be true, even assumptions. These contradictions between the results showed 

that there are some suspicious on this subject.  

 Preservice science teachers generally took part in the favor of simplicity of 

scientific knowledge which is consistent with the contemporary views. On the other 

hand some preservice science teachers still believed that complexity was the 

prerequisite for the quality of a theory.  

When the preservice science teachers were asked about the nature of 

scientific method, they tended to hold a vague preconception that the scientific 
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method was “questioning, hypothesizing, collecting data, and concluding.” None of 

the respondents embraced the pragmatic view the scientists use any method that 

might get results. In addition to this, in another item related with nature of scientific 

method, most of the participants also agreed on that there is a definite pattern to 

doing science, which is consistent with traditional view. In the interview part, 

majority of the participants also stated one way of doing science and explained a 

hierarchical relationship of the hypotheses, theories, and laws as a scientific method. 

This finding is not surprising because like many other countries, in Turkey, the 

scientific method is taught in schools with a hierarchical relationship. Over the years 

epistemologist have generally agreed that there is no such thing as “scientific 

method” - that five-step or seven-step description of how to do science, included in 

chapter one of most science textbooks (see Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992). A more 

critical description would characterize the method as an algorithm that students are 

expected to memorize, recite, and follow as a recipe for success. Teachers, textbooks, 

and teaching method, as well as evaluation system enforce this concept. The visions 

of reform, however, are quick to point out that there is no single fixed set or 

sequence of steps that all scientific investigations follow. The contemporary view of 

scientific inquiry advocated is that the questions guide the approach and the 

approaches vary widely within and across scientific disciplines and fields (Lederman, 

2004).  

 Another promising finding of this study is that the majority of participants 

were aware of the cause-and-effect relationships about the scientific and 

technological issues. This finding may be because of emphasizing in science 

education curriculum on cause-and-effect relations. This result gave some hopes to 

the positive effects of science education and may be a base for the development of a 

system to include more people into science education to be literate both scientifically 

and technologically. 

 When it comes to fundamental assumptions for all science, interestingly half 

of the participants believed that science may accept that a supernatural being can 

alter the world. On the basis of this result, and the results from other items related 

with this issue, one can say that in general the Turkish preservice science teachers 
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were not well informed about the assumption in science. The respondents in this 

study appeared to hold misconceptions of fundamental assumptions for all science Æ�Ç�È?Ç�É\Ê
ËÁÌ�ÍÎÌ`Ï9Í&ÆBÐ Ë3Ð�Ñ9Í4ËhÌ�Ð�ÒÎÓ$ÔiÕvÊ�Ö�È�Ê�×�Ø�ÙPÚRÛ�Û&Ü�ÝsÞ&ß8Ë3ÐoÆsÐ�Ë7à9Ç�×"ÐJÆs×�ÇAÐ�á&×"Ð�Ì@Ð�Ê"×"Ï9Ð
ËBÆ�âãË3Ð�É\Ç�ä$ÇAÍ4å�Æ
background also influences this result. Their naive preconceptions could easily make 

them susceptible to fallacious argument, such as those of creationist, and cause them 

difficulty in constructing scientific concepts. This result must be studied on deeply, 

but for now, we can say that it is disappointed for our future.  

 In the present study, three items investigated inventive characteristics of 

scientific knowledge (hypotheses, theories and laws). Most of the preservice science 

teachers see scientific knowledge as discoveries that are not contemporary views. 

According to realistic view, scientists do not invent what nature does, but they do 

invent the laws, theories and hypotheses which describe what nature does. 

Understanding how science operates is imperative for evaluating the strengths and 

limitations of science, as well as the value of different types of scientific knowledge. 

For instance, preservice science teachers may understand the atomic model, Boyle’s 

law, and evolutionary theory, but may not understand what law, theory, and model 

mean in the discipline of science (Lederman, 2004).  

 Concerning the paradigms versus coherence of concepts across disciplines, 

more participants have a naive view on saying scientific ideas refers to the same 

thing in nature, regardless  of the discipline of the individual scientist. On the other 

hand, a number of preservice science teachers supported that scientific ideas are 

interpreted differently according to the scientist’s point of view or on what the 

scientist already knows. Scientific ideas may be interpreted differently in one field 

than in another, this is actually one claim of Kuhn about paradigm shifts (Ryan & 

Aikenhead, 1992).  

 The present study also indicated that preservice science teachers are not 

aware of the effects of cultural values on science. Interview results showed that they 

believe highly on certainty of science so they do not consider on the societies. It is 

accepted that social, cultural and political interests of any dominant group within the 

society play an important role in making scientific knowledge and its decision 

processes. Yalvac and Crawford (2002) draw attention to the so-called external 
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factors (i.e. racism, sexism, ideologies, and politics) in the development of 

knowledge. Values of society shape the proponents of the integrity of science and so 

science itself is the extension of society in terms of its discourses. Ethics and values 

that influence science and scientific researches are the parts of the nature of science. 

The nature of science issues also include that science is a human endeavor influenced 

by the culture in which it is practiced. So, different cultures may view the same 

phenomena but interpret them differently. 

 

5.2. Implications 

 

 Primary aim of science education is to train scientifically literate individuals 

for a healthy and developing society. To achieve that, science teachers must be 

scientifically literate at first. The nature of science is one of the most important 

dimensions of scientific literacy. Therefore, science teachers must possess 

contemporary views about the nature of science. This study gives insights about the 

views of preservice science teachers on nature of science. According to the results of 

the present study, it may be concluded that preservice science teachers held 

inconsistent views on nature of science issue. For this reason, some interventions 

must be made in order to improve the situation.  

Being science educators, our aim should be able to teach science as well as 

we can, and reduce the possible dogmatic assumptions and myths of science that 

students may construct while they are learning science from textbooks and in 

classrooms. Teaching the nature of science is essential to reducing the myths on 

science that students may construct while they are learning science.  

According to the picture that we get from the results, teacher training 

programs must give place to courses on philosophy and history of science and 

emphasize contemporary philosophies of science. In addition to this, teacher training 

program should be revised to improve the way that how this nature of science issue 

can be introduced to the students from any levels of education. The Ministry of 

Education should include a goal emphasizing the importance of nature of science. 
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We need to address the aforementioned aspects of the nature of science in our 

preparation of science teachers. Although it is easy to suggest that science teachers 

should make realistic views of science more explicit to their students, specific 

instructional methods are needed for teachers to do a better job. Ryan (1992) outlines 

how VOSTS items themselves can be used in science classrooms for diagnostic, 

assessment, and evaluation purposes. Aikenhead (1988) offers an instruction guide 

for teaching science through a Science-Technology-Society approach. Central to 

such an approach are instructional strategies (such as small group work, student-

centered discussions, simulations, and decision making) that provide concrete 

opportunities for teachers to make realistic views of science more explicit to 

students.  

The role of ethics and values in science were not meaningfully understood by 

preservice science teachers. The role of ethics and values entering into and exported 

from science and technology should be addressed in science education.  

Effective procedures for clarifying the nature of science could be 

incorporated in science and science methods units in teacher education programs. It 

would appear necessary for teacher education programs to provide additional staff 

development to supervising teachers regarding the nature of science. 

 During the life of students’ education, students should be prepared to give 

decisions on socio-scientific issues. Therefore, students should understand the nature 

and importance of science for societies. A conscious society on science brings 

conscious individuals to the education.  

 

5.3. Recommendations 

  

 On the basis of findings of this study, the following recommendations can be 

given: 

 This study was conducted at only three universities in Ankara. Thus to 

increase the generalizability of the results, it is worth to conduct similar studies in 

different universities of Turkey. 
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 In this study the sample was preservice science teachers. It is also necessary 

to conduct studies on elementary science teachers, biology, physics and chemistry 

teachers. Additionally, studies conducting with the people from other fields of study, 

such as all natural and social sciences departments would be helpful to get much 

more information. 

 The present study displayed that there may be some problems about 

curriculum. Thus another study can be conducted to explore these problems deeply 

and compare with other countries’ curricula.  

This study was conducted with descriptive technique to investigate the views 

of preservice science teachers on nature of science. An inferential study can be 

conducted with a larger sample to support the findings of this study. 

This study may be evaluated as one of the few studies which try to reveal 

preservice science teachers’ views on nature of science in Turkey. By taking this one 

as a basis, some further studies are recommended. After this study, first attempt may 

be to develop teacher education programs emphasizing the nature of science issue. 

Moreover, researchers may attempt to assess the primary and high school 

students’,  their science teachers’, university professors’ and other preservice science 

teachers’ views on nature of science.      
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7 0���08�9#:%1/1%&;<0>=?�1/@(�/308��0��BA  
 

A. CD%�.+(�/3(FE�%HG+IJ%1K)%&�L +"M�+%N;O.�0P4�%�#:%+�+(*,�-:/&0���5�02'�0)/3�3QR;S08����0)5�����6  
B. TVU�W�U)X�Y1Z�Y�[SY1\PX*]�^�_+U8_+Y9`�[aU>X�X�b�_�cHd�b�^+b�egfhcN_+c:i�bD_+U>W?U�[�Y1j!U>k�Y&l+m1U�_�U�^�n�eRb�^@o�c�n+m3b8e�d�l+U�^�p�^+m&U�e

ve teoriler gibi bilgilerdir. 

C. qP]�^�_�U�[�Y1\$i�b2b�i
e�b�^Lr:U8l�l:YN^+X�UMs+c m1c&^�[�b8_+b�^+m3b8e�c9U8e�U�WutvY&eu[aU�l:d
_+b�^�cwW�b�_+m3b8e�c+i+bM^+U�o�Y3m
k)U�m3Y3WRtHY&l+m1U�eRY&^+Y+l+b�W?xJb8tH[ab�l
t�c�e�y  

D. zV{�|�{)}�~1��~��S~1�P}*�����+{2�1�3�2�1�1���&�3�:�������+�&���a�3�����@���
�)�S�8�a�1�)�&�O}��8�+�����3������{�����{��
��~����  
E. �D�&��|������3�����1�>{8�����3�������+{P}�{D��{>�?{����1{���{��
��~����H�+{���{��L�:{��&�+�1�������+�3�&���3�?{h�:{8���3{��!���$���){��

{���{��)�1{���~@���&�+�&�F�  
F. ����}*������{���~ ��{�|�{�� �1�����a}�{�¡�{P�g�:�+�+�����+���!��{����a{>}�{$�����R���+�3�@���1{��O���1�1���N�:�+�����&��{M���

�����3�1{����S{�}�~�����¡+{��u�v{>�1~N�:�1{���~��v�>}�{����9�h�H�S�8�:���+���R�3�1�3�&���9�����)���S�1�������O���D��{���~&��~:�����3�3|R�����J�S�8�
gibi). 

G. zV���+�+�+�3�&���3�1���R�:����|?¢u�h�H�a���a�1�)����¢J�&�����!���D�������+�����3�����P�?{8¡+�&�a���1{����N�:�?{��+�1{��R~&�£�v��{��+�+�+�3�&�&�
{>}�{����3{���~&��~��:���+� ��{���{)}�{2���1}*�����a�*�R��{��+�&��{>�u�+�
�+}*�����  

 

 

H. ¤ �1�M�+���S�?�M�+�3�&�&������{��+~��S�&{��+{���{����  
 

I. ¥¦�+�3{���{>}�~��  

J. �D�&�����>�)�N�§�:{8����{��O�3���&�L�����v���R�1�:���3�&���g�+�P�?{�¡+���a}������3�1�&�¨�  
K. ©@ª�«)ª�¬�ª�:®&ª�¯�°�¬�±+°3«h²:°�¯R°:�°H³?°3´�ª>®@µ�¶
¯J·:³?®3ª8¯�°�¸�°+¹�º�¬:´�»N¼H¸a»�¹+½*¯�¾  
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2- ¿ÁÀ�Â�ÃÅÄ�Â�ÆvÂ�Ç+Â�È�É1Ê�Ë�Ê3É1Ê&ÌÎÍ�Ï�Í�Ì�É1Í�Ã�ÐÒÑJÍ8ÃuÈ:É1Ð�ÆvÂ>Ó*Ã�Ê3É1Â�Ã�ÂLÊ&Ç�Í�Ç+ÐgÄ:Ó
ÃRÉ1Í�Ã�Ô Í�Ä�Í�Õ
ÆvÐ&È+É1Í�Ã�Ð!Ö�×�Ø>É1Â�Ì�É1Â�Ã�Ï�Â�Ñ�Í�ÃuÈ+É3Ð
Ó�É3Í)Ù>Í8È�ÆvÐ�ÃhÚ  

 

A. ¿�Û�Â8ÆJÜ!Ý�Þ�Ç�È�ÞßË�Ê3É1Ê&ÌàÍ>Ï�Í�ÌSÉ1Í�Ã�ÐÁÑJÍ�ÃJÈ+É3Ð!Ä�×�Ç�ÆHÂ�ÌSÉ&Â�ÃMÈ�á�É3É1Í�Ç�Í�Ã�Í�ÈâÏ�Â�Ç+Â8ÄßÄ�Í�Õ+Í)Ù>Í8È+É3Í�Ã$Û�ÂãÑJÍ8ÃuÈ:É1Ð
ä ÂhÄ:É1Â�Ã�Â2Ï�Ê&È�È�Í�Æ�Â)Ï�Â)Ù>Â�È�É3Â�Ã�Ï�ÊNÃ�Ú  

B. ¿�Û�Â8ÆJÜ�Ý8Þ�Ç�È�Þ�Ë+Ê3É1Ê&Ì<Í)Ï�Í�Ì�É1Í�ÃRÐ:Ë�Ê&ÃuË+Ê&Ã�É&Â�Ã�Ê�Ç:Ï�Â�Ç�ÑJÍ�ÃJÈ+É3Ð@Ï
Þ ä Þ�Ç:Â�Ù>Â�È�É3Â�Ã!Û�ÂMË�áaÏ�ÍPÓ*Ç+É3Í8Ã�Ð&Ç
Ö�×�Ø>É3Â8ÌSÉ1Â�Ã�Ê�Ç:Ê9ÑJÍ�ÃJÈ:É1Ð3É1Í ä ÆvÐ&Ã�Í�Ù>Í�È
ÆvÐ&Ã�Ú  

 

C. å Ê3É1Ê&Ì<Í>Ï�Í�Ì�É1Í�Ã�Ð9ÑJÍ�ÃuÈ�É3Ð+ÆHÂ>Ó
Ã�Ê&É3Â�Ã�Â2Ê�Ç+Í�Ç:Ô?Í)É1Í�ÃÒÏ�Í$Ë+Ê1É3ÊNÌãÔ�Â)É:Ö�×�Ø)É3Â�Ì�É3Â�Ã�Ý�Ó
ÈaÑuÍ�Ø�É1Í2Ï�Â)À�Ê ä ÌaÂ)Ø�Ú
å Ê3É1Ê&Ì<Í>Ï�Í�Ì�É1Í�Ã�Ð:Ö�Â�Ã�Ý)Â8È�ÆvÂ�ÇLÄ+Â8Æ�Â�Ç�Â�È+É3ÊgÄ:Ô�Â2Ö�×�Ø)É3Â�Ì�É3Â�Ã�Ê@Ï�Â$Ë+Â8Ç+Ø>Â�ÃÒÓ�É&Í>Ù)Í�È
ÆvÐ&Ã�Ú  

 

D. æVÍ�Ä+ÐNÃ�Ü+Ý8Þ�Ç�È�ÞOÖ�×�Ø�É1Â�ÌSÉ1Â8Ã�Ó�É3Í�Ë:Ê&É3Ï�Ê&À�Ê�Ç+Ù>ÂMÈ�Â�Ô?Ê�Ç�Ï�Ê&Ã�Ú å Ê3É1Ê&ÌçË�á ä Â�È�Ê1É3Ï�Â$Ö�Â>É1Ê ä ÊNÃ�Ú  
E. æVÍ�Ä+ÐNÃ�Ü�Ö�×
Ø�É1Â�ÌaÉ Â�Ã!Ö�×*Ã�Ï
Þ�È:É1Â�ÃRÊ�ÌSÊ�Ø�Ï�Â�Ç�Ë�Í ä È�Í2Ë�Ê�Ã ä Â8ÄaÏ�Â)À�Ê3É1Ï�Ê&Ã!Û�Â$Ö�Â�Ã�Ý�Â�È�Æ�ÊNÃ�Ú  

 

F. è¦Ç+É3Í�Ì�Í>Ï�Ð�ÌéÚ  
G. å Ê&Ã�Ô�Â>Ý)ÊNÌ§Ä:Í8Õ�Ì�Í�ÈOÊ3Ý�Ê&ÇLÄ�Â�ÆvÂ�ÃRÉ1Ê:Ë�Ê3É&Ö�ÊgÄ+ÂPÔ?Í�ê+Ê�ÕaÏ�Â�À�Ê3É1Ê&Ì¨Ú  
H. ë Â�Ý)Â�Ç�Â�È:É&Â�Ã�Ê�Ç�ê+Ê3ÝhË:Ê�ÃRÊHÔ�Ê+È:Ê ä Ê3Ô?Â>É:Ö�×
ÃRÞ ä É1Â�Ã�ÊNÌSÊ�Ä+Í�Ç:Ô?ÐgÆHÌSÐNÄ�Ó�Ã�Ú  
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3. ìVí�î>ïRðvñ&íuò�î�ó3î�ô:õ*í�î8ðHö�÷�î�í�ó3î�í�ñ&ø�ù�îLú�ö�ó3ó1î�ø+ñ&ó3î�øûô+ü&íDý)õ
ú¨ô�ü3ó1ü&òãþ�ÿ>ó ��� �����	��
����������������� ��� �����������
 "! �#�$�%� �������'&	(��)�+*,�,�����.- �/�0  �  ��1���12�43  
 

A. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8=9�>�?@;�8'8�;�A,BDC�;EA)F�;�G�6'HJI@>�KMLMN�8�NOA)P�?QP�A#R S"T�U�V�TXW�Y�Z'Y�[]\�^�\)[�Z�\)_�`ba7W�cX[�d�^�e�Z�Z�e)_+Y�U
^�d#f�_�c%d�Z'^�cOfc�U�c%gih#jOZ'e,_kaOhEjMZ'e"jMgkeldU�Z�\"_k`2U%^�d�f#_�c%d�Z2[�\�Z�\"_k`nm�e)_ke"V�Y�_4o  

B. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8p9�>�?Q;�8'8�;�A�BlC�;�A,F�;,G�6�HqI@>�K�LnN�8'N�A)P�?QP�A#R çünkü b Y2_�S�d#VrW�Y'Z�Ys[�gke�ZlV�\)U�`2tud#UOZ�\)_+`�U
m�e,_+S�e"V%d�Z�^#c�f#c�U�c.V�\"UM`stvZ'\,[%`bw�tx`�_4o  

C. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8J9y>�?@;�8�8';�A,BzC�;�A,F�;,GO6'H{In>�K�LMNO8'N�A�P'?@PbAR S)T�U�V�T|WOY'Z�Y2[�gie,Zz[�d�^�e�Z'Z�e"_$}M\"jO\)tx`�U
m�e,_+S�e"V�Z�e"_+Y�^�Y�_4oM~=[�\�S)Z�\)_�`�W�Y'��e%m�e,_�S,e,VOZ�e)_+Y�m�hOg�tve)_�[�e,V��Oe)jO\%WOY��Ee%W�c�m�e,_+S,e)VMZ'e)_�}�\)V�V�`sUM^�\
W�Y�_�wke)j%h�f_+e)t�[�e,V#txY�_4o  

 

D. Bilimsel modeller a�W�Y'Z'Y�[�gie�Z7mOh���Z�e)[��Oe�\)_+\Ew�tx`�_�[%\�Z'\)_+\�^O\�j�\)U�^�`'f�`�U�^�\,U�}Oe)[�e,U�}�e,[%e,U
m�e,_+S�e)f�Y�U.VOd#��j�\�Z�\"_+`�^�`2_�o  

 

E. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8�9�>O?Q;,8'8�;�A�B�CO;�A�F,;�G�6'HrI@>�KMLnN�8'N�A,P�?Q;�G�6'8�?Q6�AR  çünkü bilimsel modeller sadece 

V�e)U�^�Y@gi`�UO`2_+Z�`'Z�`sV�Z�\)_k`nY'S,Y2U�^Oe�h#f#_+e)U�[�eD��e�\�S)`�V�Z�\)[�\"j�\�j�\,_�^�`2[�e,^Oe)_4o  
F. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8�9�>�?Q;�8'8�;�A�B�C�;EA�F);�G�6�H I@>�KML�NO8'NOA,P�?Q;�G�6'8�?Q6�AR  çünkü teoriler gibi, bilimsel 

[�d�^�e�Z'Z�e)_�^�eD�E\"[�\,UO\��Oe�WMY'Z2mOY2[�Y��EY2U%^cO_�c�[�c�UO\DmOh#_�el^�e�f�YbwiY2_4o  
G. 576�8'6�9�:<;�8 9�>�?@;�8'8�;�A,B C�;EA,F,;�G�6�H In>OKOLnN�8�N�A,P ?Q;�G�6'8�?Q6�AR S�T�UOV�T m�e"_kS,e�f�Y�U

m�h�_+e)[�e)jOe���e)fOY2UOY'��^Oe"U%^�d�Z�\�jM`�W�c.[�d�^�e�Z'Z'e,_�^#T�w+T�U���e�j�\l^�\�tx\)}�[�Y2UMZ'e,_�^�e)U%d�Z�cMw+c�_4o  
 

H. ~=U�Z�\)[�\�^�`2[�o  
I. Bi _�gke�S�Ys[�jM\"�O[%\,V%Y'S�Y2UujOe)txe,_�Z'YMW�Y'Z�mOY�j�e=gk\)}�Y��%^�e)fOY'Z'Y�[�o  
J. � e,S�e,UOe)VMZ�e,_+Y2U.}�Y�S�WMY2_�YbgkY�VMY�wkY�gie�ZMm�h#_�TMwkZ'e,_+Ys[�YOj�\)UMgi`�tb[�`sjOd�_4o  
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4. ���'���2�������"�����"�+�¡ i��¢O��£¤���"¢M���2�¤���D¥��,¦O�,��§O¨,¢�©�ª��¢�¨,«��2¢�¬b��+��¨,�+�2¢M¨l®�ª�+¨l¯��s¬�§M�'��¨"�+�b°O¦�¨)�k��¥�±O���2§%¬b�,¯���±E¥��
®�ª��+¨�¯O���²¨��'¨,��¨)¢#¬v��°#§M��¥�¢��,«O�s¢���®Oª�+¨�¨,¢O¨,��³4�2¥O��¥O� ���7¯��¥��§����«#O¢O¨�®�ª��+¨7¯O���Q¥M�'������´E�'µ¡��±�«����O��±����#¶�«#¶
®���¯��@ i�s¢M��£¤���"¢��O�2�����+�'�,�4·E��¶O¢O���,¢u¯M��¸+§O�D¯��2�²¥O±��O¥M�"¢�����¸�±��2¶O�+�¶Q·  

 

A. ¹lºQ»Q¼nº$½<¾�»n¾�¿�À'ÁO»@ÂQ¾�Ã,Ä�Á�À�ÁOÃ)ÅuÂQÆOÇ�Á�Â@Á�¼nÈ%É�ÊEÃ,Ë,Ê�¼ÍÌiÊ�¼nÀ�ÊÏÎ@ÈbÃ)Ê�ÎQÈ�ÃÑÐ�ÒMÁ�Ã)Ó ÔDÕ�Ö�Õ2×{Ø�Ù�Ø)×�Ö�Ø)Ú+Û
Ü Û�Ö'Ö�Ø)Ú²Ý�Þ ÜOß�àOá Ø�â,Ø�Ö'Ûbã+×%Ø�Ö'Ø)Ú+Û Ü Ö�ØDÝ ß%ä Û à Û'å�Ö'Ø à Ù�Û2Ú�×%Ø�Ö'Ø,Ú�ÛMæOØ à ÛsçvÖ�Ø,×�Û'ãiÖ'Ø,Ú�Ù�Û�Ú4è  

B. Çünk ºq½<¾�»Q¾�¿�À�Á�»QÂ@¾�Ã�Ä�ÁOÀ�ÁOÃ�ÅlÂQÆ�Ç�Á�Â@ÁO¼nÈ�É�Ê�Ã�Ë,Ê�¼qÌkÊ�¼nÀ'Ê�ÎQÈbÃ,Ê�ÎQÈ�Ã�ÐMÒnÁ�Ã,Ó Ô�Õ�Ö�Õ2×éØ�Ù�Ø)×�Ö'Ø)Ú+Û�ê
ä Û à Û�å¤Ö�Ø à ÙOÛ2Ú¤×�Ø Ü Ø,ë�Ø,Ú¤æ�ì à.í�î�ï Ö�ì à ì)ÝOÕ�Ö'Õ�Ú î�ï ì�Ö'Ö�Õ2æ�Ö�ì"Ú+Õ�æ ß Ö'Ö�Ø à Û2Ú+Ö�Ø"Ú4è  

C. Ô�Õ�Ö'Õ�×ðØ�Ù�Ø,×�Ö�Ø,Ú+Û�ê¡Ù�Þ#ñOØ Ü Û²ì à Ý�Ø ä Õsç�ò�ì�×�Ø à çxÛ2æMÖ�Û Ü Þ�Ö�Ö'Ø ä Û à Û�å¤Ö�Ø à ÙOÛsÚ+Û�Ú+Ö'Ø,Ú+ê�Ø)×�Øuæ ß Ö�Ö'Ø à Ù�Û�æOÖ'Ø,Ú+Û
Ü ÞOÖMóOì)Ú ï Ø)×�Ø à çvì"æ Ü ÞOÖnÙ�ì)ñOÕ'Ö'Ù�Õ2Ú4è  

 

D. ôpÞ�ñOØ Ü Û ä Û à Û'å¤Ö�Ø à ÙOÛ2Ú�×�Ø à Û à Ý�ÕsÚ�â,Þæ Ü Þ�Ö ß òOØ)Ú+Ù�Û�ÚkêuØ"×�ØÏÝ�Õ�Ú evrensel sistem üzerinde 

Ø à Ö'ØEã+×%Ø,æ.ÝOÕ'Ö�Õ2×�Ø�Ù�Ø,×�Ö'Ø,Ú+Û à Û à â,Ø�Ö�Ûbã+×%Ø�Ö'Ø,Ú�Û à Ù�Ø"æMÕ�æ�Ø,Ú+Û'ãiÛ2æMÖ�Û�æ�Ö'Ø,Ú�Û îà Ö�ì)Ú�è  
 

E. õ=ö�÷OøEùMúnû<ú'ü@ú�ý�þ'ø�ü@ÿQú����yø�üQú'ü � ø����nø.ÿQö�÷	��
%ùnö�þ'þ�ø��)ú@öOþ�ø �� þ  ��� �����	���������������	 	!�"���#$�%�����%����!'&(!
) "*&(+-,�+'������!/.�!�"	�%�� 	!��0,�!'�����1!�#2��34��!'& 35+�&6����798(7%��7�34��+'�� 	7%&4�:+;8(��8=<>!��:��!-&$����!?,1@��9+�A�+���������&CB  

F. DFE�GFHIE�JLK�MONIP�Q	R�S�T�SVU	M�W�G�M�HYX�M/HIZ�E�S�E\[�E�Z%M/J]M�^`_ acb�d�b%egf�h	f'e:d�f�i(j�klh�m	n	f-o�j\f/d%p	j�d�f'e:f�d�f-i$j�q�f
p�r�i(sut�s-o�fwv5s�mxi(b�d�s�i(sup	rxi(szy2j{q1j�|4d�f-q�h�j�i=j%i(d�f�iC};acb%d�b�e~f/y2d�fu��s/y$b%q�h	s�n	b�d�h�b%i�t	s�h	m*n�f���m*�
��s��2b{v5d%b�h	b�i�}la���q�h�f�q�h	m�d�f-o1j�k��1b�d�b�e�f�h	f�e:d�f�i(j���b%i=h s�q��'m���y2j�q�j�|4d�f�q�h	j%i6e:f�y2b�y6v5s'e:b�q1b�h	m	nxi6�
olarak kullanabilir. 

 

G. � q�d�f'e:f/h�j�e�}  
H. a?b%i�y$s/��b{e�o1f-�	e:f��Ob���b%q�o�s'v>s�i=d�b1��b�d%p�b�o�s�y2f'��b��Fh�s'n	b�d�b%eL}  
I. �����*�*���x�����*�� %�L¡l ��x¢� %�� 4£- ��l >¤- 5£-�	�l¥1¦��$§l¤-���`�� �¨Y 9©�ª`�l£�«�¬>¨«�©�®��'¯  
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5. °c±�²�±%³µ´�¶	´'³:²�´�·(¸�¹�º�´¼»�´�½�¸�²�´'¹¾´'·(´`¿6À>¸%·6³:´�²�´-·V¶	Á*Â*·6Ã�Á	²�´-·(´�Äz»1´-½�¸�²�Å$´¼Æ�±�²�Ç È�É-Ê(É`Ë=Ì�Í%Ê6Î�ÉwÏ$Ð�Ñ	Ò�Ñ�Ó�É
Ô	Õ�Ö(×�Ø%Ù�Ú�Õ'Ö(Ø1Û�Ü1Ú%ÝxÜ�Ú�Õ-ÖÞÝ�ß/Ú�ß/à�ß'Ù�á5ßâ×�ß�ã	ä�å2ß�Û�ä�Ú�ä�Ö�æ  
 

A. çéè�ê�è�ë]ì�í/êgî�è�ê%ï	èñð9í/ò	è%ó�è�ôxõ ö'÷�ø	ù�÷ûú�ü�ý�ü%þ ÿ���ÿ-þ�ý%ÿ������ ù	�-ø
��ü�ý����(ü%ø
����ø�*ø
����ù�ü ú�ü�ý�ü�þ
ÿ���ÿ'þ:ý�ÿ����%ø���ø��������$ü�ý����(ü%ø�ü���ÿ���ÿ?ú���ý��
�2ý�ÿ�����ø	�1ö-÷��=÷���÷�� ��!?ü�ý�ü�þ ÿ���ÿ'þ:ý�ÿ�����ú���ø�������ø�ü��"�'ù	ø�ü%ù�ý����(ü
# �%$���ý�ü��2ü��=ü�ý%þFü&�Fÿ��=ÿ/ö�ý�ÿ'�(�éù���ý�ý�ÿ�ø�ÿ )�*�+
,.-�*�/
*%021
3�465�0�78-�4�19+�*�:�;�)�;�<�=>;&?>@A*'+�B"0�)�<�4�)�C.D�E
<�*')�*�+
F 4�G
*HC�<I+>*')(*�?�B&;�)J=K*�-�*�+�C	/
*'B�*�<�*')�;ML2)JB"*�G�*H:�;I+�*�)�*�)�*�+NG
*�O
*�)�<�*�) P  

B. QSR�T�R�UWVYX�T[Z\R�T�]�R_^`X�a�R�bYR�c2d :�e�1�+�ef4�g�+
ChD
C�<I5�C�<�4�)iG
4�1�ChD�E
<jEM?k<�*�)�;I1l;�?(;�m�;I1�-�*nG�4�1
C�-�4�1
G�L�)JE�=o<�*�1�;I) P�pqC�<�CI=Kgk4�<	5�4')�:�4�+
<�4�)r-�4�m�C�?(4�D	C�<�CI) P  

 

C. QSR�T�R�UWVYX�T	Z\R�T�]�R	^`X�a�R�bkR�c gibi görünür :'e�1�+�es4�g�+
C	5�4�)(:�4�+
<�4�)�CI1tG
L2)JE�=>E F 4�G�*SE�G�52E�<�*�=o*8gk;u�v�w�x&y�v�z
x�{�x�| }8~��2w2|��>y(v��
x�{�u�vq�	�'�
��{����>u�v��	v��
{�v'| �\�������k�����
gerçeklere yol açar. 

D. �S�������W�Y�����\���������\�������k���K�����`���������` \�¡�  çünkü eski bilgilere yeni bilgiler eklenir; eski ¢
£�¤I¥�£�¤�¦�§©¨�ªk¤�«�¬��¨ ®`¯�°�±�²Y³�¯'´�µ
 

 

E. ¶¸·
¹�º�»Kº�¼�½�» . 

F. ¾q¿�À©Á(Â�Ã�¿ »ÅÄ	º'Æ�»oº�Ç ¿�Ã�¿ ·NÄ Â�È"Â�À ¹ ¿	É�¿ ¹�Ê ¿ Ä ÂËÁ º�Ì ¿ Æ>¼ Â�Í�¿ ¹ ¿ »�Î  
G. ÏMÐ�Ñ�Ð�Ò�Ð�Ó	Ô�Ð�Õ�ÖIÒØ×
Ö�Ñ�Ù	ÖIÕ�Ö&Ú(Ö
Ó	Ö�Û(Ö�ÚkÐ�Ô	Ü�Ý2Õ�Þ	Û(Ô�Ð�Õ�ÖjßKÖ�à
á�Ò	Úkâäã&ßKâjà�å�Õ æ  
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6. çéè�ê�èIëWì(í�êïî2ð
ñ�ð�ò
ó�í�ê�í�ô(õ_ö
è�÷�ø�ù�í�ú8ê�í�ô�î�í�òûù"í�ø�ô�è�ê�í'ô(íüî�ø2ý�ôJþ ÿ�í�ê�è&ñ(èIô ��� í ìkø�ò�þ�� ù��	��í�ù"í�ô�èjò	ó�í
güçlüyseler bilimsel kanun olurlar. 

 

A.  Hipotez 
��������������
�������������������! �"#��$�%&�('��*)+�+�-,  çünkü bir hipotez deneylerle test edilir, 
.�/�.�021�3�/40�5�6�5�/-5 7�8#9�:*;=<*8#9�:?>�@&8 teori olur. Teori bir çok defa ve uzun zaman boyunca ACB�DCE�F+G�H�I�JKB�I�F*B�DMLNB�DOB(ACGPI�Q#B�IRLNS(J=LTS(Q#H+FPHPU 7�8�9�:*;�<*8�9�:?>�@&8  kanun olur. 

B. Hipotez teoriye, teori kanuna dön V�W&X�Y�Z < Z >\[ çünkü bir hipotez deneylerle test edilir, 
S�]�S�D ^ X @_; X 7�< Xa`�X 9b7�8�9�:P;=<+8�> varsa teori olur. Bir teori bir çok defalar test edilip 

^�c�d >�e
c < ^ e d egf#h#> V < V >�@ X i�j LNS(k-D�HPI�HPIRE�BaI j Ilk�FnmoB�J_G�H+p�HPIRq�SaL�S�D�F+H*Q�H�Dsr  

C. tvu*w�x-yOz�{|yOz�x#}�un~�z���y=z�x�}�u����������������������&z���u+�*u+}-� çünkü bilims �(���-���O�����������P���#���+�+�O���\�O�
�*���������R�o���� N¡P¢��*¡�����£M¤�¥#�+�4�#£s¦  

 

D. Teoriler kanun olamaz; §�¨�©�ª#¨¬«�#©�®+¯�°²±C¯a°�ª�®*³µ´?¨�°O¶#·�ª�¸¹¶-¨�ºO¨�©�»�·(®P·�°O¶#¸P°&¼¾½¿·�À-°O¸+®P·�°KÁ
ª�·(Â_¸�©�®+¸PÃ�¸�©�¶#·�© ´�¯�ÄÅÀ�®*¯�°O¯aªÆ·�Ä�¸P©ÇÀ#®�#©�¯aÄo¯ÉÈ�¯a©Ê«�¸+®*¸nÄbÂK·(®¹¶-¨�ºO¨�©�»(·(®P·�°O·g¶�¯aÈ�¯�©�³�°ÌË�·
¶#À-Ã�°=�®P#ª�®+¯�°O³oª�¯a©�³n´�®*¯�©�¯�Ä�¯�Í-¼ÏÎÏ©�»(¯aªÐª�¯a©�#©�®+¯�°�ÂK¯(¶#·(»�·ÌÑ�·�° Ò�ÓaÔ�Õ+ÓaÖKÓÌ×#ØaÙ�Ø�Ú�Û�ÖÝÜ#ÓßÞ¹àaá�á
kesindirler. 

E. Teoriler kanun olamaz; âÉã#ä�å�ãçæ�è#ä�éPê�ëÌìCê�ë=å�é+íÝî+ã#ëOï#ð�å�ñµï4ã�ò�ã#ä�ó�ð(é*ð�ëOï�ñPësôbõ!ê�ä�è�ä�é+ê�ë
ö é*÷4è�é+êaëOí�÷�ðaä�ð(é ö é+ê�ëKê�å ø�ù#ú�û+übý+ù�þ ô�ÿ¿ð ö ëOñ*é+ð�ëMñ��_ð æ#è!å�ê�ä#è#ä�é+êaëOí �������	�
��� . Ancak destekleyici ������������������������� !��"�#���"��$��"� ������
"%��"'&�"%(�)�����*����
%��'+�,-��.0/1"�2��
���

rler. 

 

F. 3 ���
�456+��7498  
G. : �7�<;="�>?��4@(����45��A��>��7�B(0"C��"����
��2�����D��7(�"E;1��0���5+�"?F����
�74G8

 

H. H "�>?"���"��0��"����7�I���
>C20�7�J�K;1���0�
/1�
;="6�0D�,-�J.0/1��"�����4L��(���0;=�M�K4L��(� ��N8  
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7. OQP�R
P7SUT6V�T�S5R
T�W�XKY�Z�[%\0P	]�[?^�WJP�R
[�W�P_Z�TBV�TE`�T�\�a�\�R�T�WJXcb�[6R�PKde]�P7WJP�We`�[�\�Y	V�^�f�Thg�T�`�`�X7\0V�TEi�T�j6X	]kT�g�SLP�\0R�[�W
l�m�n�oLm�p
m�q�rtsku�m?v?rtw=xCl�p
x%q1y z�{�|J}6~%�
�L~?��~�|�������~%|�~������
����|��e�-|���~?�����$�B�L{?����~?��~�|�{%���-�5��{�|J��{����������J��|��=�
� �
�����A���A�-��}�~����
�0����|<�1~������
��~Q��~?���K���5~6�1�	�����7�I���B��{����5������~�|����-�-|J�������L{%�A}6�-|e������{����7|N�  

 

A.  � �
¡��
¢£�
¤U¥�¦?¡
��§=¢G¦�¨©�G�
ª��
¤¬«	¯®J°�±	¢£�
¤_¡�¦�²´³	µ�¶�²�Uµ�¡
¢£°�¡�·
³	·K²�¸ ¹%º�»�¼�º¾½�¿�À!ÁeÂÄÃkÅ6¿!Á�Æ£Ç�Å
¼�È�»�Â�»�É�È�Á)Æ�¹?Æ7»Ê½�¿-À�ÁeÂ£Ã�È%Ë�Ì5Æ�»�É�Å�ÁÎÍ�Å�Á�Å�¼ É�Æ
½�Æ�ÁNÏ�ÐE¼0Ñ1ÆcË0È?É
½�ÅBÒ�Æ�É
Æ7Ì¬È?½�È�ÌAÉ
È�ÁJÓKÔ�Õ�È�»�É�ÓKÖ×ÃkÅ6¿!Á�Æ$Ç�Å
¼�È�»�Â�»�É�È�Á1Ó�¼�Â�É
É�È�»�È%Á�È�¼A¹�¿�¼AØeÈ�Ù�É�È'Ù6È�Ì5È�»�Ó�Ç�Å'¹�È�Ò0ÈCÕ�Ó�Ò0¿�Ö1È)Ë�È�Á�Ú�È�Õ�È6Ú?È�¼�É�È�Á�½�Ó�ÁNÏ  

B. �Î�
¡��
¢£�
¤Û¥�¦?¡
��§=¢Ü¦?¨©����ª?��¤�«	�®�°�±_¢£�
¤	¡�¦�²B³_µ�¶�²��µ�¡�¢Ü°�¡�·
³_·
²!¸  aksi halde toplum, yetersiz 

teknoloji ve tehlikeli kimyasal maddeler gibi ciddi pr ¿!Ò�É
Å%ÌLÉ
Å%Á�É
Å)¼�È�Á1Ö1Ó0¼�È�Á=Ö1Ó�Õ�È)¼0È�É
Ó7ÁNÏ  
C. �Î�
¡��
¢£�
¤Ý¥�¦�¡
��§©¢£¦?¨©�Þ��ª���¤Ý«	ß®J°�±_¢Ü��¤_¡
¦?²à³	µ�¶�²�Ýµ�¡
¢£°�¡�·
³	·K²�¸ ¹�º�»�¼�º�Ò0Æ�É
Æ�ÌáÈ�½�È�Ì5É�È�Á�Ó

¹?È�É
Ó
Ö�Ì5È?É
È%Á�Ó�»�Ó�Æ
É�Å�Á�É�Å�Ã
Ì5Å?½�Å�»ãâ-»�Ú?Å�ÔÜÃKÈ�Ë�Ì5Æ7»0É�Å�Á�Æ7»�Æ�»ã½�¿�À-ÁeÂ¬¿�É�½�Â�À!Â�»�Â�¼�È�»�Ó�Ã�É�È�ÌAÈ�¼¬Æ�¹?Æ7»
È�Á�È?ÖJÃ�Ó7Á�ÌLÈ Õ�È�ä�È�ÁJÉ�È�ÁNÏ  

  

D. �Î�
¡��
¢£�
¤U¥�¦?¡
��§©¢Ü¦?¨=�9�
ª��
¤U®J°�±	¢G��¤_¡�¦�²��
¤U³_µ�¶�²?Uµ�¡�¢Ü°�¨©·Ü¥�¦ å?æ?ç�èKå´é_ê	ë©ê	ì_í?æ?î©èÜé_ï_å?ï_ð£ñò ñ�ó�ô
õ�é	õKå�ö ÷)ø�ù
ø7úüû0ý�þ6ÿ�� ø
ù�ÿ���ù�ÿ�ú5ÿ ø���ø����
	��������ý����=ý�����ú5ù�ý���ý�ø����ø��0ý���������ý���� �Eú5ý!�Ký���ø��
û�ý�þ6ÿ��#"$���%�'&
(%�)�kÿ���ú5ø*"��kø+�-,�ø*.	û%/�
/�,9û���ù+�0"1ù�ý��×û0ø��1��ÿ2	��Jø���ø+� çürütülmesi ��ÿ3	��
���4��ý��0ù��5"
�ký���úLø��0ù�ÿ���ø���ø+�6(��7��ÿ���ø
ù7úLÿ2�=ø�ø
ù�ÿ8��ý�9��
ù7ú:�5")�;�����  

E. < è
ô�è
ð£è
ì�=�æ?ô
è�ë=ð£æ6î©èÎè5>�è
ì@?�ñ
A	ð è�ì_ô
æ?å?è�ì éCB�ó�å�ïDB�ô
ïFE�B�ô�ð£ñ�ð£ñ�î=õ)îGB�å�ï	ì é	æ?ó�è�ô
é	è
å?ö  Bilim 
HJI�H�K:L5H�M$N*OQP�M$RGS�T�L5T�MVU�W%TYX�HJZ�L5H�K[H�\]U5^�U+W_I�R�`�Mbadc�HYI%Hec%H�W%L�N*Zgf;H�h
K:U+W%L�T�Mic%H�P
K:H�\
j R7M�a
W%I%H2I�N+M$L�H�M�kmlnH�M$U+hpo%q%r�fsT�M�K:U5Z�fsU+M4\0U5OtX�u�c
u
\vX
a%L+a0ZVL�H�M4X�U+M[f;T�R�M$U�W%U+W çürütülmesi ve 
RW�a%W3c�H�W0L�N5ZwfsH�h
K:U�W0L�T�M)U�W�U+W6q�`7M$T�W%U5L�K:TJr�UFU5L�T8c%H�P�N5L�K:N5Z�f;N�M . 

 

F. x U5L�U+KyH2I%H�K[L+H�M$NFz
H�MVrVH�c�N�K[L+H�M$I
H bulunmazlar. {}|%~����V�
�%�+�n�b�+���$�+|6�%���7���6�
~+���6�
~+�6�J�
������|%�
� ��$��|��[���:�+�2��|6���V�2�)�s�+�)���V~������{�|
��|6�
�
�7���6�
~5�7�%�7�%|
���
�����$���
�:�2�2~5�����  

 

G. ��|�~5���:�J�������  
H. �8��� �����2�+���%���
�:���6������|3�0���;���$~5������~������%���V���0���:���2����~5���'�  
I.   ���2��|%���0~+���$��|����5���0���)�*�V���0�5�V�5���J~0� � �)¡0�V~����$���[� ����|0���¢�*�[���%�����  
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8. £s¤%¥%¦�¥5§�¥+¨:©�ª2§%«*ªJ¬$¥5§+ª�V®�¯�°
±J§5ª�¨[§+ª�$¥0¥�¤�¥%¦%¥+w²�ª�³%¥�§5´
ª�µJ¶�·+³�§5µ��¸2¹t¤%º%·0±Jµ�¨:µ�º0´�µ�¥�¤0¥
«sªJ¬7$¥5§�ª�$®³�µ�b¨[µ2²�·�³
´�ª2»�¥5§0¦%µJ©�¥�«¼¬
§�½%$§�µ�G¸  

 

A. £s¤�¥}«;ª�¬�$¥�§5ª�[¦�µ¾©V¥�«¿¬�§+½
$§�µ��¸ÁÀ8¥5§�¥+¨6´%ª�³
½%§5§�µ�º�·+§5µ2ÂJµ�³pª�ºÃ¥�¤%¥ dil ¦�µ2©�¥�«;®8³%·*©�µ�Ä%ªÅ´
¬
»7�½%´%µ�º
¬
§5µ�º�´%·��¸  

 

B. Bu ne derecede derin aç ·�³0§+µ�¨6µJ§�µ�Æ¤%µ�Ç
¨:µ�³4¥5©�«sªJ´
¥�»�¥�º0¥�±¾ª}¦�µ�»%§+·�´%·��¸�£s¤�¥È¦�¥�Æ«sªJ¬7$¥*®�¦%¥��²$ª�¤�¥
É ª�¨Ê¦�µ¾©V¥�« É ª�¨Ë´
ª�³%µ�)¨6µ¾²V·�³�¦�¥+Ì¤0¬�§�§5µ}µ2¶2·�³0§�µ�¤%µ�¦�¥+§5¥��¸  

C. Bu, teoriye ¦%µ�»%§+·5´
·��¸¾Àmµ�±¾·F¥�¤�¥�«sª2¬$¥�§5ª�w¦%µ¾©�¥¢«b®�¦�µ2±2·5§�µ�$·F¥5©�ªm³%µ��¨:µJ²�·+³«s·+�¸  
D. £s¤�¥#«sªJ¬)¥�§5ª��³0µ��¨[µ2²�·+³Í¬�§�µ�¦�¥5§+¥+Dµ�¨[µ�³�½�§5§�µ�º�·�§5µ�ÂJµ�³�§+µ�V©�µ�¦%µ¾©�¥¢«b®#µ�º0§+µ¾²�·�§+µ�¦ ilir bir dile 

çevrilebilmelidir. 

 

E. Teoriler genellikle ÎÈÏ
Ð2Ñ4Ï%ÒVÓ5ÎFÔ�Ó5Ð ¸pÀmµ�±¾·Ë²Vª�¤0§+ª�V®Qª�»
ª�i¦%¥�$¶�¬³Õµ�¤�$·+º«s·Ë¥�¶2ª�$¥�¤�¬7V©�µ
¦�µJ©�¥�«;§�ªJ²�«;¥�)¥5§�ª�¨:ª�±
¸  

F. £s¤�¥}«;ª�¬�$¥�§5ª�$¥+ºp¶�¬�»½ ÎÈÏ
Ð2Ñ4Ï%ÒVÓ5ÎFÔ)Ó�Ð Ö1×nØ
Ù�Ú[Û7Ü%Ý�Þ%ßàÛ
ß�á�ß�â0ß2ã�ä�å�æ�ç5ã�ß�Þ�Û�è*é8å*ÙJæÚ$ä5ç+Ù�Ú4Û�Ùêâ�ßJã�ä�å
olabilrlerdi. 

 

G. ë Ý�ç5ß�ì:ßJÛ�è�ì�Ö  
H.  Bir seçim yapmak ä�í�ä�Ý3Þ0Ù�å;Ù�Ú$ç5ä�â�ä�ç�î�ä�Þ%Ù�ãVß�á0ä�ï:Û�Ù2Ø�ä�ç5ä�ì'Ö  
I. ð Ù�í2Ù�Ý%Ù�ñ0ç+Ù�Ú$ä�Ý�á�ä5í�â0ä�Ú)ä*ãVä�ñ0ä5òVä5ã�ÙJç0î�óÚ)Ü0òVç�Ù�Ú$ä�ì[ä%Þ�ß�Ý0ã�è¢å*ì[è�Þ%æ�Ú�Ö  
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9. ômõ�ö5õ�÷yø2ù
ø�÷[ö�ø�ú$ûÈø�ú$ø¾ü�ýsû+ú�÷:ømþ%ø�ÿýsû���ö�ø�ú$û��0ù�ø�� bilimsel yöntemi izledikleri söylenir.  

 

A. Bilimsel yöntem ���	�
���Jö�ö�õ��%ö���0õ�ö5õ�÷ øJù�ø�÷:ö5ø�ú$ûÈý;ø�ú$ø��bû��0ù
ø��4ù���ú��
õ5ù	�}þ%ø ù%ø��0õ�ý;ø ÿ�ý;ø}þ%ø��2û�ö5ø��
� �tù�������þ3þ�ø�ÿ%û�ö5û�ú������6õ��¾ö����
÷�����õ�����ú �
���
�¿ö5ø��!7ú$ø�ý�" � ø�ú õ5üVö���÷:ö���ú$õ%þ%øtù
ømý#�
���%õ���ö���ú)õ�ù%õ�ú%$  

B. Bilimsel yöntem �&!'��"�(�ö�ø�ú$û��:ù�õ����%ø�ýsö5õ�)��*�%ø�þ�ù	�Jù
õ+ö+÷+����õ�ù%õ�ú%$  
C. Bilimsel yöntem ù�������þ ù���,%õ5ü����
�%ö���ú$õ��%õ����êþ�!ú-"
÷:ø þ���ú.%û�ú$ø
��÷[ø�����û��¾û�� ù�õ�����ø�ý;ö�õ�)��

kontrol edilmesidir. 

D. Bilimsel yöntem �	��ú�(��
�%ö���ú$õ���� ý/��!7ú$õ5ö���ú)õ�� � �10�õ+ÿ�!7ý2�
�Jö���ú$õ��3��ý���õ5ö+õgü4�
�%õ�ö5ù��5�2ö�ù��
edilmesidir. 

E. Bilimsel yöntem ý#����ý6��ý5÷��
� � �!ý/�
��ú$ø�ú�ý2���)ý7��ý5÷��
�ýsõ+ú%$nô8õ+ú4ü ��þ%õ��Ãù	!	,7ú�"0ö�"�,	"	��" � ��þ�ø
þ%ø
��ö5û5üVö�û�,�û��0û�����(���ú$ö+õCü&�
��õ�ö5ù	�*��ø
�%û�ýsö5ø�÷:ø��
ý*û�ú8$  

F. Bilimsel yöntem ý/��!7ú$õ�þ0õ���ø��0û�ý;ö�ø�÷:ø��:õ�(2õ��6ù�������þ9!
ö�"0ü�ý#"
ú�÷:ø�� ýsû+ú%$  
G. Bilimsel yöntem �&!ú�"��4!úb÷[ø�����0�õ�ÿ�!ý/�����	"
ú�÷:ø
��� � ��ú$õ%ý/!�ÿ%ö�ø�÷:ø�� � �:�&!	��"�)Jø � ø�ú�÷6ø
��ý;û�ú;$  
H. Bilimsel yöntem ÿ
ú !<�ö���÷=(
>���÷+��ù��m÷6ø
��ý;û��%ö5û � �*��ø
	"�ö���>7ú �
�60õ�ú þ%ø
��ö�øJü�û�÷:ù
û+ú%$  
I. Bilimsel yöntem �õ�ö5õ�÷ËøJù
ø�÷:ö5ø�úVû���û�(2ø�ö5û5ü$÷:ø2ö5ø�úVû���ù
ømþ�>'�%ö����0ù�õ�ú �
�?%õ�ú ý#"ý�"%÷6ù	"�ú%$  

 

J. ô8õ5ö�õ+÷ ø2ù%ø�÷[ö�ø�ú$û��0û��[ø��Vö5û�� ù
ø@����þ0ø�ÿ�ýsû��0ö�ø�ú$û¼ù'A�ü A	��A�ö�A�ú4�&�����	��ú (
����ý2� bilimsel yöntem diye 

�õ+ú$ü4��þ yoktur. 

 

K. B ��ö5ø�÷:øJù�û�÷C$  
L. DE!'��"600ø����0û���ù%ø��4�
(2õ�÷Qþ0ø�ÿ�÷[ø��:õ�(2õ��3þ���ý/��ú$ö+õ�%õ5ö��%õ�þ�����ø
0%õ+ÿ¿ù��
,�õ5ö�õ+÷F$  
M. G��
(��
�����0ö���ú$õ��?0�õ�(80õ�ú)õ��%õ*ü�õ��&�Jö��	>ú-A0ü�ö���úVõ�÷���"þ
÷H"�þ�!ú%$  
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10. IKJ9L�M�L�N�L�O�L�P=Q
R�Q
P�O�Q
S T�U	N�L�O�L�P+V&W�O�M�X	J	Y#W
P+L�J N�Q�V&Q
P+Q�Z�O�Q�S T�J�T�Y2Q�Z�L�[�W
R�W
J�O�W�S R	L�S%\  
 

A. ]^L�O�L�P�V4W�O_M�X'J	Y2W�Pa`�W�b�W�S&O�L�U_Q�b
T�Z�U�P+Q�J�Y/T�Z�O�Tdc�WEZ�W�V4L�JCV&e'J	f�b�O�Q
S Tg`�Q�S Q�J�Y#LgW�R�W�S%\�]hf�J�W�R�W
J�O�W�U
N�L�S�b
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D. ùQú�ûDú�ü�ú�ý	#9ú$�-% ú$'	�.���ü4ú��¦ú�/10 á�ê"ø"í õ�ê�ö�ê-ã�ê+ä®á�â�ã4â�éQâ�ñ¦â�ã4à+äDã4à+é�à-î1â�ñ�â2 �ê3��ê,+Cã�ê�ö�ê�á�â�ã4â�ä���ê�éxê á�ê"ø-í
õ�ê�ö�ê-ã4ê+ä4 �à+ñ�â2��à3 �ê á�÷� �÷�ôFá�âSäNá�ò�ã�ò�+1ê ñ�à+ì�à�ñ¦ð�ã4ê+á�â�ã4â�ä$å�æ�ç�à+ä á�â4ã4â�é ê"ì�ê�é�ã�ê�äDíTõ�ê�ö�ê-ã�ê+ä�í�ñ<ì�ê�ñ
á�â�ä5+1à6 �ã4à+ä 7$8 ý	�,����ý  ve düzeltirlerse bilim ilerleyecektir. 

 

E. Hatalar genellikle bilimin ilerlemesine �<ú�ý�#��� à+ì�à�ä�å�9�â�ã�â�é:�!;�à+ó�éQâ(+1âSñ õ�ê�ö�ê-ã4ê+äDí�ñ<íö�à-î5<�â�ö
edip düzelterek ilerler. 

 

F. =;ñ�ã�ê�é�ê-ì�í�é�å  
G. 9Uâ�ä�îCà-ó"âSé> <ê6<�é�ê+ô�â�ó+â�ñ� �à�ö�à+äDã4â<á�â�ã.;�â? �à	î1ê�õ�â@<Qì�à�ç�â�ã4â�é6å  
H. A à+ó"à+ñ�à�ô<ã�à+ä�â�ñ�õ�â�ó$á<â�äDâ�îCâ�ô<â�+Câ�î1à-ãB;��äD÷B+Cã4à+ä�âSéxâ1 �ê�ñ<î1í�ö�éxíC �ð�ä�å  
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14. DFE,GIHCJLK�H�M.N1H.M�E3O5EQP1RTS�R�J1R�O5R6ULV1R3O�G�R3S1W@X�M�R6OYS1R�Z1R3O[U�E6J\K�H�M�E!]�K1H�M�H.X^R�P1R3X�M�R�O5W�V$E_XL`$a�E3J�P$H�GIM�E3OYK1H.b!E
G�R	P1E�c,EdJ�E6S�H@JeXLf$a�ghE�X�E	M�E6Jji$M�R�K1H�M�E,c�E	k$HCJBHlG5mnS1M�E3S1E�K�H.M�H@O�M�E3OTopDFE,G�H@Jji$M�R6O5R�UqJ�Eri$M.R,c,R�k�W.J�W
söyleyemezler. 

 

A. Va s	t�unvBw�x�y�u1szu1tIy�u�{}|	t�~����|��1~�y���~(s��  çünkü daima sonucu etkileyecek önceden tahmin 
�,�������3���6���3���$�.�3�����6�_�����1�3�h�:�����,�I�.���.�1���$���5���.��������3�1�@�:�����$�	���	�	���1�Y���!���@���$�.���5���&�h���$���@�
edemez. 

B.  �¡$¢	£�¡!¤B¥�¦:§�¡$¢Q¡�£�§�¡\¨}©,£�ª.«&¬�©	�ª�§�¬ª(¢!® ¯6°$±$²�°�³�´�±1µB¶�·B¸@·�¹I¸�º3»2³1º�¼�½�¸.¾$½.²�¯3º!¿n²1´!ÀIµC±�¶�µ�¸.Á$µ}¾�´�Â$µ�¹Iµ.»
ve ¶�·\±�´,¾�´�±�¸�´Q¾1´ÄÃ$º�»�À�º6³1½.Å�¸�º3»�¾$º	µ.Å�ºQ¾1´�Â�µ(¹I´�Æ,´3²$Ç(µ.»�È  

C.  �¡$¢	£�¡!¤B¥�¦:§�¡$¢É¡$£I§�¡Ê¨�©,£Iª�«Ë¬�©,�ª�§�¬ª�¢n® ¯6°$±�²$°ÊÃ1º�»5ÀIº3³1½@ÅÌÁ$´6»�¯�´�Â$µ@±Ê¶�´	¸�µ.»ÍÇhµ�¸@Å�´!À5µF¾1´3Â1µ�¸.¾1µ@»�ÈÎFÏ�Ð�ÑIÏTÒ�Ó.ÔpÕ@Ò�Õ1Ò�Ï3Ö�Ó�×.Ô�Ó�Ø�Ù�Õ@Ð�ÚhÏ�Û�Ô�ÕCÜBÝ$Õ@Ð�Þ
 

D. ß�à$á	â�à!ãBä�å:æ�à$á�à1â�æ�àèç�é	â�ê�ëíì�é	î1ê.æ�ìê�ánï ð3ñ Ü�ò ñ Ù1Õ�×�Õ@ÔóÏ�Ý1Ï3Ô�×�Ï�Ð[Ó*Ï	ÑI×�Ï�Ú ñ Ôlô$õ3Ð ð õ�ò�×.õ�Ð5õ:Ñ�Ï�Û�Õ.ÖÝ$õ�ö$Õ�×�×.õ�Ð5Ý$Õ.Ð�Þ ÷ÄÏ	ø	ÓBÙ�Õ�×�ô$Õ.×�õ3Ð�Ý$Ï,Õ@Ô�ÏQõ�òBÑ�Õ@ò�ÚùÕCÐ�Þ
 

 

E. úzûýü	û}þ�ÿ��ÿ��������	�(ü�
 ������������������������� "!$#$%$�'&�(*)+�*)�,-)��.��/10*/���2�/��*/3�"#*�3��4���65�4��/��*!�)
kesindir. 

 

F. 78�������4!$�3�:9  
G. ;</��=��)4>�/?�@�ACB���� D/�>�/��E�*)�,-)��F��/A0*/���2*/G��)H���5�/3BI!*)�%�/���/��19  
H. J )�>�)��*)� A��)��./3�K5�/�>�0A/3�F/L��/� A/�M�/���)4�A2$NO�FPAM���)��./?�6/*����A���G,L�6�?�*#$�Q9  
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15. E R$S�TVUAW�X�W3Y[Z4\�ZCY6X�ZCT.]L^_Z�`.U*Sa`Fb-X�S8c�Z�X�]Ld�ZCe6W3eA`�Z�e*X�Z�T.]�e�Z�f*g4W�R�S�TVf*Z�eA`�S�T.W�e*Sih*Z�f*Z4X�Z�e$Y6ZHW3j$bkW?Y6Z4X�W�e�W3e
l T'bkZ�X�ZCY6ZmU*W�TnW�eA`�Z�e�]�e$f�W�e*W3eoW3fAWpYIWL`�X�W l X�\Oq�ROq�e�q�U�q�X3q*TFX�Z�T�`�Z4^AU$q1Za`FU�S4`rbkW3e1ZCfAg�W�R�S�Tsf*Z�eA`�S�T.W�e*SE`�SCUAS�t
l X�\Oq�ROqIZ�e*X�Z�Y�]3e�Zvu�S�X�Y6S�X�W�\�W�Txw  

 

A. y{z}|*~4����~4�_��~a�I�*�������x~��	�����	~6�*���p~����F�����$�	������~a�D�	�$� ��~4�����	~6�x~��p~4�������	z	�*z	�pz��	�$�p���F�������  
� R$S�T�Za`rUAS4`rb+W�d�c�W�X�S�T.W�e*W�eA^�ZCfAg�W�R$S�T�f*Z�eA`�S�T.W�e*S[h�Z�f*Z4X�Z�e$Y6Z�d�Z�e�`�]�\�Z�j*Z��'Z���X�ZChA`�Za^�U�q
durumda kanserin sebebi asbesttir. 

 

B. Bu gerçekler asbestin �$�	�4����~a���_�*�p��~4�����	~1�x~4�	~��������	zp��z��$�p���*�����	��|�~�����~C�A~4�	�������O�
c� $e�f$ DZ�f�g4W3R�S�T¡f*Z�e_`.S�T.W�e*SiZa`FU�S4`FbkW?eEY6W ¢�SChAZ<U*Zad.f*Z<U�W�T£YIZ4\$\�S�e*W3e�Y�W$h l X�Z�cCbk]�R$]�e�]�U$qAX3Y�Z�f
için ¤p¥�¦	¥K§F¥O¨ª©�¥K¥�«�¥�¬�F®L«�¯1¥ª°�¥ ±3²$³k±?´*µ4¶<·�µ�¸.¹$º�¸Q»  

C. ¼{½¿¾$À «�Á À4Â © À «o¥$ÃxÄ À Ã�.Å�Æ¿¥ Â	Ç Å�È À « Â ¥*Æ	Ã À «�Å�Æ À Ã À Ä À�É�Ê ©�¤ ½ È ½ ¥$Æp©�¥*¯�®�Æp¥ ¾�À ©�¯ À ° À Ä	Å�©�ÅL«ªË
çünkü asbest Äp¥$¬ Â ¥1¬ À °�© À «�© À Ä	Å�«�©�Å Â  À ·�Ì�´�µK¹$Í*Î�µ�´*Î�ºÏÍ�Î�µ�¸Fµ�Ð1Ñ�Ò�Ó*µ8´�Í�Î£µ4¶�µCÑ�±�Î�±�¸nÔrÕª¸FÓ�Ì�Ö*±3Ó
akci Ö$Ì�¸×Ð*µ�Ó_Ø.Ì�¸.±�Ó*Ì<´�µ�Ð*µ4Î�µ�Ó$Ù6µ�´�µHØ�Ì�Ñ�Ì�ÚDÍ�Î�µ�ÓD¹*±�Ö$Ì�¸=Û�Ì�´�Î�ÌC¸�ÌiÐ*µ�¸�Û.º	¹�±3¸.Ì�Ó*Ü4±_Ý�µ�´*º�ÞrÎ�µ�³-µ�Ñ�±�Î�±3¸Fß�»  

D. ¼{½¿¾$À «�Á À4Â © À «o¥$ÃxÄ À Ã�.Å�Æ¿¥ Â	Ç Å�È À « Â ¥*Æ	Ã À «�Å�Æ À Ã À Ä À�É�Ê ©�¤ ½ È ½ ¥$Æp©�¥*¯�®�Æp¥ ¾�À ©�¯ À ° À Ä	Å�©�ÅL«ªË
¶�à$Ó�Ð$à�Ì�Ö$Ì�¸áµ4ØFÑAÌ�ØF³£Ð*µ�ÓAØ�Ì�¸V´*µ�Ú�Ø�µ�´*¹�ºLâ tüm µaØ.Ñ*ÌaØF³£±�Û�¶�±�Î�Ì�¸.±	µ�ÐAÜ�±�Ö�Ì�¸×Ð*µ�ÓAØ�Ì�¸.±3Ó*Ìv´*µ�ÐAµ�Î�µ�Ó�Ù�ºLÛ
olurdu. 

 

E. Asbes³pµ�Ð*Ü�±�Ö$Ì�¸£ÐAµ�Ó�Ø�Ì�¸F±3ÓA±3ÓEÓ*Ì4¹�Ì�Ó*± olamaz ¶Cà$Ó*Ð�àDµ�Ø.Ñ�Ì4ØF³-Î�Ìi¶�µ�Î�º�ÛFÙ6µ�´�µ�ÓEÑ*±�¸Ï¶�ÍªÐD±3Ó_Ø�µCÓK¹�µ
µ�Ð*Ü�±�Ö$Ì�¸¡ÐAµ�Ó�Ø�Ì�¸.±?ÓAÌ<´�µ�Ð*µ�Î�µCÓ*ÙIµ�Ð$³-µ�¹�º�¸Q»  

 

F. ã Ó�Î�µ�Ù�µ4¹$º3Ù:»  
G. ä ±�¸=Ø�Ì4¶�±?Ù@´AµCÚ�Ù�µ�ÐD±�¶�±�ÓE´*Ì�³-Ì�¸FÎ�±AÑ*±�Î�å*±G´�ÌHØ�µ�²�±3ÚI¹*Ì�Ö�±�Î�±�Ù1»  
H. æ_Ì�¶�Ì�Ó*Ì�ÐAÎ�Ì�¸.±3ÓK²�±�¶�ÑA±3¸F±LØ�±�ÐA±�Û�±�Ø�Ì4ÎAå$ÕO¸FàAÛ�Î�Ì�¸.±?Ù6±*´�µ�ÓAØ�ºG³LÙ6º?´*Í$¸Q»  
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16. ç<è�é�è�êìë�í$î ï4éáëOð�ñ$ò�ï�ñ*ó3ñôë*íOî�ï�ð�õFö�ð�÷�ï�ø�é�ó3ùAé�ï�øúöLï�ø.ï4ûró?ñ�ë*ïCñ�ë*ü�î$èLýFöLè�ø.è�é�ü�ê�üCò�ü�þ4ü�î*èsÿ��Oørñ�ü�î*è3ñ ökïCñ*ø.ó��
÷�ï�ø�õ�ïCò�ó3ê6ó?ñAïvë�ïCò�ï�ñAó?ø��  
 

A. ���
	��
� �������	
��������������������������
�  !�"�#	����"��$%��"����	&���$!'!�(')���*����
+����
����*,'-*�./*#�"��$��
varsayar; 021�3�4�165�7�8�9,1!:<;
1-=�>!?�@
?BAC:ED#@F7�@�9#G�924�4-9#3"HB;I@�9#3"9#AC9,J�KMLN?
@�?BAO?P3Q5�H
RSHP3-5�9#4-?T5�?�8�D,G
>-9,4-H UMV/W#X�Y�V#Z<X\["]�^�_�V,`-a<b\`dc!eBZgf�V#Z�Y�X�_�XBhi]�^�_�V/Y)]j`�h�k!Vlk-X)]"m,_�e\U�bIePZ�m,c-e�Y�m/n/m,_�ePh"e!f�V#ZSaSV,k"V,Z�o  

B. p�q
r�q
s t�u�t�s�r
t�v�w�x�u�y�z�t�{�|�}�{�~�q
v �!t"v#r�w�z"w��%u�y"z�t�r&u�{��!�!t(�)w�u���z�q
��}�q
v�s��,�-���/�#z"q���q
varsayar; ç �����"���S�,�"�,�����j�"�,�-�<�\�&�-���i���#�����P�&���#�����
�E�,�"���\���"�
���P�O�E�/�T���#���,�#�-�
�2�i�"�P�i�����
 -¡P¢¤£-¡\¥�¡B¦-§
¨T©�ª,«"¬
¥S¬P¢�©�¬I/®�¯-°#¨ ±³²-´�µ
´�¶¸·�¹�·,¶Cµ�·,º�»�¼<½�º�¾,±-µ�´"¿\À�¿I·,º�µ
»�¼�Á�Â�À-Ã�µP·#º�·ÄÀ-µ
·�ÅE»Pº�µ�·,º�Æ

 

 

C. Ç�È�ÉËÊ�ÈÍÌ#È�ÎÐÏÒÑ�Ï"Ó�Ô�Õ
Ê�Õ
Ì ÖØ×NÙ
Ú�ÙBÛ Ü#Ý�Ü#ÛOÚ�Ü#Þ�ß�à-ßPàáÝ"â�ã�Ü#ä-å<æ
äÒç-ÙPÞéè"Ü,Þ�Ú�ßPêìë!Ü,ê�ê!ßBà"Ý"Ü,ê"Ù
è�Ü#ÞSåEÜlí!ßBÛOÚ�Ü#Þ<ß!ê"Ù\îEÙ
åSï�Ú)â"Ú�Ü#Þ�Ü2êiÝ�ï�ã�Ù\î�Ûiï#êjæðï�Ý�ÙPÞñÖ  

D. òió/ôöõñó,÷Oø�ù�øûú)ù�ü)ý�ù�ô þ(ÿ����������
	��
�����
�������
�������������������������������þ(ÿ! 
������"��	
��#����$%�&�������
�
	%��#')(+*,' -
�������������.���/�
	���0�1�%'��
������1�����
���.*2�3�����������04������5	���0(6�������
�7��8��#�9�9�:�;��3�=<
>%�+'��9�3'
	
����0�����
����þ  

 

E. ?A@�B�@�CEDGF
H�I�J)K9L�J)MGJNDPO8I�Q�I�R9L.S,Q�I�T)@�B�@,QVU&OWTPO�B�X)@1I
Y�S�XPB�I%Z&I�TG@�B�@�Q�[ \!]
^&_�`�^a_�b�c�`�d�e�f!g�h�c�h3i
_
b%j�`#k)l+m,kon
`�p�c�e�q�c�`�p�e7^rb�c�_%]
j�]
^�]oq�`�g�]�c�s�_�s�g�h�c�h3put  

 

F. v ^�c�`�ir`0_�e3iwt  
G. Bir seçim yapmak için yeterli bil x�h3d�s5l9`�y�h3z�_
s�j
h�c�h7iwt  
H. {)|�}�|�~�|��&��|����3~o����}u�&�3�.�,�6���&���6���9|0�&���%�.�&�6��|����7��������~&�9���,���7�������  
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17. �����w�9�������������&�3�V �¡u¢�£�¡�¤��o¥���¦�����¡0§
¡��+£�¡���¨0©:�&�3�w��¤3�����«ª���§�¡���¦0���6�����3�¬§�¡�0¤7�2�7�¬¥�£&¡�®°¯±¡#���2��²�������¨
¯2���.³0¡�§
¡0¤���ªV´P�µ��³��¶�3�)������¤��#�µ�&��¤��7ª·��§���ªr¤����.�����3�w����¤��3ª��9¡�¤ KANUNLARI ¥�£�¡0®9¯+¡#���2�3²��3����¨�© ����³���¤������¸�¹9º1¸�»�¼�½¾º�½�½,¸�¿�À�º�Á.¸�Â�¸�Ã:Ä�Å�Æ�Å�Â
Å�Á�À�º�Á�Ç
È)¸3É1Â�º5Ä�º�Á6¹6¸3Â�¸�É0Ê

 

 

A. ËAÌ�Í�Ì�ÎÐÏ
ÑGÏ
ÎÒÍ�Ï�Ó�ÔVÕPÌ�Í�Ì�ÎVÖ°×�ÍÙØ)Ï
ÚPÛGÚPÍ�Ï�Ó�ÔÒØ)×0Ü9Ý.×�ÑG×0Ó�Í�×0ÓßÞ à�á�â
ã
áäã�å�â
æ
â�ç�å#èêé�ë%ì
å0é�å0é
í7è8î�ïð�ñ ç ñ�ò å�é�å ò ç�å�è�íPó9å�é
ï�ô0ï1ë%â�ç�å�è6í ð æ�ç ò å�ã�õ�ë%è+æ
â�é
å�é
í3èuö  
B. ËAÌ�Í�Ì�Î Ï
ÑGÏ�ÎVÍ�Ï�Ó�Ô÷ÕPÌ�Í�Ì�ÎVÖ6×0Í÷ØPÏ�ÚGÛPÚGÍ�Ï�Ó�ÔøØ)×0Ü°Ý.×�ÑG×ùÓ�Í�×0Ó%Þ çünkü kanunlar deneysel 

gerçeklere é
åuú&å�â�í�è�ö  
C. ËAÌ�Í�Ì�ÎûÏ�ÑGÏ�ÎÒÍ�Ï�Ó�ÔüÕPÌ�Í�Ì�ÎÒÖ°×0ÍGØPÏ�ÚPÛGÚ)Í�Ï�Ó�ÔüØ)×�Ü9Ý.×0ÑG×�Ó�Í�×ùÓùÞ ý å�ã�å#þ ð&ñ ç ñ�ò å�é
å ò ç�å�è.í ð æ�ã�å�â
æ�â�ç�å�è.í

bulmak için yöntemleri ú�å#è6å#þ2í3è.ç�å�è�ö  
 

D. ÿ������ ���
	��� ����� ��	 ������� ��� �������������������! #"$ %"&� �'� � 	 ���%�)(��&� � ��"$�+*,"���"��.-0/1���!��23� �54 "&� ���
	��6�
����� �7	 �&������������� 	 �����98:��;�"���"�� ���
	 � � � 	 "�� i gerçeklere dayanarak icat ederler. 

E. <>=
?�=
@BA�CDA�@E?
A�F&G'HI=�?
=�@KJ�L�?NM9A�ODPIOI?6A�F�GN=6Q�A�R�L�CIL�F�?�L$F$S T&U ��� U ���6	
�5� ����� ��	 ����� � � 	 �:��� 	 �����
��"&��"&(� �" 	�V "&� T "&� 	 "&� � (�W:�X� ��	 ���.-¶ÿ �
	��5� ����� �7	 �����Y��W 4 ���!�5�Z(���[�2,�5� 	 �&���6���Y��" 4��
	 ����W 4 �&���5�
(���[�2,�5� 	 �&���6��� R\A�OIG
@E?
A$]!A�O ���&����� 	 ����� � ;��&21"���"&� 	 "&�.-  

 

F. ^_� 	 � � ����� � . 

G. ÿ � �N %" T �� (!��[ � ��� � T � �`(�"&2a"�� 	��!���
	6V�� (�"� ��&b � [c��" 4��
	��6� -  
H. d " T "���"&� 	 "�� � �eb � T �!� � �  � � � � �  �" 	!V 8:� U � 	 "�� ���� (��&�! ��f2 � �(�W��.-  
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18. g�h6ikj%l&m�l�nao�pEq!h5isr�t&u�v!t�w
hyx�h
z�l&n{t�|�t�i\v�t&m�}�~cq�h6i�l�w5nap6m��7l�|�t�m�z�h
j�h6m�h5m�|�t�l�wn,pm�v!t�����t&n�n,h6��h6m�h
�,l�iX��t�|�t�w�h6�K��g�l���p�h6m!j�l�m�w
l�i0q�h
w�h6��l�|�l&�7w
l�i�p6m�p n bilimsel �c���N���������>�>�_� �&�����+���&�6�a�����6������ $¡�¢�£�¤
¥�¢�¦�¤
��§��Y����¨�¢��0�©���,�5�!¥��&¦��5���
�«ª¬!�X¬���¬�¦�¥
�&¦.®�¯!��£«���Yª��&¦�§��6���5£°  
 

A. ±>²
³�²
´¶µ�·Iµ�´E³
µ�¸�¹»ºI²�¸#¼D²
½I¾�¿\À�Á$²)ÂDÀ�Ã+ÄXÀ�·DÀ�¸�³6À$¸:Å Æ&Ç�È�É�ÇyÊÇ!Ë�Ç�È!Ì�Í#Î�Í�Ï�Ð$Ñ&Ò7Ñ�ÈKÊ�Ó�Ô�Ñ�Ê�Ñ�ÕIÑ�Æ&Ö�Ô�Ñ
×�ØÙ�Ú�Û�Ü�Ø
Ý5Þ�Ú�ß�Ø�à�á�Ù�Ý�á�Û.â  

B. ã>ä
å�ä
æèç�éIç�æKå�ç�ê�ëíìDä�ê�îIä6ïIð�ñXò�óäõô9ò�ö%÷%ò�éIò$ê&å
ò�ê:ø çünkü hipotez deneysel gerçeklere ù Ú�ß�Ú�ú�Ø5Û.â  
C. ã>ä
å�ä
æûç�éIç�æEå
ç�ê�ë0ìDä�êüîIä�ïDð�ñXò&ó$ä0ô9ò�ö+÷Xò�éIò$ê&å
ò�ê:ø ý,þ�ÿ�þ����������	� þ�
�þ���6þ��������	�����	�����������������	�cþ�ÿ

için yöntemleri icat ederler. 

 

D. � �"!�#%$�&�'(&*)+��,���)-'(�/.�#102$3&	.54�&*6�798;:"!�&=<>�/?�@:�@A:/.�&%$CB�'DB3.A0FE3��?�&HG�:�<>IJ:",C:/.�'(:�.LKNMO?3P"��GQ,C&�R�:/.S�T(U	T	VXW"Y3W�VU	W�Z�[�\�T	]�^�_�`�a�Tcbed3f�`"YC`/d
bildikleri gerçeklere dayanarak icat ederler. 

 

E. g2h(i�h(jlkCmnkCjoi�kCp"qOrnh(ptsnh(u�vewyx�z�h=h�{�kewx"mnx�p"i�x"pe| }/~C���C~����	�����*�3�e�;�"���2�������	�����C���-�(�����	���	�
�������J���1��(���C���e�� 9�-�C��¡���¢�£A����¤���¥�¦"�����(��¥��	¡§¢��9¥¨�3�-�(©/¡3�-©�£Aª��Cª	¥�«

 

F. ¬2(®�(¯±°�²�°C¯o®�°3³�´ µc1³·¶�(¸n¹�ºy»�¼�2(½�°Cº=»"²�»�³�®(»�³9¾ çünkü hipotezler zihinden gelir, 
�9¡��(©/¥Aª

¿���ÀÁ���*�c�y���C¥¨�3¥J�3ÀC«
 

 

G. Â ¡��(©/�Ã©���ª*�Ä«  
H. Å �*¥�£>��¦"�	�Æ¢3©�ÇC�Ã©/�-��¦��*¡§¢������/¥��(��¿�����¤��*¢3�=£A©/È��DÇÃ���" ����(�*�É«

 

I. ÊcË�Ì"Ë�Í3Ë/Î�Ï	Ë�Ð�Ñ*Í5Ò�Ñ(Ì�Ó�Ñ*ÐyÑ1ÔAÑ�Î�Ñ(ÕAÑ(Ô>Ë�Ï�Ö�×eÐyØ�ÕAÏ�Ë�Ð�ÑDÙÑ3Ú�Û/Í�Ô>ÜÞÝ1ÙÜDÚ3ß�ÐLà  
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19. á â	ãåäAæ/ç�æ�è;é"ê·ë�â*ãtì�í/î�ï�í�ð(âÄñ�â(ò"æ/èóí�ô�í�ã¨ï�í/ç�õ�ö-ë�â	ã÷æ"ð*è;ê	çùøÃæ"ô�í�ç�ò"â(ä>â	ç3â*çúô3íûæ�ðDè�êDçùï�í�ü>ýJí/è�è�â	þ�â	ç�â
farzedeli øÄÿ9á æ���ênâ	ç�ä>æ�ç�ð�æ�ã ë�â(ð	â	øúæ"ô3æ�øð�æ/ã�ê	ç�ê*ç�ë�â(ð	â	øäAí�ð �������
	����
	 ������������������������� ��!���"�#%$�&�'�(���&)� (
*�+-,/.�*�0�1324,�2�25*7698�,�: *7;�*�<>=@?9AB?C;D?%: 8�,�:FEDG9*�H>;�,/=C,�: +-*�;�*7H@I

 

 

A. JK�L�K�MONDPQNDMRL�N�S�T�UVKWSRXBY�ZCS�K7[9K�\]Y�^-_BY�PVY�S)L�Y�S@` a�b%cDdDbfe%b9gBbDcCh�ikjCi)lnm�o)pqo3cfeDr%s%o�eDoko�a�t�sDo
a�tud�o)l�vWt�w7pqo3x�t�y�i)dCw�i)lFz  

B. JK�L�K�M{NDPVN%MRL�N�S)T|UQKWS}XBY�ZDS Ku[9K|\QY)^�_BY�PQY�S�L�Y�S@` çünkü bir teori deneysel gerçeklere 

eDo3x�o)cCt7lFz  
C. JK�L�K�M~N%PVNDMRL�NCS)T�U]KWSqX Y�ZDS�Ku[]K�\]Y�^�_BY�PVY�S)L�Y�S�` � o�d�o3vy���w��7p�o�e%o�p�w�o�l t�yD��v5i)r�l���w�i�l ��yC��w7p�o)d

için yöntemleri icat ederler. 

 

D. ��o�m�t�y���w��up�o�eDo3pqw�o3l tW��yC��l/vWi�r�l �7xC�g�o)c��ni�� i)l ��yD�Cw��Dl���xCo�c���d�i�g � i�eCi3lFzV��c�h�o3d�eD��sDi�l>yC��w�� m 

o�e%o�p�w�o�l tW��v�i�r�l �7xC�Q�@c�h�i)eCi�c�yC��w�eD��dCw�i)l �9�Di�l a�i3d9w�i�l�i/e%o�x�o3c9o�lBo)d���h)o�v4i)eDi)lBw�i�lFz  
 

E. JK�L�K�M�NDPQNDMRL�NDS�T�UQK�S�X Y)ZCS�K�[]K�K���N%X�Y)PVY�S�L�Y�S�` a3bDcDd%b�y���l�v�i�r�lB��� y���w��7p¡o)eDo)p�w�o)lBt7c�t�c
d�i�g � i�vWpq��g�rDw�e���s@�¢eDi3c9i3x9��i�w9�%i)l a�i3d�w�i3l ��c�x�r@l£�Cp¢w�o�cCp¢o���t�eDt�l�z  

F. JK�L�K�M¤NDPQNDMRL�N�S�T�UQKWSRXBY�ZCS�Ku[�K�K���N�XnY)PVY�S�L�Y�S�` çünkü te r�l ��w�i�l¥m���j���c�e%i)c��Di�w��7l-��r�cCw�o�l�t�y���m
rDw���gBv��Dl£�Dl£�DmDz  

 

G. ��c�w�o�p�o�e%t7p¦z  
H. ����l���i�a��up§x9o3¨Dp�o)d©��a)��c�xCi�v�i)lBw��9yC��w��C��x�i
�-o�j��7¨¢eCi�sD��w���pRz  
I. ª]i)a�i)cCi�d9w�i)l �7c�j���a�y9�7lB�W����d9��g����-i�w9�%��lBb9g�w�i)l �upq�Cx�o�c9�-t�vWpqtuxCr%lFz  
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20. «¬)®�¯�°�±�¬�°�¬)²�°�¬)® ³D¬�¯�´¶µC´�°�´7·¸¬�³C¬3·q°�¬)® ±W¹4¬�º%²�±�»�¼3º9¼©½�¾@¯À¿�¬3®£¯9°�±�¬�½�±�°�¬�® ³C¬3² µC¬�¯9¬3® °�¬�®�Á Â�Ã£Ä�Å)Æ%Ç�Ä9ÈÉ +   ÊCË�Ì�Í9Î)ÏDÐ�Ñ Ò�Ð3Ñ Ë�Ó�Î�Ô�ËuÕ¦Ö%Ñ Î3Ó9×7ÓC×WØ�Ù£Ë�Ú�ËuÊ�Û�Ë�Ò�Ð�Ñ Ë�ÓÝÜ%Ñ Ö�Õ�Ö@Ó9Ò�Î)ÑB×ßÞ�à]áBàDÓDÌ�Ð�Ò�Ð3Ñ�Ë7Ó�Ð�Ô-Ð�â�Ð�Ü�ÖDÒ7ãDÑ ä�å
æ�ã�Ø�Ù�Î3Ñ£Ê9Ò�×
Î�Ò�Î)Ó�Ò�Î)Ñ ÞDÎ/Û)Î�Ò�×�á�Î)Ó�â9Ë�Ò�Ë7Ì�Î�ÞDÎ)Ì¢Ò�Î3Ñ�×7Ó�×�Ó�â9ËuÑ£â9Ë7Ñ Ò�Ð3Ñ Ë�Ó�ËuÓ�Û)Î�Ò�×�áBÌqÎ)Ò�Î�Ñ ×�ÓC×QÎ�Ó�Ò�Î)Ì�Î�Ò�Î3Ñ ×�Ó�×9Ú�Ö@Ñ Ò�Î�á£Õ�×�Ñ ×7ÑFå

 

 

A. ç�èDé)ê]ë�ìqèCë�è%íVë�èCé�îVèCê]ïqðQï�ë�ï�ñòèDîQèDñRë�è�é�ì�íVì�íóðVï�é ôQõ�ö�÷�ø�ö)õ�ùVõ¢úCùV÷�úDûRúD÷�úCö)ü¢ý�þ�ö)ÿ��ö�� çünkü �����	�	
��������������������������������
 �!���!
"���!�$#���#	� %�&�')(�*�&�+!(�,-(�.�& /�021�35476�8�3�9�:;6<3�8�:�=$>?3�6�8�:�>�8�329�:�6�3
@�3!A�8�:�BC:	9ED

 

B. FHG�I!J)K�L�G�K�GCMNK�G�I�ONG�J)P�Q�P�K�P�RSG�O�G�RTK�G�I�L�MNL�MUQNP�I�Q�P�I�K�V�I!P�MNPWG�MNK	G�RTG�K�G�I!LWX�Y�I!O�Z[I�\ çünkü @�]�8	]	^ 3�B�32^�8	3!9�:_>�0!6�B�]`3�8�3!6�8�3�9�:`]�8�0a>?0�b�]�=c0�6dB�]�AC0�9W3�8�3!6�8�3 9�:	6eB�]�8�]�6�]`3�6�8�3�^"3�>d]�f�]	6df�3!@�3
sarfetmelidirler. 

 

C. FHG�I!J)K�LgG�K�G�M)K�G�I!ONG�J)PgQNP	K�P�RhG�ONGCRTK�G�I�L	MNL�MiQ�PjI!Q�P�I�K�VkI�P�MNP[GCMNK�G�RlG�K�G�I!LNY�K�O�ZNJ)m�G�J�Y�K�G7n�ONLjI7\f�oC6�>Cop@�]�8�]	^q3�B�32^�8�329�:�rk0�>?]	B�]	9s/�0t@Cup6�0�BC0!6�8	0`BC]	AC0!9v3�8�326?8�3!9�:;6wB�]�8�8�029�]	6�]�/�0t@�32>?:�=x3!f�:�8�329�:	6�:
y A�9�0�6C^�0�6�]�6p1?4C8�8�3�9$:	6�:�@�u�8�32@?]�8�]�9$8�0�9ED

 

D. FHG�I!J)K�L G�K�GCMNK�G�I�ONG�J)P[Q�P�K�P�RhG�ONGCRTK�G�I�L	MNL�MiQ�P�I�Q�P�I�K�VkI�P�MNP[GCMNK�GCRTG�K�G�I�L[Y�K�O�ZNJ)m!GWJ�YCK�G7n�ONLjI7\f�oC6�>Co�@�]�8�]	^z3�BC3�^"8�3!9�:	6�:�6W3�1C6�:)3!6�BC3`B�0!AC]j=c]�>W3�8�326?8�3!9$B�3�f�3!8�:�=�^":�=H4�8�^"3�8�3�9�:?^�u�{�|}0!^"0�8�BC]�9~D
 

E. FHG�I!J)K�LgG�K�G�M)K�G�I!ONG�J)PgQNP	K�P�RhG�ONGCRTK�G�I�L	MNL�MiQ�PjI!Q�P�I�K�VkI�P�MNP[GCMNK�G�RlG�K�G�I!LNY�K�O�ZNJ)m�G�J�Y�K�G7n�ONLjI7\f�oC6�>Co���3�9$>�8�:l3�8�326?8�329�B �!���W�?�����	���c�!�l�������������������a���k�����c�;�E���`�!�����!�������a�����������c���"�����������
olursa olsun gerçektir. 

 

F. � �������"���C�����  
G. � �	���������;���?�2���"�!�����!�	�p�����}�!�$���?�����	�������`�c�� ����W����¡������	�T�  
H. ¢ �!���!�����?�	�!�����w ����~�?���$�j�����?�������c���?�C£��$�?�����!���;���������?�c���j���;��¤C�E�  
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21. ¥N¦!§©¨�ª�«¬¦�ª�¦��ª�¦!§�®C¦�¨?¯x°�¯�ª�¯	±²¦�®�¦!±"ª�¦!§�«H¦2³� «¬´cµ�³�µl¶!·�¨¹¸�¦!§©¨�ª�«¬¦�¶!«�ª�¦�§�®C¦�5°�¦2¨?¦�§$ª�¦�§`º$»�§��µ�¼C¯�)½g¾ +  

¨�¯	±p³?¦!¿�µ�§�ª�µ2§�¯	T¦kÀ�¯;Áx·�§�¦��«	�«�½[¸�¯�Â�¯	¨�¶�¯�ª	µ!§�¯	�ÃC§�·7Á}·7?ª�¦!§�«s®7Ä?´�ÄC�±"µ�ª�µ!§$¯��µwÀ�µ!°�µ!Ã�·�ª	ÅC§�ÆcÇ�ÈÉÅ�CÅ�T¦!�ª�¦!±"«�½
°�¯	§p°�¯�ª�¯;±lÀ�µ�ª_®�Ä�´�ÄC�Ê�µ2?¯�Ë°�¯�ª�¯	±Ì¦�®�¦�±"«	�«�e¶!¦�ª�«�´©ÁÍ«	¼�«t¦�ª�¦��¦Î°�¦!¼�ª�«_·Cª�¦!§�¦2¨<¸©¦2§©¨?ª�«Ï¦��ª�¦!±"ª�¦!§$¦aÀc¦�Ð�¯�Ã
·Cª�®�Å�¼�Å?®7Å�§EÇ  

 

A. ÑÉÒ�Ó�Ò�ÔlÕ-Ö�Ó)×NÒ�Ø�Ù�ÚNÛcÚNÜNÝ!Ö�Þ$ß�Ø!à)Ó�á?ß�Ó�ß�Ü�Ó�ß�Ø!ÙNßpÞ$ß�Ø�à�Ó�á?ßCÜNÓ�ß�ÔlÓ�ß�Ø�ß�â�Ö!Ó�Ö�Ý�Ö!à)ã©ÒjØ7ä  çünkü bilimsel å�æ�ç�æ�è�é�ê�ë	ê!ì
bir alanda í å�î�ïCê!ìsð?î�ìxñ�ë�ñ2è�ñ�ò�ó7ì�ê`ô©ñ�ì©õ�ë�ö�÷�ø�ì$ùCú�ë�ñ�è�ñ�ð�î�ë�î	ìEû  

B. ÑÉÒ�Ó�Ò�ÔlÕ-Ö�Ó)×NÒ�Ø�Ù�ÚNÛcÚNÜNÝ!Ö�Þ$ß�Ø!à)Ó�á?ß�Ó�ß�Ü�Ó�ß�Ø!ÙNßpÞ$ß�Ø�à�Ó�á?ßCÜNÓ�ß�ÔlÓ�ß�Ø�ß�â�Ö!Ó�Ö�Ý�Ö!à)ã©ÒjØ7ä çünkü bilimsel å�æ�ç�æ�è�é�ê�ë	ê!ìüð�î ë�î	úýñ�åCñ!ú�ö;è�ö	è à�Ò�ÛcÒ�Õ-Ö!Ó ò�ó�ì©æ?ç�ë�ê!ì�î�è�êTþ�ê�÷�ñió�è�é�ê�õ�îÉð�î	ë�ò�î�ë�ê2ì�î�è�êlð�ñ�ï�ë�öÉø�ë�ñ�ì�ñ�õô�ñ!ì�õ�ë�ö�ç�ê!õ�î�ë�å�êt÷�ø�ì©ùCú�ë�ñ2è�ñ!ð�î�ë�î�ì~û
 

 

C. ÑÉÒ�Ó�Ò�ÔlÕ-Ö�Ó<×�ÒjØÿÙNÚNÛ�ÚNÜ�Ý�Öÿã$Ú�Ô ßCÓ�ß�ÜNÓ	ß�Ø�Ù�ß²ß��?Ü�á<ß�ÜNÓ	ß�Ôlß â�Ö�Ó	Ö�Ý�Ö�à?ã$Ò�Ø7ä çünkü bilim ñ�åCñ�ú"ö	è�ö�èpð�ñ!õ�öjçxñ��!ö���ö�è�êÏøCë	ù�ì���ñÏø�ë��$ù�è í å�æ?ç$æ�è�é�ê ÷�î	è�ê�åCêÏå�ø�ïCñ�å�ñ�õ?î ß��?Ü�á)âCÖ�Ø�	�Ö�à)Ó�ÖkØ�Ò�Ò	Þ$ß�ÙNÖ  
eder. 

D. ÑÉÒ�Ó�Ò�ÔlÕ-Ö�Óv×NÒjØpÙ�ÚNÛ-Ú�ÜNÝ�Öpã$Ú�Ô²ß�Ó�ßCÜNÓ�ß�Ø!ÙNßÎß
��ÜNá ß�ÜNÓ	ß�ÔTßTâ�Ö�Ó�Ö!Ý�Ö�à?ã$ÒjØ7ä çünkü tüm bilimler 

birbirleriyle ��ß�à)á�ÜTÒ�Ó�Ò�Ûcà�Ò  içindedir. 

 

E. ÑÉÒ�Ó�Ò�ÔlÕ-Ö�Ó�×�Ò�ØaÙNÚ�Û-ÚNÜ�Ý�Ö5ã$Ú�Ô ßCÓ�ß�ÜNÓ	ß�Ø�Ù�ßeß
�?Ü�á�ß�ÜNÓ�ßCÔTß â�Ö!Ó�Ö�Ý�Ö�à?ã$Ò�Ø7ä ô�ñ!ì©õ�ë�ö_ñ�ë�ñ2è�ë�ñ�ì�åCñ�õ?îî�è���ñ�è�ë�ñ�ì�ö	è
 
ð�î	ì©ð�î	ì�ë�ê!ì�î�÷?ë�ê î�ë�ê�Íî�ç�î	ú õ�ù�ì�ú�ñ�ë	ñ!ì�ö�î��!î�è ðCù òCê ì�ê!õ�ë�î�å�î;ì~û��tî�ë�î�ú ñ�åCñ!ú�ë	ñ!ì�ö�ñ~÷�è?ö

ñ!è�ë�ñ!ú"ë�ñ�ì�ö�õ�ù�ë�ë�ñ!è�ú"ñ�õWî��!î�è ß�Ü�Ó�ß�Û-Ôlß�Ó�á�ÙNájØ�Ó�ß�Ø . 
 

F. � è�ë�ñ�ú"ñ�åCö�ú�û  
G. 

�tî�ì��cê���î	ú�÷�ñ���ú"ñ�õWî��!î�èp÷?ê��Íê�ì�ë�î�ð�î�ë�òCî�÷�ê���ñ��?î��"åCê�ïCî�ë�î�úÎû
 

H. � ê���ê!è�ê�õ?ë	ê!ì�î�è���î��~ð?î�ì$î���î�õ?î�ç�î��cê�ë?òCó�ì$æ?ç�ë�ê!ì�î;ú�î�÷�ñ�è��cö��jú�ö;÷�øCìEû  
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APPENDIX B 

 � �"!$#&%('*),+.-&!$/10�23!14
 

 

1- Sizce bilim nedir? 57698�6;:<6(=?>A@7B�@3CD6�EF6;G(HIG(6;:J>K@LH�MA6;>KNO89NP�6AQO6;MA6�MA69896;:<RSF8K@F8�@
TA8�@�UWV�XYBK6;T[ZOS\^]L_a`�]F\^]3bOc�dAcAeKc?`�c�fA_9c;gA_9]�hDeO]�gJi�jAk;hDi�g&gA]�eOc�hmlon[pFk�qA_�irjAk�gAk;s�t
 

2- uwv�xKvry{z|�}L~�v�xAvL�K|;�m����|���|���z�vL���A|;���A|9����|;x(|;x���vL�?|9�W��vFz�|�|��F|�x��Ov�xAvry���v��Dv��A�9|;�<|��O|;����$���^�(���9���W���A�����(�I�^�A���(���
�m���3�L�L���(���r (���A����¡
 

3- Bilim adamla ¢W£;¤K¥F¦¨§©¦�ªA«�¬J�®K«�¯�
¤&°A«?¯�«;±³²��¯O°A«�¢�´KµI¤�§¶
±¸·O¦
¢^±�£�®O£�¢m¹  
4- º�»9¼�»;½³¾¿F¼�½�À�ÁO¿L¼�¼9¿�ÂJÃ^ÄIÂ^ÅA¿�Æ�»;ÅÈÇrÉaÀ�½ËÊK¿ÍÌ�ÎwÏÐ½�ÀOÁ�¿L¼9»�Ñ1ÊO¿ÓÒA»�¼?»;½�¾�¿L¼$¾�Ô;Å(Ô�Õ�¼9Ç�ÅAÁOÔ;Â^½�ÇF¼�Ç�Â
Ã©ÄIÂ^ÅA¿�Æ�»�ÅÈÖK¿�Âm»;×KÀOÁO»;ØÚÙF¿rÉ9ÊO¿�¼oÊK¿�ÙLÇ
Å(¼�Ô�¼9Ç�ÂWÔ;Å�¾�Ô�ÅAÔ9Õ�¼�Ç
ÅKÁOÔ�ÂWÔ�¼;½�Ç�¾�Ô�ÑJÛ�¿�ÂDÜ�¿LÆ�»�Å*ØKÀ�Ö�×KÇF¼�Ç�ÂmÔ;½<Ô�ÁOÔ;Â�Ý
Ï[ÜFÔ;ØA¼9Çr×AÔ;Å(Ô�Þ . 
5- Bilimsel teoriler ve bilimse ßKàAá�â�ãOâAß�á�äåá�äWá�æ�ç�âKèOáoéAê�ä�ë^á
ä^à"ìOá
ä^í<ç�èOç�ämî7ï[ðFç;àAß9árñAç;â(ç�ò�ó  
6- ô�ê9ß�ê;í³æõFßOé(ê9ß�ö�ê9ß�õ�äYìAõ¨÷¶õLøIäWê9ß�õ�äåù©ú�ä^âKõFû�ê;âJár÷aø�íü÷aõFøIäWê?æ�ê�ýOõ�ì�äWê�íþ÷©õ�ø�äWê9æ�ê�ÿ�òLá�í�á
âAß�á�èOõ�ûKê��ê;ämß�õ�ä
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